CHAPTER ONE

The Inozi the Book
We have stated in the introduction that Sima Qian was possessed of some degree of
certainty concerning the person LaoZi and his book. Whether or not his opinion and his
record are correct is another guestion, with which I will deal in Chapter Two of this
work. In Chapter One, we will be content to examine the book called l-aozi.In this
study the bamboo slips Inozi discovered in 1994 at the Jingmen archaeological site has
been referred to.
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or the Daodeiing É1#Æ, are complex
and controve¡sial. Chan \r/ing-Tsit says: "Perhaps it is more so because it deals with
such intangibles as literary style and ideas, and as a book it has many irregularities."sT
Many scholars differ concerning the versions, the titles and structure, the authorship, the
date, and the entire nature of the book. These are all problems with which we must
The problems surrounding tbe l-aozi

concern ourselves in this work.

Laozi in the ancient scrþt,ss
but no one knows now what constituted the work to which this history refers. When Liu
Xians 9JlA and his son Liu xin $JÈk (c. 46 BC-AD 23) compiled the first Chinese
biblio-eraphy, Qitüe -bFå, in the fhst century BC, the ltozi was included;se but we
Tlne

History of the Former Han Dytasry mentions

the

know nothing ofits text or st¡ucture.

1.1 The editions of the

l¿ozi

Before the discovery of the Mawangdui ,6=1È stlk Inozi in 1973, various editions of
the Laozi were in circulation, but the earliest principal versions were referred to as "the
traditional version" and "the ancient version". The former refer to the versions, which
were those associated with the commentaries of Yan Zun ffiL€ (fl. 53-24 BC), Wang Bi
f$É9 (AD 226-249), and He shang -eong ì4-f/:;. This dated traditionally from the reign
of Emperor Wen of the Han ìEXÈ 079-157 AD), though many set the date at the
third or fourth century AD.@ The latter refer to the versions of Fu Yi of the Tang
Dynasty and Fan Yingyan of the Song Þynasty, which were later versions that were
based on those written as eady as 200 BC.

Below are considered the five principal versions of.the Inozi. They are given in
chronological order:

5r

Chan 1963: p. 61.

53

Ban Gu's

to

Liu Xiang's Qilüe.

o

Hanshu#.ã,ch. 53, second bio-eraphy.

f\ís

was completed by his son. Liu Xin.

It now exise only in fragments.

See He Jiejun and Zhang Weiming 1982: pp. 8G8?. Cf. Robert G. Henricks 1993: xvii.
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1.1.1 Five principal transmitted versions of the Laozí
1.1.1.1 The Yan Zun ffiË version
The Yan Zun version of the l-aozí text was originatly accompanied by a commentary in
essay form by Yan Zun cailed Daode zhigui lun É1rÉ,#ffi#. Extant now is only the
Dejing of the text. When the present work refers to the 'Yan Zun version' or the 'Yan

it means only that this is the text of the I-aozi that has been transmitted
together with the Yan Zun essays Daode ahiguilun. It does not mean to imply, much
less to claim, thar Yan Zun himself had any hand in editing the Inozi texr, or in
establishing the version that accompanies hts Zhíguilw. Tlls is also the meaning of the
'Yan Zun version' when the term is generally menúoned.6l
Zun laozi'

Yan Zun was a figure of the end of the Former Han Dynasty. Apart from short
citations of the l-aozi in other Former Han works, that of Y an Zan can claim to be the
earliest transmitted version of ¡he Inozi.Q Some argue, however, that yan's version and
his commentaries are false.ór Concerning the details of this writing, the present work

will discuss it in the section on "the commenta¡ies of the I¿ozi ", which will be included
in the next stage.

t.l.l.zThe Hesh¡ng Gong IrÍt'A version
The Heshang Gong Iaozi is the version that has been transmitted with the Heshang
Gong conmentary, Ia.ozi Heshang Gong zhangju
es with the yan
Zun version, no one named Heshang Gong had anything to do with the actual editing of
the Laozi text. In fact, the name Heshang Gong is probably fictional.s Nothing is
known about the person responsible for the Heshang Gong commentary. It's details will

ZÍi¡ltâ\Èã.

also be discussed in the section on "the commentaries of the.[.aozi ".65
1.1.1.3 The Wang Bi -.lE version
unlike the circumstances of the Yan Zun and Heshang Gong commentaries, there is no
doubt that Wang Bi conunentary is the work of the fa¡nous and the third century scholar
wang Bi (226-249), who is best known perhaps for his commenrary to the yijW ãl&

"Book of changes". He was one of the most important figures of the post-Han intellectual
milieu. The wang Bi lnozi has 8l chapters, bur no names6 are given to them as titles.
These th¡ee versions are called "the traditional versions of the Inozi,'.

n'Cf.
"t Cf.
ut

*

Loewe 1993: pp. 271-Z'i2.

Loe*e

1993: p. 272.

Cf. Zhongguo da baike quanshu: zhexue

1987: p. 451.

Boltz says: "In fact the name Ho-shang Kung is, like the name Lâo tzu, clearly fictional..." Cf. Loewe
1993: p. 273. But in this case Boltz hâs no clear evidence to suppon his assumption. Concernin-e Lao
Zi the person. I show in chapter two rhat Lao Zi was no¡ a ficdonal cha¡acter.

"s See Zhongguo da baike quanshu: zhexue
oo

l.

l.1987:

p. 45

rbid-
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L Cf. Loewe 1993: pp.273-214.
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1.1.1.4 The Guben

fiS

version

There are two distinct but closely related redactions of the so-called Guben ("old text"
or "ancient version" of the Inozi): A) One is edited and established by Fu Yi 1äæ
(c.558-c. 639) of the Tang E Dynasty, and, B) the other is edited and established by
Dynasty.
Fan Yingyuan ftÆfr of the Song

ft

A. The Fu Yi Æi4 redaction
Fu Yi served as Taishiling

"Grand Astrologer" in the court of the early Tang
for being avidly interested in the Inozí text and is reported
Dynasty. He had a reputâtion^Êâ
to have gathered as many different versions of the text as he could. Xie Shouhao #l
ìffi ( I 134- 12i2), says in hts Hunyuøn shengji iññg*É (the Daozang Ë9fr, nV 269¡,
"among the versions of the laozi text to which Fu Yi had access there was one which
was reputed to have come from the tomb of Xiang Yu's €E consort, which had been
opened in 574. Xiang Yu died in 2028C, and it is likely that his consort died before
him, otherwise she would probably not have had a tomb of any note".67 If we can trust
Xie Shouhao's report, then, Fu Yi would have had access to a manuscript copy of the
Iaozi dating probably from slightly before 200 BC, a version of clear importance in
establishing a critical edition.
The Fu Yi text is preserved in the Daozang as HY 665 and is reproduced in
facsimile in Yan Lingfeng's ffiF@ Wuqiu beichai Laozí jicheng, first series, volume
17. Bi Yuan +ä (1730-1797) relied heavily on the Fu Yi text in the course of preparing
hts Daodej íng kaoy

i É!ÆÆ4 F.

B. The Fan Yingyuan Ë/€zc redaction
Fu Yi's Guben l-a.ozi wâs edited anew in the Song Dynasty by Fan Yingyuan, a person
Uut otherwise an obscure
sometimes described as a "Daoist master" (daoshi
figure about whom little is known. The opening page of Fan's redaction of the Guben
Inozi identifies him as the "former Instructor-in-charge at the Yulong wanshou temple"
(ÊÛE'FêÊ#E+&), and the "'Senior Lectu¡er of the Shouning Abbey at Nanyue"
(Hengshan
Fan provides his redaction with collated notes
and exegetic comments in connection with the YanZun, Wang Bi, Heshang Gong, and
Fu Yi versions of the text. He also provides notes reflecting other, later commentators,
(503-551), Lu Deming El,*.18, Cheng Xuanying
including Liang Jianwen Di
(1039-1112). The title of his work is Inozi
(1. 630-660), and Su nte

Ët)

ffiilJ)'(ÉÉ#eæFÐ.

*ËllÈ
ffiffi

ltÈH

D aodej

ing g uben j iahu

Z + ÉX#ÆÊA*ìÈ.

Boltz says:
Fan's redacrion of the K¿ pen Lao ¡¡u differs from the Fu I Ku pen tcxt in about one hundred places,
according to \f'agnefs study (1989 p. 37). At least one of the rcasons that F¿n's version differs from Fu

Yi's is rhat Fan uncritically adoptcd a number of Hsüan
o'cf-

J-

Bolu

198?b:

pp. 133-134.
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tsun-e's

idiosyncratic emendations to the text.

(See' e.g.. Chu 1975, I for an example from ch.20.) tn spite of tt-ese differenccs between the two Ku pen
versions, Wagner correctly observes ùat 'their common deviation against other extant æxts is substantially

higher (in number of variants, than between each other)'. These two examples, in other words, definc a
single line of ransmission distinct from all others.4

Inozi was published by the Han fen lou iÉäÊ library of rare books in
volume 17 of the Xugui congsh¿. This text was based on the Song woodblock print that
was in the Jiang'an Fushi Shuang qian lou ?ïãË,KËffiffi collecúon, Le.,the personal
library of Fu Zengxianc €ëiffl 0872-1949). He is known ro hav€ provided a number
of rare Song and Yuan woodblock prints to the Han fen lou for facsimile reproduction
in the early part of this century.6e The text of Fan's Guben Inozi is not include.d in the
Daozang. For a facsimile of the xugui congshu copy, see wu qíubei chai laozi jícheng ,
vol. 59. Apart from Wagner's study discussed above, which idenúfies the Guben Inozí
with the original Wang Bi text, the most extensive modern study of the Guben version
Fan's Guben

is that of Lao Jian

in

l94l.1o

1.1.1.5The Tang yu zhu EffiÈ 'Imperial commentary', version
The so-called "bibliographic conrroversy" at the court of rang xuan Zong
(cr
Hung, 1957) involved, a compeútion between the commentary of the wangBi raozi
and that of the Heshang Gong I¿ozi. Because no clea¡ criterion emerçd at the termination
of the debate for choosing between these two, Xuan Zong
optea to produce his
own cornmentary and sub-commentary (slw ffi). These were published in 735. At the
same time he established an "edited" version of the l-aozi text based largely on his
personal choice of readings from either the Heshang Gong version or the Xiang Er Hffi
version (cf. below). Conceming the value of this version, Boltz says:

Èãã

âã

Because his text was not critically established in any scholarly way, and combines readings capriciously
from other versions, it has no independent value for the esrablishment of a critical e¿ition (St¡ima tSfj,
summarized in Herfonh 1989 (1980), p.l9). Still, because of tbe naturc and s¡ature of the source of the
Imperial commentary, Hsüan tsun-g's Ino t¿u sulpplarrted both the Wang Pi and Ho-shang Kung versions

for T'aÎ-e civil service examination purpose, and to a considerable
,eeneral extent as well (Hun,r 195?,
n.146).?'

To enforce his order that Yuzhu /-ao¡i should be the version of choice Xuan Zong had
both text and commentar-v inscribed on an eight-sided stone zhuang Ë and erected it in
738 in front of the Long xing guan Ë'Egffi of yizhou ã/,ti. (This relic is nor to be
confused with the bei & ol7Dg found at the same site, which carried only the text of the
Iaozí . Nor should it be confused with the zhwng carrying both the text of the Iaozi and
the Imperial commentary which was erected in 739 at the Long xing guan of Xingzhou
ntLo.*e

"

1993:p-279.

Ibid.

"'Ibid.
t'Loerue

1993: p.280.
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*[i'[.|). High quality photographs of these stone inscriptions can be found in Ho, 1936.??
Xuan Zong's Inozi yuzhu and his sfrø "sub-commentary" can be found in the DaoTang,
HY 6'77 and67819 respectively.
These are the five principal textual versions of. the Laozi proper. However, as
Henricks says, "all traditional versions ofthese three editions a¡e'received'texts, having
been copied many times over the centuries and thus passed down to the present."r3 The
copies of these "eady" texts which ,üe possess today, therefore, undoubtedly do not
represent the text as it was seen by the commentators whose names they bear.7l
1.1.2 The Mawangdui ,ET,JÊ silk text of tlne l-aozi
Before the discovery of the Jingmen bamboo slips in 1994, the Mawangdui

,EEiÈ silk

version was the ea¡liest ediúon of the laozi and dates from around the beginning of the
second century BC. These were the oldest extant manuscripts which we know to be free
of later eüors or other changes. In December of 1973 in a Han tomb at Mawangdui in
Hunan iüÉ province two manuscript copies (designatedTïa ben 44 "A" and yi ben
Z**8" by modern editors) of the Laozi were discovered. Of these two manuscripts, A
observes no Han taboos at all, while B observes as taboo only the cha¡acter bang #:.
This means that A was probably made before the death of Gao Zu ElHin 195 BC, and
that B was made before the death of Emperor Hui in 180 BC. And the possibility that A
was made before the Han cannot be ruled out. These two manuscripts thus antedated the
Tang stone inscriptions by 900 years and the earliest fragment by nearly 500 years'rs
Boltz says, texts A and B "represent a genuine textual lineage, rather than being
just an isolated textual anomaly."j6 Gao Heng ,ãF, CU Xizhao itíffi# t and Xu
7t
Kangsheng #ffi-+- argue that A and B do not come from the same textual tradition.
The evidence is mainly as follows: l) At the end of the first part of B are the character
ae 1# nd the number ch¿¡acter representing "th¡ee thousand and forty on€"; at the end
of the second part of Book B are the character dao Ë and the number character
representing "two thousand four hundred twenty six". Book A lacks these characters. 2)
The text in B is not divided into chapters at all. But in A, dot markings seem to be a sign
for the division of the text into sections.tt 3) The tr¡'o texts A and B read differently in

''
tt
tn

Ibid.
Robert G- Henricks 1993: xvii-

For this point,

see the

tt D. C. Lau 1982: p.
tuLoeo,e

n

156.

t993: p.284.

Cf. N{awan-sdui hanmu boshu zhengli xiaozu 1976: pp. 109-128-

t'Xu

t'

article by William Boltz 1985.

Kangsheng, 1985: pp.

l3Gl37.

D. C. Lau argues that "The curious fact is that the practice in the two books of the A, text is very
different. lnthe te ching rhere are l5 such ma¡ks, but only one at the beginning of the tao ching. Ofrhe
15 marks in the ¡¿ ching , 1l coincide with chapter division in the transmined text while 3 are found
within chapters." Cf. D.C- Lau 1982: p. 1ól.I think. however, that Lau's argument cannot den¡, the
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about one hundred and eighty places.æ
Gao Heng and Cbi XÞhao, therefore, draw the conclusion that a number of versions
belonging to different tcrûral traditions were probably in existence at that time. Thus,

the two early Han man¡sc¡ipts, though only two, cannot be said to be closer to the
original.s¡ D.C. Lau as well agrees with Gao and Chi on this point.æ
Yan Lingfang, however, thinks that the Mawangdui form of the text is simply the
result of packaging. As Robert G. Hen¡icks has noticed, Yan su,egests that the Mawangdui

texts or their predecesstrs "were copied from texts written on strips of bamboo that
were tied together in hmdles, one for part I of the text and one for part IL But when the
copyist was finished, he pn the part I bundle into a box first with part tr on top of it; the
next copyist opening thc box would naturally begin with the bundle of slips on top,
which would be the port tr bundle."st This is a possibiliry-, but it has not yer been
Proven-

D. C. Lau does nc agree, however, that texts A and B come from two different
traditions. He centers hisargument around three points:
1) Lau interprets tbdifferences in the reading of texts A and B as a contamination
from another textual tra&ion and thinks that they do not necessarily constitute evidence
that A and B coming ûom different traditions.E{ He then divides the differences in
reading between A and B into two kinds: "They involve either particles or the use of

loan characters. Besidesthe, there are cases where a passage is missing in one or other

of the manuscripts."s

Lau lists as well sme examples which he believes illustrate his case. But Lau's
argument here is weah

sire without

proper evidence the question remains open whether

this difference in the rcadings is in fact due to contamination from another textual
tradition. His argument, ¡ùen, cannot be used as a basis for atracking the theory of Gao
and Chi. Xu Kangsheug, based on certain observations concerning these differences,
has drawn the conclusirn rhat text A is closer to Yan Zun's .ffii$ Daode zhígui :,f-;1Ê,t3
Fl and B, similarly, iscbser to Fu Yi's ffi{ version.s6
difference between the

Àd

B æxts. Thus, the theories of Gao. Chi and Xu are righr-

"' D. C. Lau also agrees wiù ùÈ number of the differences berween texrs A and B. Cf. D. C. Lau 1982:
p. 156*r

Cf. lr{awangdui hanmu boù¡ zhcngli xiaozu 1976: pp. 109-128. Cf. Nikkil¡i 1992: p. I5.

tt D. C. Lau

1982:

p. lSlrcads: "There probably existed at the same rime a number of

versions

belon-eing to independcrr:xoal t¡aditions. That being the case, we cannor hope thar with rhe discovery
of two early Han manuscqs we â¡e nea¡er 1o the original, if, indeed, we can talk about an original. "
'3 Henrincks 1993: xx. Se¿¡iho Yan Lin-efeng: Mawangtui boshu shitan (Yan 1976): pp. 8- 13.

t'D.
"s
tó

C- Lau 1982: pp.

l5&f-?-

Ibid.; p. 156.
Xu Kangsheng 1985: p.

lift
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2) Lau says, "Far more significant than these differences are cases where A and B
share the same mistakes."s? He then lists some examples from chapters 2, 11,23, and
57.3s Finally, he says: "That A and B share these mistakes in common a¡gues strongly

for their having been descended from the

same exemplar. This argument far out weighs

the counter-argument from differences in the two texts, for, as has been pointed out, the

differences could have come from textual contamination. Since A and B come from the
same textual tradition, it is justifiable to conflict the two texts. This gives a reasonably
complete text with only the occasional lacuna to be frlled with the help of the transrnitted
text."

se

However, this position is weak as well, since the earlier version that is the source of
texts A and B may contain these so-called "same mistakes". This sutement, of course, is
an unwaranted assumpúon; but in that respect my position is equal to that of Lau. And

clearly one cannot propose one possibility in order to deny another without any further
evidence.

Possible, then. is that some other ancient manuscript possessed these "mistakes".
And when they were copied, different readings were introduced into different copies.
Under these circumstances Lau's argument could still hold, but the "same exemplar" to
which he referred must have existed long before. The crucial quesúon, however, concems
the differences between the "mistakes" and the "different readings". If the "mistakes"
have something in common, something which separates them as a group from the
"reading", then Lau's argument holds. D.C. Lau, however, did not succeed in proving
this.s On the other hand, if the "different readings" are considered "mistakes", then the
two books of the Mawangdui manuscripts must have been descended from two different
exemplars. In other words, if the "mistakes" are only different "readings", which happen
to be the same in A and B, then statistically Lau's argument is wrong, for many different
"readings" emerge compared to the "mistakes".
This issue needs to be studied in details, and Lau's statement remains still open,
since nearly two hundred reading differences can be found in comparison to the few
simila¡ mistakes that obtain between texts A and B.
3) Lau's third argument is weaker than the above two, because he tries to deny the
difference in the division of chapters between texts A and B.er I will show in this
chaprer, however, in the section entitled "The chapter division" that, in the silk text,
Book A has chapter divisions (in the fust part), while Book B has no chapter divisions.
Before the discovery of the Mawangdui silk text, the oldest text in existence was
*t

D.

c.

Lau 1982: p. 159

u lbil.: pp. 159-160.
í')
nt

et

Ibid.: p. t6o.
lbíd.
lbid.: p.

t6l.
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inscribed in 708 on a tablet in the Long xing Temple in Yizhou, Hubei province.e?
The book as it stands now is divided into two parts, the first consisting of 37
chapters and the second of 44 chapters. Of the two cotrrmon texts, the one used by
Wang Bi for his commentary has no titles for either the two parts or the chapters. The
one used by Heshang Gong for his commentary, however, calls the two parts the
"Classic of Dao" and the "Classic of De ", respectively, and has a title for each chapter.eJ
In comparing the Mawangdui texts of l-aozi to these and later editions, they appear
in the main similar. Henricks sa"vs, "let us state clearly at the outset that the Mawangdui
texts do not differ in any radical way from latter versions of the text. That is to say,
there are no chapters in the Mawangdui texts that are not found in later texts and vice
versa, and there is nothing in the Mawangdui texts that would lead us to understand the
philosophy of the text in a.radically new way."ea Concerning the difference among
them, Hen¡icks says, "The differences tend to be more subtle. A different rvord is used
here and there, or a word, phrase or line is added in or left out, or the syntax of a phrase
or line is not the same. One of the striking features of the Mawangdui texts of Laozi in
fact is that they are much more "grammatical" than later editions, using many more
grammatical particl€s than later editions, but for that very reason being grammatically
much more precise."es

1.13 The bamboo slips of the Laozi discovered in No. I Chu State Tomb in
Guodian Village, Jingmen, Hubei province.
The earliest version of lnozi is the nerv archaeological discovery of. rhe Inozi written on
bamboo slips discovered in 1994 in No. I Chu Stare Tomb in Guodian Village, Jingmen,
Hubei province-e6 The texts are written in classic Chinese character, which was an old
st¡lle of writing used in the Zhanguo Period and was formally between the ancient
character (guwenfi Ëi+) and the "small seal" (xiao zhuan rjr$). fihe small seal was
abandoned in the Han dynasty.) This version is presently in the process ofbeing srudied,
and thus far we know concerning it only: that it is shorter than the normal version
possessed by us, and that this Inozi is from a version which was simila¡ to the Mawangdui
sllk Ine¿¡.ot
Many reports such as that found inthe Beijing review and the zhongguo wenwubao
have said the Bamboo Slips laori is in the form of dialogue. However, according to the
interview of the leader of the Jingmen museum Liu Zuxin gjìgË by Chinese senior
9:'-

For a list of inscriptions on the nblet lnozi. cf . Yan Lingfeng: pp. 371-373. He Shichi.

Guå¿¿

Daodejing jiaokan. Vol. Itr. contains photographic reproductions of the Yizhou and o¡her table¡s.

ui

!

These titles have been translated by Wilhelm, Carus. Heysinger, Au-¡roung Sum Nung, Old, Lin
Yutang, etc.. in their translations. Se¿ Chan 1963: p. 90 note 106.
Henricks 1993: xviii-xix.

" He*i"kr

1993: xix-

'

Seæ

"

See also Beijing

Zhongguo u,envu bao

+@lryJ#.

19

Ma¡ch 1995. No. I

Review.Apr.3-16, 1995: p.33.
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I (Whole

number 425).

ËãË

(information possessed by the present author personally),
lectu¡er Huang XiuU
reporters have made mistakes in reporting the form of the Bamboo Slips l-aozi. Ltu
Zuxin said that the Bamboo Slips .f.aozi was not in the form of dialogue but poetry, and
it is similar to the version of Mawangdui laozi and probably comes from the same
tradition.es Tlns l-a.ozí consists of over two thousand characters, and the bamboo slips
varied in length from 20 to 40 cm.e
The normal versions of the Wang Bi, Heshang Gong and Yan Zun, which are
usually called "the traditional versions" in this work, all have the Daojing before the
Dejing. The Mawangdui silk texts of the l-aozi, however, has the Dejing before the
Daojing and was probably completed around 200 BC during the latter part of the
V/arring States Period.rm The version of Fu Yi was based on the ancient version. The
Barnboo Shps l-aozi, however, is the oldest version yet discovered. One can reasonably
suppose, therefore, that the silk texts and the Fu Yi version of the l-aozi were from two
different traditions. They are, however, from the same tradition as the Mawangdui text
and the traditional version of the Inozí.ror According to the report, the Bamboo Slips
Laozi dated at least to the middle of lü/arring States Period. t@ Thus, in this case, the
Bamboo Slips laoai was earlier than both Silk texts and the Fu Yi versioî of the lÅozi
or at least was completed in the same period as they were. One can suppose, then, that

the silk text and Fu Yi version were developed from the Bamboo Slips laozi.r6 We
cannot decide ye! however, whether or not this assumption is true, since we cannot
know whether the Jingmen Bamboo Slips Iaazi was a part of the Iaozi's traditional
version or its earlier version. Needed here is a new study and translation of the .Laa¿i
based on the Bamboo Slips texts, which is the task of ft¡rthcoming analysis.

1.2 The titles and structure of the Loozi
1.2.1The titles
The l-aozi #7, czlled, as well the Daodejing Ël.BÆ (Classic of the Way and Its
Virtue), is a comparatively short work. [t is sometimes called the Wu qian wen frÍl
"The Five thousand cha¡acter (classic)", and is in fact of about that length. "The number
of its words va¡ies from 522'7 to 5722, although it is usually called 5000-word classic."¡ß
ot

Huang

the leader of the Jin-emen Museum, on October l6th, 1995 in
city, Hubei province. The present author was given this information by Huang on the 23rd of

Xiuli interviewed Liu Zuxin,

Jin_emen

October, 1995 by telephone.
ry

See also Zhongguo wenwubaa 20.

Aug, 1995. No. 33 (Totat 447).

'*

See He Jiejun and Zhang Weiming 1982:
(totâ¡. ¿t47).

tnr

See footnote 43.

and T.hangguo

wenvebao, 20. Aug.. 1995, No. 33

+ 12,ñ 15 E .
Zltongguo wenwu bao. 1995 + 6 F 25 E ( 25 June 1995.) No. 25. Total No- 439,

"'' Hubei tibao t6llE
t"t

p. 85.

E +R t994

"" Chan 1963: p. 61.
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The followers of the Daoist religion have actually made attempts to reduce the number
to exactly 5000. '05
In the Mawangdui I-aozi, the two paÍs of the B text end, one with De and the other
wíth Dao, but do not use the term jmg (classic). The A text has no titles at all. In Sima
Qian's .l/u.¡i, he calls them simply shangxia pian LTffi (the Former and L¡wer parrs).t6
Chan Wing-Tsit says, the book was merely called the Laozi and not a classic Qizg
Æ ) up to the beginning of the Han Þynasty.!ú According to Jiao Hong, it was called a

classic during the reign of Emperor Jing F (reigned 156-141 Bc).'* wherher or not
this statement is true, we know that the bibliography compiled by Liu Xiang lists three
comment¿ìries on the Laozi as those on the "classic," although the Laozi itself is not
lisæd.t6 This is repeated in tbe bibliographical secrion of the Hanshu, i.e.,fhe History of

the Former Han Dynasty, by Ban Gu ÍÆtr G2-92), where yang Xiong Ë7iË

BC-AD i8) has been quoted

as saying that Lao

Zi wrote the

Classic of Dao.tto

(53

In the

same book the History of the Former Han Dynasq\; the Biography of Yang Xíong, Huan

Tan

pian

EF

has been quoted as saying: "Once Lao Dan wrote the words of void

ffi (parts).""t

in two

lnozi

was called tíang pian (two parts) other than jing
(classic). Ma Xulun says thar the title Daodejing appears in a number of works in the
Former Han Period (206 BC-AD 8).t't The Heshang Gong version of the r¿ozi, which
we have today, uses rhe name Daodejing; and Heshang Gong is said to be a figure in the
Former Han Dynasty (the period of Jing fr Emperor), though his version cannor be
found in Ban Gu's Hanshu. Xu Kangsheng says that the present Heshang Gong version
dates probably from the time of the Latter Han Dynasty, though this starement cannot be
taken as evidence. The earliest title upon which we can rely today, therefore, is that of
the B text of the Mawangdui silk Inozi, cal\ed Daopian and Depian. tt3

Here the

'uiFortheva¡iationof thenumbers.see Chan I963:pp.83-84noteI.Cf.JiaoHong(l54l-I620),

l^aozi¡.i,

5:13a: Kimura Eîchi, Rôsl¡i no shinkenrc¡\û (New Stud1. of the Lao zi):. pp.2L9-220; Takeuchi yoshio,
Rôshi no kenklri (Study of ¡he Lao Zi), I, 127 , I 3 I. I 3ó, 220: and Kojima Kenkichtro, Shina shoshi
h¡'akløko (Inquiry on the Hundred Schools of Ancient Chinese Philosophy), p. 142. The Heshang
Gong text. SPTK (1929), has 5268 words. and the Wan-e Bi texr. SPPY (1927), has 5281. In reducing
the total number to 5000, Daoist followers replaced the phrase sansl¡i
("ùiry") with the colloquial
ø fif ("thirty") in ¡he Laozi (ch. I l). For further informarion on the reducrion ro 5000 words. see Rao

=+

'*

Cf- Xu Kangsheng 1985: p. 135.

"'t chan 1963: p. ?4.
"'* Jiao Hong a.s.:

5:l lb.

"t' Ban Gu's Hanshu, ch.30, cf. the section on the Daoist school.
"o Li Fang: Taiping yuLan, L9l:7a.

'rrXu Kangsheng I9E5: p.

":

135.

Ma Xulun 1956 (Revision

'¡3 xu

of

1924): p. 1.

1985; p. 135.
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l.2.2The structure
There are two issues conceming this poinc parts and chapters.

l.z.z.lThe two partszDaojing Ë# and DejinrffiÆ
of the Inozi is divided into two parts. The fi¡st is known

as Book I, the Former
(nos.l-37).
The second, Book tr or the Lower Part,
Part, and is also called the Daojing
is catled the Dejing (nos. 38-81). And this division of the Laozi into books is responsible
for the alternative nane Daodcjing fËlËlg for the work as a whole. All of the chapters
are shorü none are more than two printed pages, and most are less than one. The
division of the work into the Daojing and the Dejíng does not vary from edition to
edition, though the Han silk manuscript versions from the Mawangdui ËEÊ reverse
their order and vary the sequence of a few of the individual chapters.na
As already indicated, in his biography of Lao ã, Sima Qian refers to the laozi as
consisting of two parts (see the introduction to the present work). The "Xiang Er"
commentary, which may antedate rWang Bi's cotrrmentary, also divides the text into two
parts.ttt Thus, the division into two parts goes back to early times. In both A and B of
the Mawangdui silk text, the order is reversed, the Dejing coming before the Daojing.
Neither rext designates the books as Dejing and Daojing, though in B the end of the first
book is marked by the character d¿ '{8, and the end of the second book by the character

The text

dao Ê.."u
Gao Heng and Chi Xizhao say, according to the records before the Qin Dynasty,
there were probably two kinds of versions of the l-aozi: in one, influenced by the Daoist
tradition, the Daojing precedes the Deiing. According to this t¡adition, Dao is always
discussed before de. And this is the case also in the Zhuangzi. In the other type,
influenced by the legalist tradition, the Dejing comes before the Daoiing. Chapter 20,
tbe Jielao ffië of the Hanfeizi #)F+, for example, cornments onthe Inozi text in the
following order, according to the numbering of chapters in the transmitted (traditional)
text: 38, 58, 60, 46, 1, 50, 67,53,54. Because the Jielao begins with chapter 38, which
is the opening chapter of the Dejing, some have thought that in the Inozi text used by
the author the Dejing probably came before lhe Daojing.
D. C. Lau axgues, however, that the Jielao prhaps cannot stand on its own as
evidence for the order of the two books of lhe Inozi.ttl He says: "This is by no means
certain. First, the chapters quoted zìre not in strict sequence. Second, chaptff I is quoted
amongsr chapters that all belong to the te cåfzg. If this is originally so in the Chieh Lao,
then we cannot argue that for the author the whole of the re cåing cornes before the
t'"

See

Mawangdui hanmu boshu zhengti xiaozu 1976: pp. 109-128. Cf. He Jiejun's and Zbang rüeiming

1982: pp. 84-93.
|

'5

This has been reproduced in Rao Zongyi's Laaozi Xiang Er

zhu

jiaojian.

"t' See Mawangdui hanmu boshu zhengli xiaozu 1976: pp- 109-28. Cf. He Jiejun's FIlì'$å and Zhang
Vr'eiming's R#aÅ ß82: pp.8a-93. Cf. D. C. Lau 1982: p. 160.

"t D. c. Lau

1982: pp. 160-161.
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whole of the tao ching.ff.the passage containing the quotation from chapter I got in by
mistake, then the Chieh I¿o could have been a commentary on the t¿ clung alone, there
being perhaps, a separate commentary on the tao ching. If that were the câse, then
Chieh Ino on its own cannot be used as evidence for the order of the two books of the
Lao Tat. Whatever the case with the [ao Tzu text used by author of ¡he Chieh l-ao,the
fact is, in A and B the re clring comes before the tao ching. There is a suggestion that
this might have been the order in the Legalist tradition, but as this was made probably

with some ulterior political motive, it is best taken with due reservaúon."r!8
Despite what modern scholars mây argue, however, the Mawangdui silk text still
has the Dejing coming before the Daojing. And the t¡adition of the Daojing preceding
the Dejing must also have appeared in the middle or later period of the Former Han
Dynasty. For according to the quotaúon in Dong Sijing's Ë,s.Ë Daode zhenjing jijie
x¡r ËffiÊígRffiF, Liu Xin's gJ#lQilíie tFå says: "Liu Xiang #Ulfu sets two books
(pian Æ) in eighty-one chapters, the former classic is thirty-four chapters, the Lower is
forty-seven chapters."l¡e Examining tbe l¿ozí's chapters and contents, one finds that the
Former classic set by Liu Xiang is probably the Daojing, and the Latter classic the
Dejíng.te
1,.2.2.2 The chapter division

As to the division into chapters, since the bibliography section

of. the

History of the

Former Han Dynasry* does not in menúoning the Heshang Gong commentaJy give the
number of chapters,rlr and since no chapter division is found in Lu Deming's Eå'lgq,g
(Pronunciation and Meanings of the Inozf, many
(556-627) Laozi yinyi
(581-618) orTang E (618-907)
scholars believe the division originated in the Sui
Dynasty.¡2 The discovery of the Mawangdui silk text of the Laoziin 1973 has supported
this theory.

2,7È#

ffi

In neither the A or B texts of the silk l-aozi is the text divided into numbered
A dots are placed
in a manner which seems to be a sign for division of the text into sections. Curious,
however, is that the practice in the nvo books of the A text is ver_v different. D.C. Lau
rema¡ks that the Dejing possesses 15 such marks, but only one at beginning of the
Daojing.ta And this lack suggests that no chapter division were ever made in the
chapters: but while in B the text is not divided into chapters at all, in

t'" Ibid-

"'He

Jie¡un and Zhang Weiming 1982: pp. 84-93.

ttt lbid-

"t

Chan 1963: p. 75. Cf. Mawangdui hanmu boshu zhengli xiaozu 1976 p. 117.

'rChan

1963: p.75.

Lau 1982: p. 16l. But some say that there are 17 such ma¡ks altogether: see He Jiejun and Zhang
Weimin_e 1982: p. 88.

':3 D. C.
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Daojing.t* Lau says: "Of the 15 ma¡ks in the te ching, ll coincide with chapter divisions
in the transmitted text while 3 are found within chapters."r¡ He Jiejun and Zhang
Weiming say: "there a¡e six places which a¡e different in the chapter division in the
transmined version."ræ Gao Heng and Chi Xizhao say: "The exceptions are (1) chapter
24 is found between chapters 21 and 22, (2) chapter 41 is found bet$'een chapters 38
and 39, and (3) chapters 80 and 81 are found between chapters 66 and 67."tzl
(section or chapter). And this is the
The l¿ozi consists of eighty-one Thang
and Wang 3¡
division in the traditional versions of Heshang Gong
=ffi, etc.ta
According to tradiúon, Heshang Gong divided Pa¡t One into 37 chapters to conform to
the odd number of heaven and Pa¡t Two into 44 chapters to conform to the even number
of earth.rÐ YanZan ffiÉ (Í1.53-24 BC) divided the book nto72 chapters in view of

È

FJtâ

the notion that72 the product of eight, the way of yia (the passive force of the cosmos),
and nine, the way of. yang (the cosmic active force).'þ He thus proposed 40 chapærs for

Part One and 32 for Part Two. Ge Hong Ei*, supposing heaven to consist of the four
seasons and earth of the rur.uing E'11 (the Five Agents or Elements, which are Water,
Fire, Vy'ood, Metal, and Earth) assigned 36 chapters (4x9) to Part One, and 45 (5x9) to
Part Two. In this way, he got the number 81, the product of 9x9. This scheme was
followed by Emperor Minghuang of the Tang Dynasty .EEEg (reigned 7i3-55), who,
inhrs Daodejing zhujie (Commentary on the Classic of the \I/ay and lts Virtue), further
grouped chapters l-9, 10-18, 19-27, and 28-36 of Pa¡t One in a way which corresponds
to the four seasons. He grouped chapters 37-45 of PartTwo in a way which corresponds
to the general noúons of humanity, propriety, righteousness, wisdom, and faithfulness
(which correspond to the Five Agena). Some say that he was the frst to fix the order of
the chapters and their sentences.t3'
lVu Cheng (1249-1333) combines in his commentary chapters 5 and 6,17 to 19,23
and 24, 30 and 3 l, 39 and 40, 42 and 43. 57 and 58, 63 and 6a, 66 and ó7, ó8 and 69,

0
and 71, and 73 and74. He does this because they deal with simila¡ subjects, and he
7

''o D- C. Lau 1982: p. ló1. Cf. He Jiejun and Zhang Weiming 1982: p. 88.
'=t

t'o

D. C. Lau 1982: p. 161.
He Jie.¡un and Zhang Weiming 1982: p. 88.
1976: p. l19. D. C. Lau'
of the text within the book is the same as in the transmitted
text. Th exceptions are (l) chapter 4l is lound between cbapters 39 and 40,..." This is different from
Gao Heng's and He Jiejun's saying, the present work follows the la[er, because they have got this
conclusion throu-sh a study on the ori-sinal silk lext. Cf. Xu Kangsheng 1985: p. l3?.

'tt Chan Win,e-Tsit 1963: p.75. Cf. Ma*'an-edui hanmu boshu zhengli xiaozu
1982:

p. 16l says. "[n the main,

rhe order

't* See Mawangdui hanmu boshu zhengli xiaozu 19?6: p. 117.
tte

See Dong Ziling, Daodejing jijie: preface. Cf. Chan Vr'ing-Tsit 1963: p. 75 and Mawangdui hanmu
boshu zhengli xiaozu 1976: p. ll7.

'þ In the preface of his commentary. Cf. Chan Wing-Tsit 1963: p. 75.
t3'

Jiao Hon-s, Iaozi."*i,5: l5b. Cf. Chan Wing-Tsit l9ó3: pp. 75-76.
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gives us a total of 68 chapters.¡32 The Daode zhenjing zhu (convrcnta¡y on the pure
classic of the way and lts virtue) by Emperor Taizu tü (reigned 1368-98) of rhe
Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), howeve¡ gives a total of only 67 chapters.r33 But yao Nai's
Laozi Thangyi, still gives 81 chapters, 31 in Part One and 50 in pa¡r Two.ra Ma Xulun
has divided the book into 114 chapters, the shortest having six words (line 3 of the
traditional chapter 70) and the longest having 104.'35 The newer Éìrrangement, by yan
Lingfeng, has 54 chapters: chapters 1-4 on the substance of Dao,5-8 on the principle of
Dao , 9-23 on the functio n of Dao , and 34-54 on the techniq ve of Dao .t%

1.3 The nature of the Laozi
1.3.1 The style of ùrc l-aozí
some schola¡s argue that all of the chapters are rhymed,r3? though the rhyming scheme
occurs in various patterns.t3s Most scholars do agree that many rhymes occur in the
Laozi, though, conceming whether the work has the sryle of poerry as such, opinions
differ.
.

Ren Jiyu argues that the style of the.f.aazí is poetry. According to Barbara Hendrischke,
Ren says: "The Laozi, being poetry, is naturally full of metaphors, which has led many

interpreters astray who did not bother to reflect on the specific language of this book."¡3e
Feng Youlan says that the style of the Laozi is cleady thar of "canon" jrzg fiI.
'{
But he is unable to give any standard by which to judge what the style of the canon is.
Hu Shi argues that Feng believes the style is that ofthe proverb; for, except in the case
of the dialogues, almost all of the Ana lects are proverbs.'ot
Qian Mu f$@.takes the Laozi as rhymed prose (yunhua zhi sanwen #ltàffiX)
and thinks that rhe rhymed prose cannot precede the dialogue, such as we have in the

t"
ttt

"'

Chan L963 p-76.

lbid.
Ibid.

't'Chan 1963: p. 90 note I l6 says: "This rea:ranged text

rr

'"
trt

See Chan 1963: p. 76. Cf . Yan's l-aozi zhangiu xinbian

is found in his

tuanjian:pp.

170- 184.

chapters 31,49,50,ó1,?4. and ?5 are not rh¡,med. while only small pans of chapters j,11.23,32,
34'42,60,66,72' and El are rhymed- Hu Yuanchun, in his laozi shíji (p. 3) goes so far as to say that the
whole book is in rhyme. See Chan 1963: p. 84 note 2.

¡or a complete list of rhymes, see B. Karlgren, "The Poetical Parts in Lao-Ts í," Göteborgs Hi)gskolas
Arsskrift. XXXVtrI (1932),6-20, and Chen ZItu, l^aozi jixua: passim. For some examples of rhe
rhyming scheme, see Qian Mu, I¿ozi babian: pp.29-34.

'3' Barbara Hendrischke l9E4: pp. 29,

?542.

'*' Feng Youlan Vol.l, Derk Bodde (tr.) 1952: p. I70.
¡o'

I¿o Tiu chiao-ku:pp. 203-16."

See the quotarion in Zhang Chengqiu 1977: p. 85.
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Analects. t4
Gu Jiegang .EFäqffiü takes th¿ laozi as a style of
ffi, which appeared in the end
"Ê,
ra3
of the Wa¡ring States Period.
Ma Xulun ,Eât{Ê notes that the brief words of the Laozi are like poetry. On one

handitislikethe yaociîffiof

Yiã

andthe

-##.
on the other hand, it is like the Analects

yaffi am¡dsongM of theSåyingËÆ;

No paper and ink existed at that time, so

brief words were favored. And most of the ancient books were transmitted orally, so
they were usually rhymed. Tbe Laozi frts both of these two conditions. Therefore, he
says, the Laozi mtst have been transmitted before the Warring States Period-rs
Many parts of. the I¿ozi are rhymed, but the lnozi is not really poetry. Looking the
book as a whole, its nature can be described as follows:
The work as a whole is sometimes referred to as poetry, because all of the sections
are short, sometimes rhymed, and are sparing in their use of grammatical particles
(especially in the transmitted versions). But this style of writing has never been formally
classed as a tvpe of poetry in the Chinese tradition. The Laozi is found traditionally in
the ¿i I category of the s¡å¿ trl# classification scheme.¡4s
Its sentences, many containing couplets,rs may be long or shon, difficult or easy,
simple or complex, and its expression may be concise or elaborate.
Its several quotationsraT complicate rather than simplify matters, because their sources
are not csrtain and they may not be quotations at all. There is not a single dialogue,

historical event, or proper noun to provide a clue concerning its date or author, it
contains some repetitions and contradictions,r€ some sayings attributed to Lao Zi in
other books are not found here.rre
1.3.2 The issue of antholog¡t

Based on some aspects of the l-aozi's nature. some people argue that the Laozi is an
anthology.t$ D. C. Lau, for example, says:

'*t qian Mu 1957: pp. l0l-102.

'"
r*

Gu Jiegang 1933:

IV: pp.462-519.

Quoted from Zhang Yan-rming

}FEFJ

tqSS: I¿ozi kaozheng

2Í4#:

p.260.

tor

Loewe 1993 p.269.

¡e

See Chan 1963: p. 61. For examples and an analysis, see Tan Chengbi, lnozi duben: pp. 10-12. and
Kojima: pp. 143-147.

'ot Chapters 22,36,41.42,57 .69,?8, and 79.
tot

For rhe repetitions one can refer to Chan Vfing-Tsit's notes on the respective parts in his book, fft¿
war- of Lao 7?¿. For a _good list of contradictions, real or imagined. see Tsudô, Sôkichi, Dôke no shisô
to sono tenl<ai (Taoist Thought and lts Development): pp. 34-35.

t'o

Chan 1963: p. 61.

tst0

Laoai ahexue taolun

ji: pp.6-7.
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In my view not only is the lao lza an anthology but even individual chapters are usually made up
of shoner passages whose connection with one another is a¡ best tenuous; ...It also follows from ou¡ view
of the work as an anthology that we cannot expect the thought contained in it to be a closely knit sysæm,
though the grcater pan of the work may show some common tendency of thought which can be described
as Taoist in the broad sense of the term^|5¡

Kaltenma¡k has a simila¡ opinion that the Inozí is an anthology. He says: "All
things considered, the L¿o Zi appears to be an anthology of apothegms borrowed partly
from the cornmon stock of wisdom, partly from various proto-Taoist schools. The
anthology was built up gradually and did not take on a more or less definitive form until
the third century Sg.ntsz Kaltenmark has no clear explanation for his so-called "all
things considered". Benjamin I. Schwartz also supports this opinion, saying the Inozi
"is nothing but a handbook of a prudential mundane life philosophy, a treatise on
political strategy, an esoteric treatise on military srategy, a utopian tract, or a text which
advocates 'a scientific naturalistic' attitude toward the cosmos."t53 He has not. however,
provided any evidence to prove his hypothesis, either.

As for D. C. Lau, he supports his hypothesis mainly by three items of evidence:

. First, "Many

chapters fall into sections having, at times, little or no connection with
one another."'s Concerning this point, Lau gives two examples: one is in chapter five,
where it reads:
Heaven and eanh are ru¡hless, and t¡eat the m¡rriad creatures as straw dogs:
the sage is ruthless, and trea6 the people as straw'dogs. (14)

This is followed by
Is not the space between heaven and eanh like a bellows?

It is empty without being exhaus¡ed:
The more it works the more comes out- (15)

Lau says: "It is a different point that is made in each passage. In rhe frst passage, the
point is that heaven and earth are unfeeling, while in the second it is that they are
inexhaustible though empty. There is no connection between the two passages other
than the fact that they are both about 'heaven -¿.rr1¡t.'ltt5s Another example Lau gives
is in chapter 64, which reads:

"'

D. C. Lau 1963 and 1982: p.xiv.

'5t Kaltenmark 1965: p. 14.

'r; Benjamin I. Schwa¡rz 1985: p. l9?.

'!
ttt

D- C. Lau 1963 and 1982: p. 135.

lbid.
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Whoever does anything to it will ruin it; whoever lays hold of it will lose it. (154)
Therefore the sage, because he does nothing, loses nothing. (154a)

This is followed by
In their enterprises the people
Always ruin rhem when on the verge of success.
Be as ca¡eful at the end as at the beginning
And there will be no ruined enærprises. (155)

Lau says: "Here we

c¿rn see

that the two passages have been placed together because

they both deal with how things come to be ruined and how this can be avoided. But
beyond this the point made in each passage is, once again, quite different. In the first
passage, the sage avoids failu¡e by not doing anything, while in the second the common
people are exhorted to avoid failure when on the verge ofsuccess by being as careful at
the end as at rhe beginning. In the one case, action is condemned as the cause of failure,
because true success lies in not taking any action at all. In the other, it is assumed that
success can be achieved through action, provided that one can be ca¡eful throughout the
duration of the action. The two points of view are not simply unconnected; they are

inconsistent."r56

Since passages which are placed together in the same chapter are sometimesrs?
unconnected or even inconsistent, many scholars in the past have felt dissatisfaction
with the exisúng arrangement of the text, and some have even attempted to have the text
rearranged. Concerning this one can refer to the section above concerning the division
of the chapters. D. C. Lau, however, disagrees with them and says: "... I am unable to
share their assumptions that the present text is not in the proper order and that there is a
rjs
Lau has dealt with this problem
proper order which can be restored by rearrangement."

by a different method. as he says, "In the translation, the division into chapters in the
traditional text has been adhered to, but sections numbers have been introduced. These
serve to separate existing chapters into parts which, in my view, need not originally
have belonged together." And he also says: "If the reader can see connection between
pans that I have separated, he can simply ignore my section mrks."r5e
Lau's argument here cannot be correct, firstly, what D. C. Lau argues has not been
proved as authoritaúve yet, since it is very possible for other people to see the connection
betrveen parts that Lau separates. On the other hand, rvhat D. C. Lau assumes concerning
tt"

Ibid.:pp. 135-t36.

'tt D. C. Lau 1982: p. 136 reads: "...a¡e very often unconnected or even inconsistent..." This is not true,
since contradicrions actuall¡' occur very seldomly in ¡he Laozi. For a -sood list of contradictions, real or
imagined, one can see Tsuda Sookichi, Dôke ¡n shisô to sorc tenkai (laoist Thought and Is Development):

pp.34-35.

'tt /åid.: p.xltto

lbíd.'.

p.xl.
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the text can also be explained as later additions to the book of LasT¡.|æ

. As a second piece of evidence, Lau says: "In the I¿o Tzu the same passage is often to
be found in different chapters."'6' And he gives several examples which show that
certain passages do not seem to belong to any context. Chapter 27 of the laozi reads:.
When there is not enough faith, there is lack of good fâith. (40)

He says, "This is found also in chapter XXIII (53). In neither case is this passage
connecred with its context. In fact it has more affinity with the passage in chapter XLD(
which says,
Those who are of -eood faith I have faith in. Those who are lacking in good faith
16:
have faith in- In so doing I gain in good faith. ( t t I )"

I

also

Following this he says: "there is the passage which seems to belong to more than one
place," and he gives three examples from chapters 4,52, and 56.'63 His conclusion is:
"As the work is so short it is exceedingly unlikely that a single author should be so
much given to repeating himself, but if we look upon the work as an anthology it is
easier to see how this could have happened."rd

Lau's conclusion is more like an assumption than a fact, and his conclusion can be
denied by regarding ¡he laozi as the book of single author, a book to which later
additions have in some cases been appended.'6 This hypothesis is more reasonable than
that of Lau. It also fits the traditional opinion concerning LzoZi, the person. Lau's
attempt to deny Lao Zi as a historical figure at all is actually the reason for such a
wrong assumption concerning the book of Laozi. Concerning Lau's assumption concerning
the historic figure Lao Zi,the next chapter of the present work

.

will prove it wrong.

As a third piece of evidence, Lau says: "there are cases where we find slightly
different formulations of what is essenúally the same passage." He then gives examples
of such varied repetitions from chapters 22 and 24,'1O and 78.rø But this so-called
repetition can also show only that the same saying, in the process of oral and written
transmission, assumed slightly different forms in different contexts while retaining
essentially the same moral. And thus it only shows that Lao Zijust discussed the same
'*' Zhang Chengqiu 1971 pp.98-99. Cf. Hu Shi
'u' D.
tu'

c. Lau

1963 and 1982:

I9

19: pp. 49-50.

p. 136.

Ibid.:pp. 136-137.

t6i
t6o

Ibitt.: p.

131 .

Ibid.: p. 136.

'o'Zhang Chengqiu 1977 pp.98-99. Cf. Hu Shi
'uo

l9l9:

D. C. Lau 1963 and 1982: pp. 138-139.
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pp. a9-50.

things from two aspects. Therefore, D.C. Lau's argument here cannot be relied on
evidence for taking ¡he laozí as an anthology.

If

some one argues this part has not demonst¡ated that Lau's arguments are wrong,

as

it

does show that they ar€ not compelling enough to overth¡ow Sima Qian position maintained

concerning the Laozi's nature.
1.3.3 The

Inoziis from one hand rather than many

Departing from D. C. Lau, many scholars, e.g., Feng Youlan,'ut and Zhang Jitong,ts
argue that the Laozi is from one hand rather than many, although it has been added to
and rearranged by later people.
1.3.3.1 The systematization of the Laozí's thought
Many scholars have argued that the thought of the l-aozi is systemaúc, though they have
had difficulties in employing systematization as a standard by which to describe the
nature of the l¿ozi.
Kaltenmark, for example, has a confused opinion concerning the systematic degree
of the Inozi's thought. In one place, he says: "neither the style nor the üought of the
book is internally consistent...As for the content, a considerable number of passages are
closer to the tenets of such schools as the Legalists, the Politicians, and the Strategists
than to Lao Dan's thought as the ancients understood it, which is the dominant strain of
the book. These passages are not clumsy interpolations, however, but a result of the way
the Laozi was compiled."'@ When in another place he draws his conclusion, however,
Kaltenmark says: "Clearlv, however, its (the book of I-aozi's) ideas are carefully worked
out and form a coherent whole. We must, then, posit the existence of a philosopher who,
if he did not wrire the book himself, was the master under whose influence it took
shape."'to
Related to the La¿¿ls thought system, Benjamin L Schwartz also sal's:

of its aphorisms and maxims may have been drawn from a common fund of
well-known sayin_es, and D-C. Lau even calls it an anthology. Yet here again I inclined to remark thal
however disarrayed the sources ofthe text, whoever fìnally molded it into one composition did succeed in
projectin_e a remarkably unified poetic vision of the world. The recent discovery of what may.-be the
oldest ex¡anr versions of the text--the Ma sr'ang Dui silk scrolls----on the ç'hole afürm this view.rt¡
Some ar-que that many

'"'Feng Youlan 1964: p.251 reads: "ZlAÊ.-Æ

#))ffi#:æ\.+*ËÊ tr,ÊlfiË

XgifÅ^*'fF " ÈõEi"iäñB!**'ñE'fF

" The book of Lao:í is a real, individual work.

It is not

a collection

of questions and answers, but rather that ¡he author uses his brief language to express his own
thought."
¡ns

See Zhang Chen-eqiu 1977 : p. 87.

tou

Kaltenmark 1969: pp. l3-14.

tt"

lbid: p. 15.

't'Benjamin I. Schwanz 1985: p. 187.
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The thought of the l-aozi is indeed very systematic,rz its main content concerning the
concept of Dao and the theory of valuing weakness.rB This has been mentioned in the
biography of Lao Zi in Sima Qian's Såyú and in the Zlwangzi: tianxia and, this can also
be proven to some extent both by the transmitted version and by the Mawangdui silk
texts ofthe I¿¿¡f. Thus, the book "has had an influence on Chinese thought through the
ages out of all proportion to its length."¡7'Lau, however. because of some repetitions
and inconsistences in the book, argues that the Laozi's thought is not systematic.rT5 We
mustkeep in mind, ho\¡n,:,er, that the repetitions and inconsistences are really just a
very small part of the botrl:
Systematization is, ar,,,, ¡rì1, a difficult conception to explain. Comparing D. C.Lau's
argument with that of his ,;rrponents, one finds that none of them can offer satisfactory
evidence proving their I',,1,'rheses concerning the question of system in ¡he Laozi,
mainly because differerrr r ' ;ple have different definitions for the term "systematic",
each of which va¡ies fro,r, ¡ie other. Thus, no på¡ticular concept of what constitutes
"system" can be relied upr'rr to prove that the Inozi comes from one hand. Some other
means must be found to lo that. An investigation into the work's use of the first
personal pronoun is just sl,,:h a way.

&"I"

1.3.3.2 The use of the frrst personal pronouns nz É and wo
The ñrst personal singular pronouns such as wuE andwo fiÈ, appear many times in the
lnozi. Thts fact can be taken as evidence to support the theory that the Laozi was from
one person's hand rather than many, since these first personal singular pronouns refer to
the author himself.rt6

#{fr+

A famous Chinese contemporary philosopher Zhatg Dainian
is of this
opinion. He says the pronouns wa É and wo fJ,à have been used many úmes, and most
of them do refer to the author of the book.rz For example, only in chapter 20 of the
lao¿i does the first personal pronouns woîi, appear, and there it appears seven rimes.
We can find in the l-aozithe following examples:

ãnlí&.'
frñft*."
ETÆX&.
+¿_úaÊ.
ttt

See also Zhang Chengqiu 1977: pp. 98-99.

';'

Zhang Dainian 1992: in Chen Guying (General ed.) 1992 I: p. 78.

't

These are the Lau's words concerning the influence

of the l¡ozi in China.

1982: ix-

'ttD.

C. Lau 1963 and 1982: pp. 138-t39.

''-n lbid.: pp. 7.1-82. Cf. Chan Wing-Tsit 1963: p.73.

"t

Zhang Dainian 1992: in Chen Guying 1992 (General eð.)
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lgg2l:

pp. 78-79.

Se¿

D. C. Lau 1963 and

Therc is a thing conñrsedly formed,
Born beforc heaven and eafh.

I know notits n¿me
So

I style it

"the way". (Chap.25)

FTfrÈË¿f .

*.ã¿ft

"

I know not whosc son it is.

It imagcs the forcfather of God. (Chap. )
These passages show that the concept of. the Dao was taught by the author of the Laozí
himself.ræ

LZffi*..
*7J5ä.¿..

#:*ãT'Ê#ft.

ElñÞ]h#:Ì"

lVh¿t others æach I also æach.
Thc violent will come to a natu¡al end.'
I shail take this as my percept. (Chap.42)

F:E.J.ìJfrE^H¿âiÊ,"
That is why

I

k¡¡ow the benefrt ofresorting to no-action. (Chap. a3)

ffiã=E. Ëñ',Fz.
I have ttuee treasures
Which I hold and chedsh. (Chæ. 67)

All of these examples show the authods attinrde toward

the Dao.tn Both wr¿ and wo are

also used as a genitival attribute to refer to the author's way or words:

ñTäÈEäË^'fDtõË . *Êt

. ltCI/tF H......

The whole world says that my way is vast and resembles nothing.
It is because it is vast that it resembles nothing... (chap. 67)

My words

are very casy to understand and very easy to put into practice. (chap. 70)

In this way the author's way and his words can by this means be distinguished from that
ofothers. Therefore, chapter 70 says:

æÈæãfr

'æãF' ffiXTFZe,*fr'H¿âAft

"

ËäÊ; !Fä'Ë'*cÊ#*E 'EUTäfr" frã'##;
P.UAâÊ " Ë.i)Jg

t'8

#æBE

"

lbíd-

tß lbtd':p.79.
s6

a¡e very easy to undersÞnd and very eas¡r to put into practice.
yet no one in the world can understand them or put them into practice.
Words have a¡ ancestor and affairs have a sovereign.
It is because people are ignorant that they fail to understand me.
Those who understand me a¡e few;
Those who imitarc me are honored.
Therefore the sage, while clad in homespun, conceals on his person a
priceless piece ofjade. (Chap. 70)

My words

This can be viewed as a complaint by the author', a similar one to that of Confucius and
Qu Yuan ,EF. According to.t/ri'i; the biography of Confucias, Confucius before he
died said: "No one underthe heaven can follow me." (XTËâER+ o ¡r& Atthe end of
Li Sao *8, Qu Yuan says: "There is no one in the state, none know me!" (E*ä !
Eft^ , H&filË ! )t8r In all these cases, the authors assert that "No one knows or
follows me". Therefore, the first personal pronoun Á the Laozi should be interpreted as
referring in a simila¡ manner to the author himself.
These have shown, then, that the

laozi was from one person's hand,

a person who was

rs
an independent thinker.
1.3.3.3 Rhyme as a feature of the Laozi

Some scholars who believe that the Inozi is the product of a single author emphasize
certain consistent features such as rhyne.t83
Since Wu Yu Ff$ of the Song Dynasty, many scholars have str¡died the rþme of
Jiang Yon-e
fiang
the I-aozi. The following are examples: Gu Yanwu

iIX,

&{'Ë,

Yougao

itÊ'Èå,

Yao Wentian

n

bl E,

trËËl,
ä#Z.'8'And

Deng Tingzhen

Bi Yuan

€Ìñ,

Bemha¡d

some scholars have
Æi,F3 and.Zhu Qianzhi
pointed out that the rhyme characteristic of the l¿ozi is similar to that of the Såüt¿g
lS; though no one has studied this issue comprehensively.rs
Kaltenmark argues: "Schola¡s have observed, moreover, that neither the style nor
the thought of the book is internally consistent. Some passages a¡e in rhyme and others
not; in the rþmed passages there are several very different meters. An examination of
the rhymes reveals anomalies that can be accounted for only by assuming that they

Karlgren, Luo Zhengyu

#

occur in passages written down in different periods or different regions-"'s Kaltenm¿¡k,
however, does not give any proof in his book for this assumption.
l'"

See Sima Qian's Sl¿üi: Kong

'*' quoted from Lù Huijuan

Zi shijia i#,:

Eãi5,

l'-itÉi.*

t iu Bo g-iË

and Lu Da

'tt Zhang Dainian 1992: in Chenguying (General ed.) I
ttt
tto
tt5

1992:

ffiË
p.79.

Chan 1963: p. ?3.
See

Liu Xiao gan 1994 in Chen Guying (General ed.) IV: p. 420.

lb¿d.

"'' Kahenmark 1969: p.

13.

5'7

lSgS: vol. I: p. 69.

The characteristic and tåe date of tbe l-aozi cannot, however, except perhaps with
grÊat diffrculty, be established only throug;h the rhyme. For the difference in the finais
system $un bu xitonC #ãSf.ffi, ) of Chinese language between the time of Shijing afi'
was not very obvious. According to V/ang Li EJJ, a famous
the time of Cfurci
Chinese contemporary linguist, just one part of dong 4 was separated from the part of
qin E.ts' Liu Xiaogan has in view of this linguistic fact concluded from his snrdy of the
Laozi's rhyme that is form is much closer to that of ,Sl¿¿Jizg than to that of Cl¡zci.rs This
will be discussed in greater details in our consideration of the date of the l¿o¿i. See
1.5.5.3 C "The Inozi is si¡nilar to the Shjíng in its rþming pattern".

Sffi

1.33.4 The additions by later people to the Laozi
Generally believed is that the Inozi is the work of one person which has been added to
by work of others during the long time of its circulation from generation to generation.
Since no paper or printing means existed in ancient times, books were handed down
orally and through handwriting. Thus, the Laozi could easily come to lose some parts or
re
to have some words added. Some reduplications become possible as well.
Chan 'ü/ing-Tsit wrote in 1963, "Actually, tbroughout the whole controversy, it has
not always been clear whether the debaters were talking about doctrines, sayings
transmitted orally or written down and circulated separately, or sayings collected in
book form. The time that had elapsed between the enunciation of the doctrine and the
compilation of the book may have been centuries. Certainly that was the case with the
Analects, the Mo Tzu, the Chuang Tzu, lhe Book of Changes, and many others. In the
process extraneous material, whether ideas or words, must have crept in, through
unintentional mistakes and sometimes through deliberate forgery. Practically no ancient
Chinese classic is free from these."rs
Considering all of these things, then, the traditional opinion that the lnozi calrrc
from the hands of Lao Zi should be accepted as truth.
1.3.4 The regional cultural background of the La.ozi
Ba¡bara Hendrischke says, "tltere is also the regional culnrral background which, according

to Ren Jiyu, deserves attention. He explains that during the Chunqiu and Zhanguo
Periods China consisted of at least fou¡ different cultural regions and that the use of
metaphor was particularly common in the state of Chu, where the laozi, the T,huangzi
ând the Chuci onginated."rer

"'Ibid. cf.wangLiï,f 1980:p. l.
"* Liu Xiaogan 1994:. i¡ Chen Guying (General

ed.) 1994

IV: pp.419437

.

"u Ka¡tenmark l9?5: pp. 1,1-15.

't' Chan 1963: pp. 72-73.

t"

lbid-, p. 29. See also Zhang Zhengming 1995: the part ofCtru characæristic.
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1.3.4.1 The characterístics of Chu
Chu was a large state on the southern periphery of the civilized China of ancient times,
occupying much of present Henan iEIH, Hunan ifiÉ, ttuUei itãJt and Anhui ãffi.
Feng Youlan says, according to the Mencius, "at rhat time, persons of Ch'u who wished

to acquire the Zhou cultu¡e, had to travel northward to obtain it."re
The chapter on geography in the Qian Han Så¡¿ states: "Ch'u has an abundance
derived from the Chiang (Yangzijiang) and Han rivers, and from streams, marshes,
mountains and forests...Its food products are always sufficient. Therefore (its people)
make little exertion, delight in life, and neglect to store anything. They have sufficient
for food and drink, without thought for cold or starvation; on the other hand, there is no
family woÍth one thousand ounces (of gold). They believe in witches lwu i6) and spirits
(ler¿i fu), and lay emphasis on excessive sacrifices" (ch. 28b, pp. 3-6)."'"

It was in this state, according to the .Såyi, that Confucius met most of the recluses who
are mentioned in the Analects.te Feng says: "The Japanese scholar, Koyanagi Shikita,
lists a large number of recluses, all natives of Ch'u, mentioned in such works as the
Ch'ien Han Shu, Lun Yü, Han-fei+zu, Lü-shih Ch'un Ch'iu, etc. He then goes on to
indicate a number of simila¡ities in thought between passages in the Yüan Yu and the
Yü Fu (poems by Ch'ü Yüan or his followers), and be¡reen the Lao-Eu andChuang-ku."t%

And "the so-called Taoists who lived during the latter years of the Zhou Dynast-v and
the beginning of the Ch'in, were also men of this type, and

thet most important writings

a¡e contained in the two books called the Lao-tzu and Chuang-tlu."t%

Besides Lao Zi and Zhuang Zi, Qu Yuan ,EF (died c. 288 BC), was also a narive
of Chu. He has described in his ti .lao ffiffi, one of China's mosr imaginarive poems,
how during his long wanderings he was pulled along by supematural beings. His anitude
towa¡d such beings is poetical rather than religious. The Tian lVen, "Questions on
Heaven", another poem in the collection of Chu poems of which Li Sao forms a part,
shows even greater skepticism by asking all sorts of questions about how the universe
came into bein-e and about the movements of the sun and moon. Perhaps it was precisely
because the people of Chu were fervent believers in witches, shamans, laying much
stress on sacrifice, as described in the Qian Han Shu quotation, that a certain group of
their intellectuals arose in revolt.It

"" Feng Youlan, Vol-1. Derk Bodde (ü.)

1952:

pp. 175-176.

'"

quoted from ibid: p. 176.

'"

Fung Youlan Vol.l, Derk Bodde (tr.) 1952: p. 175.

p. 176 note I - Cf. also Ko¡,anagi's article, "The Ancient State of Ch'u as it appears in Cultural
History" (in Japanese). in theToho Galuho, Tok¡,o, No.l. March, l93l: pp. 196-228.

'nt lbid. :

t'x

lbid.: p. t76.

"'' Ibid.
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nationality
1.3.4.2 The historical records ard Lao Zi's Chu
According to the historical records, e.9., fhe Shíji,Lao Dan was a native of Chu, as will
be shown in the following chapter "LaoZi the Man".
1.3.43 The Chu dialect andthe Laozi's language
Many scholars have noticed the Chu cultural cha¡acteristics of the Inozi.Zhu Qianzhi
trffi¿ , for example, has studied in particular the relationship between the Chu dialect
andthe Laozí'slanguage. Chapter70of the Z¿o¡ircads: "ËtÅg^38ËË8" ("Therefore
the sage, while clad in homespun, conceals on his person a priceless piece ofjade").
The word he Æ is in the Chu dialect, as can be proved by Huainanzi: Qßu ÌÈË?: B
fâ, which says: "S{ffiÆå¡ffiÆf...& o " ("The people of Chu vse pao to denote a
short type of coat, normaly called åe.").rs
as evidence
Liu Xiaogan says that Kadgren referred to the terms fU Èt and yz
to prove the difference between the dialects of Lu Ê. (the northem language) and Zuo

f

Ë. ("Z;ûo" refers to the non-northem language).re They have also been useful in showing
that the Inozi is also a work of Chu. Yu Èt and yø f appear (respectively) in the
following books: 19 and 17 times inthe Zuozhuan ÊÊ,9 and 2 times in the Gzoyz Sf
#, 2l and 1 times tnthe Analects Èå#, 96 and I times inthe Mencius Éf , A¿g an¿ t
times in the Zhwngzi #7 , and 5 I and 0 times in the l¿azi ¿7 .^ In the Laazi only
/U Ìt (not yu +) is used. Thus, the use of ÍU Ìt and yu T in the Inozi shows that it
was a work of Chu.
1.3.4.4The
Chapter

3l

Laui

and the custom of Chu

of the Laofi says:

Ëf,ËF|jg'Ë' ,HFF!Ë'Ë " trãõË¿38 .1FÊ+2æ 'T€Emffi¿'1Éi4åt
Ê. æÅ48ÉÊ; v!ñFÉË'

".ffi

The gentleman gives precedence to the left whcn at home, but to the right when he goes to war.
Arms âre instruments of ill omen, not the instruments of a gentleman. when one is compelled to
use rhem, it is best to do so withour relish- There is no glory in victory; and to glorify it despitc this
is to exult in the killing of men. One who exults in the killing of men will never have his way in
the empire. (c) On occasions of rejoicing precedence is given to ¡he left: on occasions of mourning
precedence is given to the right. A lieutenant's placc is on the left: the general's place is on the
right. (Chap.3l)3ot

The speech concerning the right and left here was in fact in reference to the custom of
Chu. Chan'lVing-Tsit says: "It is also true that the custom of honoring the right (31) did
not begin in the Warring States Period, but in lso chuan it is rema¡ked that the people
'et For

rÐ

Zhu Qianzhi's opinion, see Chen Guyin-s (Gcncral ed.) 1994: IV: p. 43ó.

For Karlgren's method, see also Chen Guying (General ed.) 1994: fV: p.436.

1t'Lao

Siguan,e 1968: pp- 152-153.

to' quoted
from D. C. Lau l9ó3 and 1982: pp.46a9.
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of Ch'u, who were barba¡ians, honored the left,æ imptying that Chinese people honored
the right."M Thus, this passage can be taken as evidence that the l-aozi is a work of Chu.

1.4 The authorship of the

Inozí

We must define what we mean by "the authorship of the Laozi" anð "the date of the
Inozi". For the various versions of the Inozi, without explanation concerning which
version is meant, will otherwise give rise only to confusion.
In the following, the terms "the authorship and date of the Laozi" will refer to the
hypothesis that Lao Dar- ?.ffi, i.e.,LíEr ã$, who was also called Lao Zi ëÍ was a
real person. He was a contemporary of Confucius, living in the 6th century BC.
Furthermore, an original version of. Iaozi, quite possibly different on some points but
similar on the whole to the traditional version of the laozi, was a historical entity. The
issue concerning the authorship and date of this original Inozi cannot be clarified,
however, before the second part of this study is completed. Clearly, though, some or
most (?):o1 of the speeches and words of Lao Zi and the main thought of Lao Zi canbe
found in the traditional version of. the l-aozi. Concerning this traditional version, this
study will deal with it in the following two sections $1.4 and $1.5.
The discussions of many schola¡s sometimes confuse the question of the authorship
of the l-aozi's original version with that of. the laoz|s t¡aditional version. They usually
mean to refer by the terms "the authorship and date of the Laozi" to the Zao¿i's original
version, but they handle this subject based usually on the Laozi's traditional venion. In
more recent times, tåe Mawangdui version has also been a basis for such discussion. It
is my intention in the following to avoid this confusion through a clea¡ statement
concerning the meaning of"authorship" and "date" in respect tothe Laozi.
1.4.1 The meaning of "the authorship olthe Laozi"
As stated previously, I refer by the terms "the authorship of the l¿ozi" to the author of
the original version of. the Laozi. Unfortunately, as above indicated in the section on
"The editions of. the Laozi", we know nothing about the original version at the present
time. We might suppose, however, that the Jingmen Bamboo Slips laori, which dates to
the middle of the Warring States Period (about 350 B.C), is closer to the original
version; but as yet we have no specific evidence for this hypothesis.
If the Jingmen Bamboo Slips /.aori is the original version of it, and the original
version of ¡he Laozi was transmitted by the disciples of the master after his death, and
thel' usually reflected his thought quite closely; then the authors of. the Laozi (original
version) were his disciples rather than Lao Zi himself. His thought, however, is well
preserved

-

Zuozlruan, Duke Huan, Sth ye¿r.

tu'Chan
3ü

inthe Laozi. This hypothesis sounds reasonable and has been also supported

1963:p.67.

Whether some or most of Lao Zi's speeches or words have been kept in the Laozi's present version is a
guestion that cannot be answered before the study on the Jingmen bamboo Slips l-aoii is completedThis will be done in the next part of the present study'.
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as Zuo Peng.Ð But such hypothesis remains in the realm of
imagination without sure evidence. And we must await an investigation of the bamboo
slips l-aozi before this issue can be cla¡ified.
Because of this situation, the present work is forced to consider only the authorship
and date of the traditional ve¡sion of. the l¿ozi, which refers to th¿t of Yan Zun,
Heshang Gong and Wang Bi. For these were usually nanred the traditional or norrral
versions before the discovery of the Mawangdui Silk texts (1973) in Hunan province.ffi
The authorship and date of the Jingmen Bamboo Slips version of the text (and its
original version), will be cla¡ified in a later part of this research project.

by some schola¡s, such

1.4.2 The various opinions concerning the authorship oÍthe Laozi
Concerning authorship, Liang Qichao, Feng Youlan, D. C. Lau, Kaltenmark, and many
Westem scholars differ from the traditional opinion.u Some schola¡s even think that
the l¿ozi is an anthology of Daoist writings and sayings created by different persons at
different times rather than the work of a single person. Kaltenmark, e.g., is of this
opinion;s However disparate the sources of the text of the Laozi, whoever finally
molded it inro one composition did succeed in projecting a remarkably unified poetic
vision of the world.æ
Bi Yuan,?ro Hu Shi,2¡r Gao Heng,?r2 and other scholars have insisted that the author
of the l¿ozi was Lao Zi, a contemporary of Confucius. Cui Shu thought Lao Zi was a
follower of Yang Zhu at the end of the Spring and Auturrn Period.zr3 And Guo Moruo
believes the book actually contains the sayings of Lao Zi which were collected by his
follower Huan Yüan EIHä, a contemporary of Mencius. Guo's argument is that the
.9/ryi says that Lao Zi nd Huan Yüan each \rrote a book in two parts and thatLao Zi
(Le., Yin Xi FE), the offtcer at the pass through which
encountered Kuan Yin
Lao Zi was supposed to have gone. Guo thinks that Kuang Yin and Huan Yüan were
actually the same person, the two names being pronounced almost alike.2ra But his
theory is more assumption thari fact and must be taken as unreli¿ble. Whoever these
scholars believe the author to be, however, he lived during the Spring and Autumn
Period.

ffif

2"'

:ffi

Zlzorgguo wenwu bao
See He Jiejun's

+EliU#.

FillÊä

and Zhang

1995

+

6

weiming's

F 25 E
ñiÊtÅ

( 25 June 1995.) No. 25. Total No.439

1982: pp. 84-93.

tot

Liang Qichao, Lnozi zhexue: p. I and Liang Rengong xueshu ¡anjiang ji, I. 18-21. Feng Youlan 1964:
p.249l'D. C. Lau 1982: pp. 133-134; Needham 1956: p.36.

't
*

Kaltenmark 1975: pp. l+15.
Cf. Sch*anz 1985: p. 187.

'"'Bi Yuan s.a.: Prcface. lb.
t" Hu shi l9t9: pp.47-50.
t't Gao Heng
rr3SeeChan
:to

1973: .pp.

17l-174.

1963:p.73-

Guo Moruo 1982: pp. 245-249,253.
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Chan Wing-Tsit says: "Almost without exception, schola¡s who believe the book
was written by one man in the V/arring States Period have assi-9ned it to Lao Tan, the
fourth-century historian."2¡5 Early scholars of this opinion include Ye Shi *iÈ,tu and
Wang Zhong ÌlF ''t as well as many contemporary schola¡s like Luo Genze.3r8
Qian Mu is of the opinion that the author was perhaps Chan Ho or an unknown
peßon who lived in the early third century BC. His idea was that, since the pronunciation
of chan (ho) ín ancient times was "simila¡" To dan, this man was confused by historians
with Lao Dan.2!e Qian was just making assumptions here without any basis in evidence.
Related to his theory, Chan Wing-Tsit says: "Ch'ien was at pains to put the author in

this period in order to conform to his theory that the book is later than the 'inner
chapters' of the Chuang Tzu, and he did so reluctantly." æ0
1.4.3 The âuthorship of the Inozí's traditional version

The author of this study believes that the Laozi is the work of one person rather than
many. This opinion is suppoted by modem Chinese schola¡s such as Chen Guying ffi
#Æ,ot Dong Guangbi Ë)Eg"t and Liu Xiaogan g)æffi.,* who have expressed their
opinions as recently as the 1990s.
Below is a summary of D. C. Lau's Chronological Table, which is useful in putting
the books which quote the Laozi into historical perspective:
Confucius, 551479 B'C,
MoZl. the fifth century BC,
Mencius: the fourth century BC,
Yin Wen: from the second quarter to the end of the fourth century BC,
Zhuang zi: from the middle of the fourth cenrury to rhe beginning of the third
century BC,
Xun Zi: From the lauer half of fourth to middle of the third century BC,
Lüshi chunqia, apostscripr dated 240B,C, Hanfei Ztdates it in 233 BC.!a

:''

Chan 1963:p.73.

t'oYeshi:
ttt

:"

l5:1b.

Cf. the mendon of Wan-e Zhong in rhe previous chapter of ¡his wo¡k.
Concernin-9 Luo's opinion, see Chan 1963:

:'e qian

p.73.

Mu 1956: pp. 2}5-224:and 1952: p. 51.

="Chan 1963: p.73.

*tCh"n

Gu¡,ing 1994. IV: pp.:ll l-418.

æ Dong
:3i

t"

1992 Dangdai xin daojia

ËltffiËã.

See Chen Gu¡.ing (general ed.) 1994,

Iv: pp.418-432.

D. C. Lau 1986: p. 143.
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One may note here that short periods seParate Mencius, Yin Wen, Zhuang Zi, and Xun
Zi. tn the following, this study will examine the quotations from tbe l¿ozi found in their
books with rhe inrent of clarifying whether Lao Dan was the author of the /¿azi. For

both Lao Zt and Lao Dan have been taken as the author of the lnozi during the Warring
States Period.

the Laozíin the time of Confucius
The earliest person who formed this opinion was Shu Xiang flIä, who lived in the
period of Jin PinggonC É+/^ and was a contemporary of Confi¡cius.s He was thus a
contemporary of Lao Zi, according to traditional opinion. Shu Xiang's fliå quote
occurs in the time of Confucius. Shuoyuan åË,fü reads:
1.4.3.1 Quotations from

,flÉE : " zffiãè=a:

^zÈfs*ã'

iT¿É+ .EtæfxT¿Eg " xE "

:

^ÉtEümtÉ "

æ+rrH*E&*ffi'æfteffiffi "

Shu Xiang says: "Lao Dan has words to say: 'The softest, most pliable thing in the world runs
rough out over the firmest thing in the world.' And he (Lao Dan) says again: "When people are
born, they are supple and soft; *'hen they die, they end up stretched out firm and rigid. When the
ten thousand things and grasses and trees are alive, they are supple and pliant; when they a¡e dead,
they are withercd and died out."'llo

The two passages quoted above can be found in chapters 43 and 76 of the traditional
version of the lrozi . Shu Xiang r¡/as a contemporary of Confucius and was traditionally
considered a younger contempora.ry of Lao Zi. Thus, the quotation by Shu Xiang should
be accepted as a contemporary reference to the Inozi.Those who argue that the Shuoyuan
is a later work of Han Dynasty, however, must note that its reliability has been generally

accepted by scholars and surely has good grounds when it quotes Shu Xiang's words.
1.4.3.2 Quotations from the Laozifrom the beginning to the middle of
the Warring States Period
The second person who quoted the Inozi was Mo Zi &+, uhose name was Mo Di S
E. lte lived in the ñfth century BC. Mo Zi actually claims that he is quoting the words

of Lao Zi. Thus, the Taipingyulan

SÍE

:

"

txT,'ffiH,53l

ë.í*l.E:'Ëi+ñ.ñ¿€#E

reads:

"'

Mo Zi says: "Lao Zi says: 'The way is empty, yet use will not drain

it"'

17

This quotation can be found in chapter 4 of the Inozi's present edition and indicates
that, according to Mo Zi,lhe sentence is from the book which is called Inozi. Thus, Lao
Zi is the author of the book.
This quotation, however, cannot be found in the Mo¿i's traditional version. Gao
ar
126

::1

Confucius lived from 551-479 BC.
Shuoyuan;1uan shi

åtjü: Ë-{..

See the Taiping .vulan

**'ñW

Bin-ebu: Sheng

FS:
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531

Heng says that it must be in the lost part.s One can argue with Gao's point here, since
no one has proved that this quotation is really in the lost part of the Mozi. But his
opinion has not been proved to be wrong either, since no one has been able to prove that
this quotation \nthe Taiping yulan is false. It is also possible that Mo Z has quoted this
sentence from the Inozi,b¡tt Mo Z's disciples did not write this into the book of Mozi.
Therefore, before we assume that this quotation has been proved a false one, we would
be more reasonable to believe Taíping yulan's record and take it as really from the
Laozi.Professor Xu Kangsheng -#lln4" has argued that Mo Zi might have seen the
I-aozi as an elder man. And this means that the book was written during the Warring
States Period, because Mo Zi died c. 380 BC, during the TVaning States Period.æ Mo
7-t's &f quotation probably occurred, then, either in the beginning or the middle of the
Warring States Period, since he died 9l years after the death of Confucius (479 B.C).30
If Mo Zi had quoted this passage when he was young, he would have done so at the
beginning of the Wa¡ring States Period; otherwise, the quotation occurs in the middle of
the Waning States Period. Thus, this passage is clear evidence that the Inozi hadbeen
quoted before the Jingmen Bamboo Slips Laozí was put into the Chu State No. 1 Tomb
(dated about to 350 B.C).

Other philosophers who lived after Mo

Zi and closer to the times of Mencius

and

LaoZi is the author
of the la.ozi. The scholars of Jixia ÊT are examples of these. Song Xin t.;frft,at Yin
Wen Fl visited Jixia during the time of King Xuan of Qi gÈE (319-301 BC).ot
Zhuang

Zi also mentioned or guoted

the Laozi. They also prove that

And the quotations that emerge from this visit are ¡ema¡kable.
1.4.3.3 Quotations from the

hozÍ

during the middle of the Warring States Period

A. The quotations inthe Yinwerci f.fç+
Yin Wen FÈ live¿ from the second quarter to the end of the fourth century BC, not
very distant in time from Mencius. The more comprehensive studies of tbe Mawangdui
is not a false book. Concerning this
silk scrolls have shown that the Yinwenzí
issue, one can refer to Hu Jiacong's ÉEãffi studies of 1992 and 1994.33 The Yinwenzi

FXÍ

quotes rhe l-ao¿í's chapter 57 saying:

=t Gao Heng 1973 p- 172xe

s
rr
s:

See

Xu Kan-esheng 1985: p. 143 note l.

See Zheng Liangshu 1984: p. 1285.
See Chen Guying (General ed.) 1994

IV: p,

l2l.

"ñ!S4fE
ë^ €ã+låX

. ÉrKùF"+".
See Ying Shao FEþJ Fengsu tongyi: Qionstong ,lã'lâñ#gE, says:
.
Sima Qian's Shiji: Meng Zi Xun Qing liæhuan ÊÈfãf ËriltJS says: 'ãW .
which is incorrec¡. Cf. Hu Jiacong "Yin Wen huang lao sixiang yu Jixia baijia zhengming
FlË-Z-F'ËæÉTtrããtra" inCben Guying (General ed.) 1994IV: p. 121.

ÌË+fÊ",
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See Chen Gu¡,ing (General ed.) 1994:
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2ÍA:

"r){iEiâE' i)än^Ê' },tt¡FnXT."

laoa says: "Govern the state by being stra¡ghdorwârd; wage war by being crafty;
but win the empire by not being meddlesome." (Chap. 57)
The

The Yínwenzi also quotes the words of chapter 74 of the Laozi:

2Íá:

"FTåft. fr(*)trDÅfrWà?"

The Laozi sat¡s: "When the pcople are not afraid of death,
wherefore frighten them with death?" (Chap. 74)

This quotation sholrs that Yin W'en believed that Lao Ziwas the author of the Laozi.
B. Quotations in the Sft¡zi f=7 and the We¡ai 17
Ma Xulun says that both the Såi¿i and the Wenzi have quoted from the Laozi. Shi Zi
lived at the beginning of the Waning States Period and was a guest of Shang Y*g È
Sft. Wen 7i wzs a contemporary of King Ping of Chu E*E and leamed from Lao
Zi.e Thus, clearly LaoZi lived at the end of the Spring and Autumn Period and was the
authorof the Laozi.Ts

#Í

C. The Quotations intheZhumgzi
Tlw Zhrcngzi quotes directly from the Laozi,reporung lhe very words of Lao Dan (Lao
Zi).For instance, the chapter Tianxia JtT reads:

HE : fúätÈ' +4dÊ' åXT*â; trãÊ'

?g+' åñTâ.*

Lao Dan says: 'Know the male, but keep to the role of the female; and bc a ravine to the empire:
(...) Know the white, but kecp to the role of the black; and be a model to the empire.' (Chap. 28)3?

The sources ofthese quotations can be found in the t¡aditional version ofchapter 28 of
the Í-aozi. This is funher evidence that Lao Dan was the author of the Laozi. And Lao
Siguang says that the quotations in the Tinnxia fit those found in the traditional version
of the Laozi. This coincidence can be explained in only tü,o ways: the author of the
Tíanxia had seen the lnozi: or later scholars who had seen the quotations of the Laozi n
the Tianxia added false passages to the traditional version of the Laozi. ln either case,
clearly the text of the Laozi existed before that of the Ztuangzi. Tianxia.s
Tlrc Zhuangz¡, considered as a whole, clearly shows that Lao Dan was the author of
¡o

t"
:36

See the l4¡¿n¡

i: Diwujuan

See Zhang Chengqiu 1977: p.

93.

Quoted from Gao Heng 1973: p. 112.

t3t quoted
from D. C. Lau 1963 and 1982: pp-

4l-42. (...) occurs in the present version between

Tiantia's quotations-

r"

Lao Siguang 1968: pp. 153-154.
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the

the

Iaozi. Its Inner chapter Yangshcngzhu

reveals a record of the death of Lao Dan, and

its Outer an¿ Complex chapters records the meeting between Lao Danse and Confucius.
Beyond these pieces of evidence, it abounds with quotations which can be found in the

traditional version
fromthe Laozi.
The Quqie

ÉË

of.

the Lao¿i. Following are several other passages that are quoted

says:

fiEr : frZ<qFåttiH.
ÉzfijÊFz(4ñ^ "
Therefore it is said: The fish must not be allowed to leave the deep:
The instrument of power in a state must not be rcvealed to anyone.

This can be found in chapter 36 of the Inozi. And in the same chapter,

&.ã: xEE#.
Therefore it is said: Great skill seems awkwa¡d.

This can be found in chapter45 of the l-aozí.

Zribeiyou

f;ll JLùF reaOs:

lsãË¿+ñt¿Ë'r,'
it is said: when the \ryay was lost there was virtue; when virtue was lost there was
benevolence; when benevolence was lost there was rectitude; when rectitude was lost there were
therites. The rites a¡e the wearing thin of loyalty and good faith and the beginning of disorder.

Therefore

This can be found in chapter 38 of the laozi. The following passage is in the

same

chapter:

t{E : êËåEtã. ã¿xâ. iJ=}t*ä ' *äm#Tåü

.

it

is said: in the pursuit of the way one does less every day. One loses every day until
one does nothin_e at all, and when one does nothing at all therc is nothing that is undone.
Therefore

This can be found in chapter 48 of the laozi.

YuyanEÈ

reads:

z+E i *ÉËe

.

ÉæËarE

"

The sheerest whiteness seems sullieci; Ample virtue seems defectivc.

3'The

reader can refer to the pan

of Zhuangzi' s record concerning Lao Dan in the next chapter of this

*'ork.
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This can be found inthe Laozi, chapter 41.

1.43.4 Quotations from the la.ozí in the later period of the \trarring States
A. The mention of Lao Zi in the Xwaí
Tbe Xunzi, in the 3rd century BC, reads:

ãÍ

zFããF,**,. *F,Ìt.fã.
Lao

ã

had some insight into bowing down, none into stretcbing out.

ËÍffiÌ$xffiziH/'.
Zhuang Zi had a vision limited to He¿ven and was ignorant of

Gao Heng says,

that Xun

'Ë-ãttÈfr '

ff-ñ.ËS{ã"

can be seen

man .

(Xttqi l7l5l)

(XutF¡

2ln2)

in ZtoulaojiffiZÆ. This indicates

Zi must have seen the Laozi.2&

B. The quotations found in tlneLüshichunqiu EEs#Ek
Lüshi chuqiu has quoted many passages from the Laozi. However, Gu Jiegang ffiÉFE[
views the quotations in the L¿Âsl¿i chunqiu as unreliable. He observes that a "rule" in that
book is that, whenever a quotation is made, its source or author is always mentioned.
But no such mention is made of Lao Zt, even though "two-thirds" of the Laozi has been
incorporated into it.2tr But, as Hu Shi has shown, no "ru1e" of any kind can actually be
found concerning quotations in the Lüshi chunqiø. It mentions the Book of Filial Piety
in connection with one quotation from it but not with any other. Of the 53 passages
which Gu Jiegang has claimed to be identical with or similar to Lao Zi's sayings, only
three are actually quotations from the LaoT¡.ztz' Gao Heng also criticizes Gu. He refers to
?t3
the following passages in the Z¡¿såi chun4iu concerning which he is criúcal of Gu.
Lüshi chunqiu says:
g-?ê,+,->
EfrRfr
Lao Dan valued yielding. (Lüshi Chunqiu l7[7: Bu er

Llg.ÌtåF.€

4-)

Confucius leamed from Lao Dan. (Lüshi chunqiu: Dansran

Ê!ß)

These sources do prove that Lao Dan's theory of a government based on a strategy of
yielding in order to conquer can be found in the Inozi. Therefore, Gu's argument
norwithstanding, the Lüshi chunqi¿¿ has not only quoted from the Laozibut has also said
tn'Gao

Heng 1973: p. 172.

"t

GushibianlV: p.48l.
ttt Hu
Shi: "A Criticism of

Some Recent Methods Used in Daúng Lao Tzu," Hanard Journal of Asiatic
Sudies TI (1937),387-397. See also Zhang Chengqiu 1977: p. 89.

to3

Gao Heng 1973 p. 173.
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clearly that Lao Dan's thought is that of the lÅozi. Thus, clearly suggested is that Lao
Dan is the author of the Laozi.
C. The quotationsfrom fhe

Hanfeizí#)Þ7

Besides the two parts of the commentary onthe l¿ozi, ¡.¿. the Jíelao

tÊãÈa:

#É,

andthe Yulao

f,,Ezr+ . *rÉTÉ . *t)þ--qzffiîiT*È{E¿fl-ä.

Lao Dan has words to say : "Know contentmenq and yo: will suffer no disgrace;
Know when to stop, and you will meet with no danger."

Here the Hanfeizi says directly and clearly "Lao Dan has words to say". And this
quotation can be found in the traditional version of Laozi, chapter 44. Following this
quotaúon is Hanfei Zi's commentary on it.
Neichushuo xia: Liuweí

ruËÈäT:

Àffi

says:

jie*4r4.DiË^' .....HilaãqåZÈãå . ... Ë¿^*E= . tÍÈ¿¿trå.
Power and right cannot be borrowedfrom others, -.. this theory is from Lao Dan's speech about
losing fish. ... It was difficult for the ancient people o express directly, thus it has been exprcssed
in tcrms of fish.

What Hanfei Zi quotes is from chapter 36 of the I¿ozi, which reads: "ÊTaJF.Ë,ËrSùsä
"The fish must not be allowed to leave the deep." And Hanfei Zi says clearly that these
are the words of Lao Dan.
Nan san

S --

reads:

*7a :jj,{äÌâãE¿ffi.
Lao Zi says: To rule a state by cleverness will be a boon to the state.

This can be found inthe Laozi, chapter 65.
These mentions, coÍìmentaries, and quotations have indicated that Lao Dan (or,

LaoZi)

was the author of t}re

l¿ozí.

D. The quotations frorn the Zlungtnce

Znnguoce: Qice
æ.ffiE :
P.U

*

Éffi.

zia

*Elñ

says:

: EÈg,Z.tJHåã .
Ë ¿* æ,F

I*Íffiif\HTæËE

gÈÈ¿'tXTäë

:*

aranguoce: Qice-s-a.
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.

Yan Chu says: Hence Laozi says: the superior must have the inferior as rooc the high must have
the low as base. Thus, lords and princes refer to themselves as 'solitary', desolate', and 'hâpless'.
(......) is i¡ not?

The quotation here can be found in the Laozí, chapter 39. Yan Chu lived in the time of
King Xuan of Qi gËT' (320-302 BC), which indicates that the /.¿ozi must have
existed in that time. And this fact suggests as well that Lao Zi wzs the author of the
book.2a5

In

Weice

ffiË

when Gong Shu Zuo

Afl.È.

was mentioned"

&.tlÃ' e^ftffi ' ÊtJå^E.&ã '&ffi,vlE\¿tut

it

says:

","

Therefore. the lza:i says: The sage does not board. Having bestowed all he has on others, he has
yet more; haring given all he has to o¡hers, he is richer still.

The quotation here can be found inthe Laozi, chapter 81. Gong Shu Zuo lived in the
time of King Hui of Wei ÍÊHE' during the fkst quarter of the \ù/a¡ring States Period.ze
Besides all of the above, the biography of Lao Zi in the Såyi is also an imponant
item of evidence proving that Lao Dan was the autho¡ of the laozi.

f.4.3.5 Conclusion concerning the authorship of the l¿ozi's traditÍonal version
and references have been strong enough to prove that the

All the above quotations

thought of. ¡be Laozi's traditional version stems from LaoZi, i.e., Lao Dan. V/hether Lao
Dan was the author of the version of the Laozi which we now possess, however, is
difficult to know with certainty. For the most recent archaeological discovery2€ in
Jingmen shows that the version of the I-aozi that comes from the middle of the Warring
States Period (about 350 BC) was shoner than the normal version which we now
possess.¡e

Quite possibly the Jin-emen Bamboo Slips Iøozi came directly from the hands of
Lao Dan in the 6th century BC, though the actual writing onto the bamboo slips may
have raken place only during the middle of the Warring States Period for the purposes
of placing them permanently in å tomb. Possible also is that the bamboo slips Laozi date
only from the middle of the Warring States Period (about 350 BC). If the latter case is
true, then Shu Xiang (a contemporary of Confucius in the 6th century BC) and Mo Zi
(died c- 380 B.C) could have not seen this version.
2t5

:"'

t"

lbidQuorcd from Zhang Chengqiu 1977: p- 93.
Ibid,

t"t This
2'u

was discovered in

B"¡ing

No.l Chu

state Tomb in Guodian village, Jin-emen, Hubei province,

Review, Apr. 3-16, 1995: p. 33-
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in 1994.

In either case, the quotations and references above still prove that a man named Lao
Dan 48, i.e.,Li Er ëH, who was also called Lao Zi ë.7, di¿ exist and that he was a
contemporary of Confucius (in 6th century BC). Shown also is that a book called the
Laozi, which was the original version of the presen¡ Laozi, did exist. It may have been
different in some respects from the traditional version, but it was on the whole simila¡ to

it. For clearly most(?)s of the speeches and words of Lao Zi as well as his main
thought can bc found in the La.ozi's traditional version. But we cannot now decide who
was the author ,,1 the Laozís traditional version.
The traditi,',ral version of. the Laozi was based oîihe Laozi's original version, but,
the book has al :r been possibly added to by some other people, and they were quite
successful at arr 'rgi¡g the passages of the original Lao Zi and at understanding his
spirit.

1.5 The date ,f the l-aozi
The date of

the. I

tozi is an old

and

difficult question. Why should we concern ourselves

with it again totia¡.'?
One answe¡ is that "the most difñcult problem in dealing with the history of Chinese
thought in the ancient period is how to establish the approximate dates of the various
philosophers and philosophical works so that a rough chronological order may be decided

on, which is essential to an understanding of the historical development." D. C. Lau is
indicating here that "... given two philosophical works, A and B, the way the thought
contained in them is interpreted ifA is eadier than B often has to be radically changed if
it is shown that B is, in fact, earlier than A."sr
The interpretation of the Laozi is a case in point. If we accept the traditional view
that it was written by Lao Zi, an elder contemporary of Confucius, we thus view it as a
work of the sixth century BC.5r But if we favor the view of modem scholars tike Liang
Qichao and Feng Youlan in China and D. C. Lau, Needham, and Kaltenma¡k in the
West, we place the work in the late fourth or early third century BC. The wide difference
in dates here makes a difference concerning the question of authorship as well. Thus,
this question has been important to reconsider in the 1990s by such Chinese schola¡s as
Zhang Dainian, Chen Guying and Xiao Xiaogan.r3
Concerning the date of. ¡he Laozi , some schola¡s such as Feng Youlan 5a and D. C.

t"'

:r'
:5:

:$

t"

Whether some or most of l.ao Zi's speeches or words have bcen prcserved in the laali's preset version
is a guestion that cannot be answered beforc completion of a study of the Jingmen bamboo Slips
Laoii. This will be done in the next pan of the present study.
D- C. Lau 1963 and 1982: p.

l2l.

See Sima Qi an's Shiji the biography
See Chen Guying (General ed.):

of Lao Zi.

1992-194, I-N.

Feng Youlan 1961: p.249.

7t

Lau55 think that it was written not long before 300 BC. T:te recently discovered bamboo
scripts Laozi proves that the laozi existed already in the mid-V/arring Staæs Period, i.e.,

about 350 BC (the middle of fourth century BC). For we know that Confucius died in
479 BC and that 100- 150 years separate his death from the date of the No.1 Chu State
Tomb of Guodian village in Jingmen, Hubei Province. If the book of Laozi has been
discovered in this tomb, it must have been completed ea¡Iier than the date of the tomb.
For certainly some period must also separate the completion of such a book and its
becoming farnous enough to be collected for placement in so important a tomb. Thus,

while the exact date of the Laozi may be still difficult to know with any certainty, it
cannot be later than 350 BC.

Besides this consideration conceming the date of the l-aozi, the debate concerning
ancient history in China (gushibian ËÉ.**) which took place in the 1920s and 1930s
has also raised many questions in respect to the history of Chinese philosophy. Books
such as Sunzi bingfa mf **,, Yanzi chunqiu æfætl| Weiliaozí ffi#l
and Wenzi
l?, tra¿ been considered spurious. But now, since the archeological discoveries of the
1970s in Yinque ffi€ mountain in Shangdong tItH province, the discoveries of the

silk texts of the Han Dynasty tomb in the Mawangdui ,EE;ËiEË in Hunan ifrË
province, and the discoveries in Ding counry È]ffi in Hubei ¡ìíðJL province, these books
have been proved not to be spurious.as
Although the hypotheses of Liang Qichao and his followers seem un¡easonable
today, the doubt they engendered concerning the early date of the l¿ozi remains and
conrinues to be functional in shaping conclusions in the West. And this makes it very
difficult to establish the historical order of many other Chinese classics. The present
work, therefore, considers vital the resolution of this quesúon.5
1.5.1 The background of the debate concerning the date of the

ltozi

Concerning the date of the Laozi, various opinions abound. For many centuries, however,
b,n.. Lao Zi in the sixth century BC¡8 was accepted
without question. Skepticism concerning the book grew up much earlier than that
concernin-e the man, for its authorship was questioned as early as the fifth century.æ
Later as well, when the Neo-Confucia¡ists raised doubts concerning the dates of.Lao Zi

the tradition that the book was written

1ts

:"'
ttt
:5*

Laozi 's text, according to D. C. Lau, seems to have been "still in ¡ fluid state in the second half of the
third century BC or even later, but by the middle of the second century BC, at ¡easq the text alrcady
assumed a form very much like the present one. It is possible that this happened in the early years of
the Western Han Dynasty." See D. C. Lau 1982: p. 134.
Chen Guying (General ed.) 1994

IV: pp. 411, 415. and

41 1418.

rb¡d.
See the beginning pan

of the previous chapter in the present work.

:5'By'CuiHao(d.450).accordingtoWangShipeng(1112-?l). MeixiXianshengwenji. l317a.
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himself, they were forced also to doubt the date of the book.4 Chan Wing-Tsit says,
"Wang Chung, Ts'ui Shu, and other eighteenth-century critical schola¡s carried the
skepticism to a higher degree."Ír Saitô Setsudô (1787-1865) in Japan claimed that the
book could not have been written earlier than the Warring States Period, because it
contains the combined term renyi E* ftumanity and righteousness), and this term
does not appear earlier than this time. Fufhermore, the work opposed ruinous wars and
oppressive laws, which would have been too dangerous to speak about at a time when
such things were current.62
These observations had subjected the radition to serious question, but it was not
until 1922, when Liang Qichao threw overboa¡d the enti¡e tradition concerning LaoZi,
that the foundation of the tradition about the book was thoroughly shaken.æ
Liang directed two of his six arguments against t¡adition specifically at the book.
One argument is that the ideas in the lnozi are too radical for the Spring and Autumn

Period, and the other is that the book contains terms which surely date it in the'tù/adng
States Period.þ Since his famous attack, scholars have been divided into two camps:
those who place the book in the Spring and Autumn Period and those who assign it to
the age of the V/a¡ring States. From 1919 to 1936, the main disputants concerning the
date of the Inozi, are as follows: Liang Qichao *FtË, Zhang Xu FR,lIuâng

Ëãffitl, Zhang Shoulin F*tf, fang Lan Ëffii, cao Heng È9, Qian Mu
#8, HushiËAË, SuChi ãÆ,FengYoulan lEËffi,ZhangJitong 9EãIEJ, Luo
Genze ÆfRi*, Gu Jiegang ,ffiffiEli, Ye Qing HË, fan Jiefu F*É', Ma Xulun ,€
âifâ, zhang Fuqing 9FìEE, Xiong Wei ÊË, Cuo Moruo FliitË.'?65
Fanggang

Schola¡s who have favored the later period have each chosen their own date within
that period. Indeed, they have tried to outbid each other in proposing as late a date as
possible. Some like Luo Genze s and Hou V/ailu ærfffi,'" have placed the laozi after
Confucius (551-479 BC) and Mo Zi (fl. 479-380 BC) but before Mencius (371-289 BC)

and Zhuang Zi (between 399 and 295 BC). Chan Wing-Tsit thinks Lao Zi was a
contemporary of Confucius but that the book called the laozi was completed during the
t"'

For the opinion of these Neo-Confucianists, see Luo

tt" chan

tt

1963:

Gen¿e , Zhuzi kaosuo: pp.

258-261.

p.62.

Saitô Setsudô: Rôshi ben (An Examination on the laoei ), sec.S.

13 See alsoChan
1963 p. 62.

t*

See his rcview
¡*anjiang

ji,I.

ofHu Shi's Zhongguo z.hexue shi dagang, which is found in Liang Rengong xueshu
l-41. The ârguments are presented on pp. 19-21. For Lian-g's arack on the traditions

concerning Lao Zi, see the previous chapter in the present work.
t"5

Zhang 1977:p.79.

:ø Luo
ttn

1958: pp.267-281.

Hou !950: Zhanguo gudai sixiang xueshuo stri: pp. 11-17, 159l-61, and 1957: Zhanguo sixiang
øngshi,I.257.
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fourrh century BC.æ
Others have assigned it to the later part of the Wanlrg States Period, or about 250
BC. This group includes schola¡s like Liang Qichao, Qian Mu, Feng youlan, Duyvendak
(1889-1954), and A¡thur Waley. Qian Mu specifically puts it after the completion of the
"inner chapters" of the Thuangzi-æ Feng Youlan at first <iated it after Mencius, or about
300 BC, but later postponed the date to the time following Hui Shi ÆllE (308-305?
BC) and Gongsun Long ,2..KÈE G. 380? BC), or about 250 BC.ro In 1964, in his
Zhongguo zhexue shi xínbian +EÉgÊffi#ã, ne changed his mind and placed Lao

Zi in the time following Confucius and Mo Zi,placingthe Laozi afterMencius but
before Zhuang Zi.tt Duyvendak dates the Laozi after 300 BC, and Waley puts the date
at about 240 BC.!t2 Victor H. Mair puts it also in the 3rd century BC.??3 Gu Jiegangt¡
has gone so fa¡ as to place it between the Lüshi chunqiu and the Huainanzi lÈË7, a
between 200 and 150 8C.275 D. C. Lau, however, says: "Taking all factors into account,
I am inclined to the hypothesis that some form of the lao t¡¿¿ existed by the beginning
of the thi¡d century BC at least."tó
Concerning these various opinions, one can also refer to the table at the beginning
of the next chapter.
Departing from those who have denied the tradiúonal views concerning the dates of
Lao Zi and the Inozi,Hu Shi,27 Guo Moruo,2æ Ma Xulun,te Gao Hen_em and many

:*

Chan 1963;p.7a.

to' qian Mu
195ó: p.224.
:r0

Yu-lan (r. Bodde) 1983 (1952, 1973): A Hisrory of Chinese Philosophy, I. 170; A Short Hisrory
of Chinese Philosophy, pp.93-94. Feng's date for Hui Shi is: l. 350-260 BC. and his date for

Fun-9

Gongsun Long is:
note 17.

tt'
2?:

/.

28+259 BC. Concerning this, Cf, the quotation in Chan Win-e-Tsit 1963: p. 85

Feng 1964: p.255.
Duyvendak : Tao Te ching ; p. 6; V/aley 1958: p. 86.

ttt Mair

1994: p. 57. where Mair says: "Although the texr is held by Taoist believers to have been
composed by Lao Tzu in the sixth centur¡, BC, the available evidence indicates that it was actually not
committed to writin_g until sometime in the third century."

tt'

Gu Jiegang 1933

IV:

pp. t+62-519-

:tr Kimura even
says that the present text of the Laoii did not appear unril abour 150 BC. See his Rósåi
no shin &ezþ'u (New Study on ttrcLaozi ): p. 164. A simila¡ view is expressedin Laotizhexue
molunji: p.5.
:to

tt

D. C. Lau 1963 and 1982: p.

1,10.

Hu Shi l9l9: pp. 49-50. Cf. Hu's "A Cri¡icism of Some Recenr Methods Used in Dating Lao Tzu,"
Ha*-ard Journal of Asiatíc Studies,fl (1937), 373-397 .

tt'

GuoMoruo 1982: pp.24l-251.

tt'

MaXulun

1924: pp. 18-19.
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others have upheld the tradition that the Laozi is a product of the Spring and Autumn
Period.

Nowadays many scholars in China have begun again to argue for the acceptability
of the traditionai opinion, simply because the skepticism concerning it created by Liang
Qichao and Feng Youlan has never been effective enough to thoroughly disestablish the

position.lr For the recent discussion of the 1980s and 1990s concerning this issue, one
can refer to Chen Guying's lno Zhuang xinlun Z,#ffi#, Iaozi jinzhu jWi Z.Í+*

and "Laoxue xianyu kongxue Z,æft+fLæ" in Zltexue yanjiuE?ffi* 9.1988;
Daojia wenhua yanjiu; DiyijïDisiji É*Yltffifræ-ãgg$Ë t992-1994.
The main questions involved in the debate concerning the date of the l-aozi are: the
contemporary references to the Laozi, the terminology of the book, the style of the
book, and the ideas expressed in the book. Considering all these things, the author of
this work is of the opinion that the lnozi's preseff version was completed at the end of
the Spring and Autumn Period or in the beginning of the Wa¡ring States Period. The
reasons for taking this position will be cla¡iñed in what follows.
First, however, we should avoid misunderstanding the term Chunqiu (the Spring
and Autumn Period) and Zhanguo (the Warring States Period). The Warring States
Period in the present work is viewed as beginning in 481 BC. Thus, the Spring and

â#,
and

Autumn Period is previous to 480 BC.
For the purposes of fixing the date of the lnozi, we will explore the question under
four rubrics: l) The contemporary references of the Laozí ($1.5.2); 2) The terminology
of the Laozi (S 1.5.3); 3) The idea of the Laozi ($ 1.5.a): and 4) The style of tbe Laozí

($l.s.s).
1.5.2 The contemporary references of thre l-aozí

In regard to the refe¡ences to the ltoziin works that were its contemporary, the sayings
of Laozi were widely known in ancient China. As we discussed in the section on "The

l¿ozi ", twenty-two of thEse sayings are quoted in the Zhuangzi.æ The
Xunzi, e.9., criticizes Lao Dan for "having insight about beaning but not about expending,"æ showing that Xun Ziwas familia¡ with the thoughts of Lao Zi. Han Fei
authorship of the

wrote two chapters cornmenting on Lao Zi's sayingsa and quotes him several times.ãs

:"'

t''
s:
:*3

Cao 1963: pp. 171-174.
See Chen Guying (General

ed.): 1992-1994, I-IV.

Sce Chan 1963: p. 63, and p. 85 note 25: "Yen Ling-feng, Iao-Chuang .taz clziu (Studies on Lao Tzu
and Chuang Tzu ): pp. 209-12. lisa 29, but 7 of them are at best paraph¡ases."
The

X¡n¡i.ch. l?, SPTK,

I I :25a. Cf. Dubs

(u.), The Works of H süntze ; p. 184.

"u H*¡"izi,"hs.zo-21.

:"

Ch- 31, SPTK, l0: I a. alludes to Ltozi,ch.36 (see Liao (t¡.), The Complete works ol Han Fei Tiu.ÍI, L);
ch- 38, SPTK, l6:3a (twice). 4b, quotes Laozi, chs.63. 17. and 65 (Liao, tr, 178. 179, 183); and ch.
46, SPTK, l8:4a. quotes the l¿o¡j, ch- 44 (Liao,4,246).
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The Zhanguocesí and Lüshi chunqia2e also quote from him. Except the quotations by
Shu Xiang and the Mozi,however, all of the other works belong to the Warring Søtes
Period and not to the Spring and Autumn Period in which tradition has placed the Laozi.
The Huainanzi quotes the Laozi 89 times,s but this book appeared only in the early
Han Period. Most of the above mentioned classics were from the beginning, middle or
later period of the Waning States.
Many scholars argue, therefore, that no contemporary references were ever made to
(aozi.
¡hrc
And, on the basis of this supposed lack of references, some scholars deny the
traditional date of the Inozi. One of Cui Shu's arguments against the t¡aditional date of
the Inozi, for example, is its lack of contemporary references.æ Liang Qichao has
repeated the same argument: "Why is there no trace of it in the Analects, the Book of
Mencius, and the Mo Tzu ?" he asks.?s
I shall deal with the issue of the contemporary references in the following three
sections.
1.5.2.1 Contemporary references made to the Laozí

We have shown that both Lao Zi and Lao Dan were taken as the author of the Inozi
during the period of Warring States. The reader can refer to my section on "Lao Zt and
Lao Dan" in the present work's next chapter. An exanination of the Chinese classics
will show clearly that quotations were taken from the Laozi both by the contemporaries
of Lao Zi atd by later scholars.

À

Quotations from the Inozí by two contemporaries of Lao Zi
Shu Xiang, a contemporary of Confucius, and Mo Zi, who died c. 380 BC, as well as
many other ancient schola¡s and classics also quoted or referred to the Laozi. See my
section on "The authorship of the Inozi" in the present work.
Many indirect references to the IÃozi occur ¿¡s well among LaoZT's contemporaries.
Confucius, for example, made such indi¡ect references.

ttt' At I l:5a, quotes the Laozi, ch.39,
by Liu

ttt

Xang Ø:Ft

and 22:3a, quotes ¡he l-aozi,ch- 81. The Zlzanguoce was compiled
O1-6 BC), Uut much of the material long antedated him.

Ch.6, sec.4, SPPY, 6:7a, quotes Lao¡i,ch.S9; ch.l6, sec.5, SPPY, 16:10a, quotes laaii.ch.4l: ch-17,
sec. 2, SPPY, l7:4a, quotes Laozù ch.47. See trJVilhelm (tr.), Frühling und Herbst des Lü Bu We: pp.
7 4, 248, 26ó, respectively.

:s'seethe¡/¿r¿inanzi,ch.l(l5times),2(3).6(2),7(3),8(2),9(5),

1l (4), lZ(52),14(t),andl8(2).But

this book appeared in the early Han period. According to Karlgren, no less than 1767 words out of a
version of 5247 are quoted in pre-Han and Han texts ("The Poetical Parts in Lao-Tsi", Göteborgs
Högskolas Å,rssknt,

)Qff\ruI

ç942), 26).

tt'Shu

Xian-e, acontemporar.v of Confucius, quotes them and so does ¡he
mention them: perhaps because he had not seen them.

2n'

Liang Regong zhexue yanjiangjr.

I, l8-19.
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Moi. But Cui Shu did not

B. The Confucian references tothe Inozí
Confucius made several references to the Inozi. These a¡e found in
a) Tbe

Analec¡s'#* Xianwen .€ F"T says:

4E :tilË*rs.1itfu? f E: trt{#l*? t}É#Æ.t}æ#æ"
'lVhat do you sav concerning the principle that injury should be recompensed
with kindness?'
.Iñ/ith
what then will you ¡ecompense kindness?'
2. Thc Master said,
3. 'Recompense injury with justice, and recompense kindness with kindness.'3t
1. Some one said,

Chapter 63 of the

lnozi

uses these words: "â,8æi){1*." Confucian words have been

believed as those based on thé words of. Lao 2i.82
b) The Analects: Taibo ft{â says:

g+E

: -iE'Et":ËtõåÉ ,

,)*?Ê)*æ.

ÊË* .ÊË.Ë

.48ffiT&.. ËÊ:ÊÊë',fts+#

3Êô
The philosopher Tsang said, 'Gifted with ability. and yet putting questìons to those who were not
so; possessed of much, and yet putting questions to those possessed of little; having, as though he
bad no¡; full, and yet counling himself as empty; offended against, and yet entering into no
alærca¡ion: formerly I had a friend who pursued this style of conducl'2el

This statement concerning the practice of life has been attributed to Lao
these words are also believed as those based on the thought

c)The Wei ling Gong ffiÆ/à

ÍE

: .-

åñiåã'H*&æ?

Zi.s

Thus,

ofLaoZi.

reads:
...

The Master said, May not Shun be an example of having governed efficiently wirhout exenion?
'What did he do? He did nothing but gravely and reverently occupy his royal
seal':s

The conception wuwei

wuwei er wu bu wei
(wuwei er wu buw¿t
tot

t*

#ä

was first expressed in the

Inozi,

ÉÊff.Ë-mftZ<å), 43 (wuwei lhi

ftåi[frTä),

chapters 31 (Dao chang

youyi

fråZËö),

and 48

etc.s

Le-ege 1935: Volume 1 & 2 p. 288.
Se,e

Zhang Dainian 1992: in Che Guyin-e 19921; p. 75. Cf . Zhang

Xu's anicle in Zhan-s Chengqiu

1977: p.81.

to' Lgg"

t*
tot
:rs

1935: Volume

I &2p.21O.

SeeFeng Youlan 1964: p.253.

L.gg"

1935: Volume

1&.2p.295.

SeeZhangDainian 1992
1977: p.81.

i¡ ChenGuying 19921:p.75.Cf.ZhangXu'sanicle
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inZhangChengqiu

d) Lao Zi has also been identified with the person called Lao (or, Lao Peng) to
whom Confucius refers. He says:

Ëñz<ff ' .ËîriîË .Æ}f-Ìl3-äzv.
In rransmitting and refusing to innovate, and in faithfully caring for anúquit¡.,

I venture to compare myself with our Lao Peng. (Analects ?ll).:t
Zhang Xuan

Sãs,

Vy'ang

Bi Effi (226-49),te Ma Xulun ,Eâ{{â and many orhers
of here refers to Lao 7i. But opinions differ

reason that the Lao or Lao Peng spoken

concerning on this point, and no authoritative conclusion has settled the issue conceming
the identification between LaoZi and Lao Peng.m
But if the scholars who support the t¡aditional opinion cannot employ this point
concerning identification as evidence, neither can those who are against the traditional
opinion afford to ignore it.
e) The Znngyong Fffi says:

?a : ñ*)tt. 7r#*Ë .ÉÈz#tr .Ê?Ez

"

The Master (Confircius) says: to teach with Dao broadens and malies ¡'ielding;
no response without Dao, is the strength of the South, where gentlemen live.

Some scholars say that this idea was prominent in Chu during the time of Confucius.
Lao Zi was a native of Chu, and Chu belonged to the South in the time of Confucius.
Thus, this teaching possibly refers to the thought of Lao Zi.st Althou gh the Zhongyong
is a later r+'ork, it is a Confucian one and should be reliable when it t¿lks about Confucian
speech.

The Confucian references to the Lao Zi and the identification between Lao Zi and
Lao Peng, however, may well lack authority for claiming that they come from the Laozi.
For one can argue that Confucius mentions only the thought or the person of. Lao Zi
rather than the book of the I-aozi itself- Thus, this evidence is not strong enough to
prove the existence of the lnozi in the time of Confucius, though, again, neither can it
be ignored.

Just the s¿une, we should not ignore the quotation from the La.oli preceded by
" l,aoli says" h the Mozi. This quotation, at least, should be taken as strong evidence to
prove the existence of ¡he l^aozi in the time of Mo Zi 4.479-3808C).

:r

Quoted from A.C. Graham 1986: p. I16.

3"' quoted
by Lu Deming (556-627) inbrs Jingdian shíwen, ch.24. explaining Analects, 7:

rÐ quoted
by Xing Bing Íit,ÍF (932-1010) in his commentary on Analects, 7:1.

"l,aoZi andLao Peng" in the previous

"tt

Cf. the section on

i"'

SeeFeng Youlan 1964: pp.253-254.

'18

chapter of this work.

I

C. Other quotations fromthe Laozí
Conceming the references to the l^aozí found in Wenzi, Shizí, Yinwenzi and Zunngzi,
see my secúon on "The authorship of the l-aozi " in the same chapter.
lVei Wuhou #,Ål* quoted the lnozi. Zhanguoce ffiElffi reads:

ffiÊi*E : "ZiE : g^ftffi ' *l1å^ ' Ë.fiã' " ffi,^æ,.. c,e.*

."

tüei Wuhou says: "Lao Zi says,'The Sage accumulates norhing. Having used what he had for
others, He has even more. Having given what he had ro others, what he has is even greater."3æ

This quotation can be found in chapter 81 of rhe Laozi . wei wuhou died in 371 BC, íe.
Zhou Liewang ,E7,IE' 5th year,ffi which was 108 years afrer the death of Confucius.

YanChu

Effi

quoted thelaozi,&zanguoce:

QíceÆffi

,

reaÅs:

E,ffin : Z+E : a:Ë¿'rtËå* . EÊÊ,Z.'XTåå'
æ,Y).&--ffi#^æñF¡¿ËFËZfr

F#.'*

Yan Chu says: Hence Laofi says: the superior must have the inferior as root; the high must have
the low as base. Thus lords and princes refer to themselves as 'solitary'. 'desolate', and hapless'.
(......) is ir not?

The quotation here can be found in chapter 39 of the Laozí. Yan Chu lived in the time

of
( King Xuan of Qi, ruled 320-302 BC). The latter died in 324
BC,s so this passage is evidence of the early existence of the Laozi.%
Qi Xuanwang

gÈE

1.5.2.2 The reason for the lack of contemporary references
Tang Lan .Ëffiisays that the reason that Mo Z does nor mention

LaoZiP is that Lao Zi
belongs ro rhe Northern school.
During the time of Mo Zi, neither the school of Lao Zi nor that of Mo Zi' were
prosperous; they did not, therefore, contact each other. But Lao Zi's disciple Yang Zhu
becarne prosperous enough to become a representative of his school during the
time of Mencius. And, thus, he was a wonhy target for the attacks of Mencius.ß
belongs to the southern school (Chu), while Mo

zi

iåtr

"'t

Sæ

3"3

tu
:ø

hanguoce:

Wece

I

ffiElñ: #ñ-.

See Zhen-q Liangshu l9E4:

zharguoce: Qice.

p. 1285.

s.a.

See Zheng Liangshu 1984:

p. 1285.

fr^ >æ þrar

Perhaps Tang Lan had not seen rhe quotation

of

the

l¿ozi b¡¡

tJte

Mozi

in Taiping

yulan when he said

rhis.

3"t

see Tang Lan "L¿o Dan de xingming he shidai kao
1977: pp.82-83.
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äHÊtËåf[Ë1tã"

quoted in Zhang Chengqiu

Tang's argument here involves assumption and cannot be taken as conclusive.

It

leaves open considerable room for argument. However, this argument is not necessary
âny more, since Mo Zi did quote from the Laozi, whtch Tang Lan did not notice, but the
present work has made it clear above. Cf. My section on "The authorship of the Ldozi"
in the present work.

15.2.3 The logical problem of the methodology
The methodology under discussion here suffers from a logical problem: clearly, merely
because book

A does not mention book B, such silence cannot prove that book B

does

not pre-exist book A. Arguments to the contrary ate Ad lgnorantium.

li

Tang Lan3D argues, e.g.,that Mencius never mentions the
ã,but this silence
cannot indicate that the Yi does not pre-exist it. Similarly, the Ztuangzi does not mention
Mencius, but based on this one would be hard put to conclude that Mencius did not exist

in the time of the Zhuangzi. On the contrary, Huang Fanggang3'o says that Mencius was
in Liang R from 320-318 BC. Zhuang Zi knew the business of Liang quite well and
was a good friend of Hui Zi, often commenting on his work. Why did he never mention
Mencius? Does his silence here indicate that Mencius never existed? Related to this
argument, Chan V/ing-Tsit in 1963 says:
The answer is if one argues that the l¿¿ 1¡¡¡ did not exist because ¡he Analects, for example, contains no
uace of it, one can also argue the other way, ¡hatthe Atwlects did not exis¡ because the {.¿a I¡¿ makes no
menlion of it.3r¡

Two other points are germane to this issue- On one hand, many ancient works which
might have referred to the work have been lost. Concerning this point, Chan says:
the Mo Tzu , for example, once had ?l chapterstr: but now has only 53. It happens, however, that
missing part of it did qrote the

lno

a

Tzu .3'i

On the other hand, cases occur in which quotations are not included in the present text.
Mencius quotes sayings of Confucius, e.g., which are not found in the Analects."o Chan
goes on to say:
We a¡e sure ¡hat Mencius and Chuane Tzu lived in the same time but neilher one rcfers to the other. Nor

i"'
3t"

ttt
3r:
3f

3

x"

See Ztran-e

Chengqiu 197?: pp. 82-83.

Ibid.; p.83.
Ch"n 1963: p.64.
According to Ban Gu's Han shu, ch.30, section on the Moist school.
According to Taiping ¡*ulan,322:5b, a saying from l¿ozi cb.4, was quotcd in the Mozi. Cf. above the
section concerning what the Mozi has quoted from ¡he Laozi.
Book of Mencius,

2A1,4:44:7, 8: 4B:2 I ; and 5A:6.
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does Mencius menrion Hsùn Tzu although Hsün Tzu c¡iticizes him at length.3't Neither Mencius nor
Chuang Tzu is quoted or mcntioned in ¡he Han FeiZi or ¡he Zhangwce .3'6

Based on this exarnination of the logical fallacy involved in such historical thinking, we
must judge as well thæ the argument of Qian Mu is un¡easooable. Qian's chief a¡gument
3t7
are
is that, since the quotations of the Laozi in the "inner chapters" of the Ztuangzi

not found in the present Laozi,3tt and since all guotations from the present Laozi occtx
in the "ourer" and "miscellaneous" chapters (8-33), which are generally considered as
later works, then the Laozi dtd not exist prior to these later works. This line of reasoning
is just an example of the fallacy we have noted above. Besides this, in any case, as Chan
V/ing-Tsit says: "whether the outer chapters a¡e authentic or not is still an open question."3re
From the above we conclude that we cannotjudge that a work did not exist at a
certain time in history simply because contemporary works do not refer to it.

. Summary: The contemporary references to the Inozi prove that it is more reasonable
to place the date of ¡fu l-aozi during the Spring and Autumn Period. And, though
contemporary references are lacking, this lack cannot be viewed as contrary evidence
for this dating, since we have noted such thinking is fallacious in regard to historical
facts.

1.5.3 The vocabulara úthe Laozí
Concerning the ¡erminology of the Laozi, two questions arise. One concerns the use of
certain function wo¡ds, and the other concems the use of cenain terms.
1.5.3.1 The use of cert¡in function words
Some scholars have argued that certain words used in the l-aozi prove it to be a product

of the third century BC
originally expressed a
Chan says that some Chinese schola¡s have held that )'¿¿
preposition a¡d YU Èt an exclamation, though at beginning of the Spring and Autumn
" however,
Period both were used interchângeably as a preposition. The term ",yø
appeaß increasingly less frequently, so that the later the work, the less frequently does
',\&" appear in it. Since "l'U fli' " occurs 52 times3Ð inthe l-aozi and"yu" not at all, the

f

f,

3t'

jtt'

See

x¡n¡i.

especially cù- 23.

chan 1963: p.64.

tt'Zhuangii, chs. 5,7, SPIß,2:36b-37b and 3:3ta, respecdvely (Giles (tr.), Chuang ?tu pp. óó and
87-88.

3't qian Mu 195ó: p.224-

'''

Chan l9ó3: p. ó4.

"t' Chan says 52 times, b¡* Wci says 5l times.
ùe Laoti in this samechpter above.

See the pan concernin,g Chu dialecr and the language

8l

of

argument goes, the Laozí must have been written not during the Spring and Autumn
Period but during the Warring States Period.3?r
Zhang Shoulin
, in his article "Laozi Daodejing chuyu ru hou kao
lÉÆHËt.ffiÉã", refers to the terms "yU" ,Yl and ')'a" T in his search for the date of
*
the l¿ozi.3z He claims that, generally speaking, FU' f'l seldom appeared as a preposition
*yu"
prior to the Mencirc, though
was so employed. The later the work, however,
*yU"
the more often does
appear as a preposition. Zhang argues that just as "W"
T appears very seldom in the Ztuangzi, and such is the case also in the Laazi, while
'yU" Tft appears 5l times n tbe Laozi. Then the laozi cannot have been produced
ea¡lier than the Warring States Period.s
Zhang Shoulin's argument, however, is not correct. If Zhang's logic is corret, Chan,

$F#f

ZÍÉ

I

K

therefore, says,

If

the argument is carried to its logical conclusion, rhe Book of Menci¿s must have preceded the Analects

sincethelatterusesfewerlz'sandthe LaoTzu musthavecomeevenafterthe HuainanTzu of the
second century BC, since ¡z is used in it but not in the lao Zii2'

And the form of this argument to which

I

shall now pay attention is that of Karlgren,
iî fact relies on him. Karlgren devised nine
tests through which he found that thLe Ztuangzi, ¡he Lüshi chunqiu, fhe Zlnnguoce, ihe
Xunzi, andthe Hanfeizi have a corrunon language.3¡ One of the nine tests is to determine
r¡'hether any trace obtains among them of the peculiar distinction between *YU" lft
(on, with) and "¡u" f (at, to, in).3s Karlgren employs ¡he "YU" ,Ìt and *yu' T
distinction as evidence for whether a work is in a dialect of Lu €' (northern language)
or Zuo Ë (Zuo dialect refers to any non-Northem language).3t
V/ei Juxian trlHH tried to prove the date of the distinction between these two
words. Wei says that the appearances of "YU" Ìt and "y" + in the following books
occur respectively as: 19 and 17 times in the Zpzhuan ËÉ, 9 and 2 times in the
Guoyu ffi#,21 and 1 time(s) inthe Analecrs '##, 96 and 1 time(s) inrhe Mencius É,
since this theory concerning

32'

and"yu"

See Gushibiian,l\'/,326-30. The tabulation there does not agrÊe with the Ha¡r'ard-Yeching Institute
Sinological Index Series, bu¡ it is still true that the Analects$ook of Mencius,and the Zhuangzi :use

very few ",r'u" 's but øany

rtt

"W"

See

"W"

's. See Chan 1963: p. 87 note 52-

l.ao Siguang 1968: p. I 52. See also Zhang Chengqiu

1917 :

p. 82.

31' quoted
from Lao Siguang l9ó8: p. 152.

t'n

Ch"n 1963: p. 67. See also Chan 1963: p. 87 note 53.

ttt B. Karlgren:

Ðofir

"On the Authenticity and Nature of the lso chuan," Göteborgs Hogskolas ,Ãrsskrift,

(1926).63.

tt'' Chan l9ó3:
ttt lb¡d.

p- 66.
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+,849 and I time(s) in the Zuangzi #T, and 5l and 0 time(s) inthe l-aozi ZÍ.3'E
Based on the theory ofZhang Shoulin, as Chan has said above, this analysis should
indicate that the Zrozfunn, ¡Jire Laozi, and many other works were produced later than
*yu"
the Zhuangzi. But clearly this is not true. "YU" fi' and
Í can be used as evidence
to prove what is absurd concerning regional dialects.3æ Thus, the function words "12ú"
and*W" are not reliable for establishing the date of the I'aozi.
V/aley found in applying Karlgren's nine tests33o that the gra¡nmar of the Inozi is
typical of the third century, except for the case of "ssø" in chapter 2.33r But, as Erkes
has pointed out, "hu" is not used in the Inozi as a preposition at all.332 Concerning the
final interrogative particle "yeh", it appears only once in the Zhuangei,333 which is not
enough to be typical. And Karlgren himself admitted that the Mozí, a book earlier than
these texts by more than a century, has very much the same grammar. He explains this
contrary evidence to his theory as a possible instance of editing that took place in the
third century.3} Even if one accepts this extraordinary solution, however, the fact still
remains that, according to Karlgren, the language of the Xun¿i and the Lu dialect in
which the Book of Menciru written were fundamentally different.33s
Karl-qren's method, then, cannot prove that the laozi is a work of the Warring
Stares Period, since the vocabulary issues it raises are supposed to indicate not only the
historical characteristics of a work but also its regional cha¡acteristics; and this method
is not in the case of the l¿ozi effective enough. Beyond rhis point, the reliability of this
method as a whole presents us a big problem, because a few words cannot determine
3:* quoæd
ftomibid:pp. 152-153.
32'

Ibid-:p. 153.

t'u

B. Karlgren. "On the Authenticit-v and Naturc of the Tso chuan," Göteborgs Htigst<atns ÅrssknfiX)OCl
(1926), 63. See also Chan Wing-Tsit 1963: p. 66: Karlgren showed by using these nine tests that the
Chuang I¡2, the Lü-shih ch'unch'iu,the Chan-kuo ¡s ¿, the Hsün Tzu,and the Han Fei Tzu have a
common lan-eua-9e. (l) they have both " jo" and" ju" for "like" and "as." (2), (3) They do not employ
'3sø" for "then" and "thercupon", nor they employ this same "ss¿" for "this," both of which are
salienr features of rhe Lu dialect in which. he says, ¡he ,Analects utd úe Book of M¿nci¿s were wrinen.
(a) They have the preposition "lu¿" anó (5), ro a small extent, the final interrogative article "-l¡ï". (6)
They lack the prcposition "cl¡i" for "and", and (7) they have no trace of the peculiar distinction
be¡ween " YÜ" (on, with) and 'lru" (at. o, in). (8) their first person pronoun is the same as that of the
Lu dialect. And. finally, He found (9) their language possesses the final interrogative.article -l'el¡,which
is cntirely unknown in the Lu dialect. He says that these facts make it possible to speak of a general
third-century literar-v lan guage.

t''
33t

tt'

"t
"'

Waley 1934: The Wa¡- and lts Power: pp. 127-128.
Erkes 1935: "Anhur Waley's Laotse-Úbersetzun-s." Anibus Asiae ,Y ( 1935), 295.

ch.2l, SPTK. 7:3la- see Giles (t.), Chuane

liu

: p. 201.

Karlgren "On the Authenticity and Nature of the Iso chuan," Göteborgs Högskolas
(1926): p.63.

chan 1963: p. óó.
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with certainty anything about the date of

a

book when they might well be the product of

a later addition. This opinion is also favored by many scholars.3$

1.5.3.2 The use of certain terms
Jiao

*ñ

Hong R4L in hts Jiaoshí bícheng Ë,KË* says: "F*TËZ'åSJ)/T , fD]Ê¿
' *Ê^ttÆZ " " (chap. 3l) was added to by later people. Therefore, some scholars

such as Liang Qichao, began to vie\il certain terms as proving that the l-aozí cannotbe a
work of the Spring and Autumn Period. The related terms are mainly as follows:

A. The terns pian jíangjun

ffiïfiE, shmg jtudgjun -t'fi+F and sangong 7 A.
These three terms have been employed by Liang Qichao to support his hypothesis.33T
Chapter 31 of the Laozi says:
ffiÅ4F.EË.

;IÉF.EË

"

A lieutenant's place is on the left:
the general's place is on the right. (chap.

3I

)

Chapter 62 says:

ttùxf
-ËL='¿"
Hence, when the emperor is set up
and the three ducal ministcrs arc appointed, .-.(chap. 62)

Liang asserted that the term sangong (three ducal ministers) was unknown before the
Period of the Warring States.3s But actually this term is encountered many times in the
Mozi, which was a product of Spring and Autumn Period.33e As to the other terms here
mentioned, Chan V/ing-Tsit says: "It is true that there was neither lieutenant general nor
senior general (mentioned in chapter 3l) in the Spring Autumn Period, but the term
"general" was used many times."s
3'u

This has been supponed by Hu Shi and Zhang Chen-eqiu. See Zhan-g Chengqiu 1977: pp.88-89; and
99. Cf. Chen Guying "Lun Laozi wanchu sho z¿i kaozheng fangfa shang changiian de miuwu'#äf
jian lun Liezi fei weishu #ÈâFJ7iÞæ#" in Cheng Guyin_e
,fr:ü"="flæ.4:ff.ñl*f'å-F,Ê5ã*
(General ed.)

i3t

t'*
3v'

IV

1994: p.415.

-

See Liang's ar-qument quoted in Zhang Chengqiu 1977: p. 81.
See

quoations in Zhang Chen-eqiu 1977: pp. 80-82.

The Concordance to Mo Isz of the Han'ard-Yenching Institute Sinolo-gical Index Series -gives 15
instances. For other examples, see He Dunweng, Laozi xial'l, Supplement: p. 9. See also Chan

Wing-Tsit 1963: p. ó7 and p- 87 notc 60.

!"

Chan 1963: p. 67. See Zuozhua¿,Duke Zhao,28th ¡'ear. For other examples. see He Dunwen-e, pp.
9-l0,andKanoNaoki. Chugokutetsugakushi(HistoryofChinesePhilosophy):p.179.
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As to the honoring of the right, Chan says: "It is also true that the custom of
honoring the right did no¡ begin in the lù/aning States Period, but in the Ztozhuan it is
remarked that the people of Ch'u, who were barbarians, honored the left,x¡ implying
that the Chinese honored the right. Besides, it is stated in the portion of the Book of
Changes that when an army operates toward the left, there will be no error."¡2 For
example, the Ztozhuan: Zhaogong

t4€Êziíõ,8

ÈÉ: W*

28th year reads:

"

Generals eat them but they are not enou_qh-

This defense concerning of titles of generals and the custom of honoring the right
therefore, is admittedly weak.

s

B. The term shangxía¿ È6F
Some scholars argue that, since the term shangxian (honoring men of worth) in the
lnozi is a criticism of the thought of Mo Zi, the Iaozi must be later than the Mozi.tno
Chapter 3 of the Laozi says,forexample, "õl6H' &Rõ+ o Not to honourmen of
worth will keep the people from contention."
Chen Guying says concerning this argument that it makes two methodological
mistakes. One is a logical mistake, and the other is a fall into subjectivism. In the former
case, certain terms which a¡e also found in the V/aning States Period cannot prove that
the enti¡e book of the Laozi stems from that time. For these terms might be later
additions. No one can prove or deny either case. Thus, this method does not provide
adequate evidence for making a claim about the date of the Inozi. Concerning the other
mistake, Chen says that modern schola¡s have in ¡ecent times been limited by Hegelian
theory, í.e., by the notion that a thesis must be evolved as a synthesis of a former thesis
and its antithesis. This antithesis may be spawned from certain books or from the social
conditions. Concerning the term shangxian, one can say that the l-aozi's criticism was

aimed at certain social conditions at the time already of Confucius, rather than at
anything in the book oî Mozi.Ys Chen's argument here is coûect, since we know that the
conditions which Lao Zí criticized. existed long time before him.* Zhang Dainian
notes, for instance, that the sayin-s of juxian occurs #H ln rhe Spring and Autumn

'"'

t"

Cf. above in the same chapter of this work. Cf. Zuozhuan, Duke Huan, 8th year.
Hexagram no.7. Cf. Lægge 1935: pp.72 and 2?5. Legge's translation does not brin-e out the idea of the
left. See also Chan 1963: p. 69, and pp. 68-69 note 63-

"'
itt

chan 1963: p.68.

3'6

Ibid.: p.416.

See also

Xu Kangsheng 1985: p. t4l.

Cf. Chen Guying "Lun Laozi wanchu sho zai kaozheng fangfa shang changiian de miuwu
Liezi fei weishu" in Chen Guying (General ed.) 1994. Iv-: pp.4i5-,116.
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-

jian lun

Period, and Confucius has also noted this in the Analects; Zilu '##7Ëå. Based on this
one can see that shangxian is current as a conception earlier than its expression in the

Mozi.w
Thus, the term shangxiaz does not prove that the laozi ís

a

work of Warring States

Period.

C. The termhouwanC lÊÍrù/arring
Some people a¡gue that the term houwang (barons and kings) is a term of the
States Period.s Referring to chapters 32 and 37 of the Laozi, which say, "{FE'ËÉE+
(If barons and kings can hold it), and to 39, which says: "'f*El*-.D,täXTÉ
(Barons and kings to the One as the truth of the world)," they take offer these as
evidence that rhe Laozi is a work of the Warring States Period.ae This argument is not
(Ten flies) provides examples
corect, however, since the Yizhmn ãÆ, ¡.e., shiyi

¿"

!fr

of the combined term wang gong E'/À. For instance,
Yj: lcan ãiF. says: "f-^ffrWll/r+Fffi (Kings and dukes bea¡ the dangers to hold
their kingdom.)."

"Àl,ZË

AÆ*

says:
Yi: li xiang
' mÍ''Àü o "3s' (The luck of six and five, is
to leave kings and dukes.)
Tradition holds that the Yizhtmn, i.e., shiyi, was given by Confucius, though others
argue that the period of this work is difficult to establish.3sr But scholars are certain, at
of the Yijing werecurrent before the time of Confucius.352
least, that thegragl. and yao

f

"t/t

õãl,.R'

Tlrc Yijing Hexagram ã"Æ:Ê?r says:
ÈÈåFF o "r53 (The highest
'
nine, not serving kings and boons, highly appreciate its things.)
Here the combined term wangho¿¿ occurs. This is important evidence supporting the
traditional opinion and should be beyond question, because the book of Yijing was
compiled before the time of Confucius. Thus, this term cannot prove the laozi as alaær
work either.

Ê*¿È

D. The termwanchengzhizhu
Some scholars argue thal wancheng zhi zhu is a term that comes from the Warring
(How
Srates Period. Forchapter26 of the Løozisays: "#14ãfi<ZÈ '

mtJå#*T;"

:';
3"

See Chen Guying (General ed.) 1992:

I: p. 77.

See Zhang Xu's arguments in Zhang Chenqiu 1977: p. 81-82.

I:

"'

Liang Qichao l923b

3r'

See Zhan-e Xu's ¿¡rguments in Zhang Chenhqiu 1977: p.

rt'

ji:

"t

pp.

?0-21.
8l-8?.

SeeLao Siguan-s 1968: p. 152.
See

Zhang Dainian 1992: in Chen Guf ing (General ed.) 1992. f: p. 17.

Hexagram nos. 18,29, and 30. See Legge (tr.), Yi King: pp.96'236. and 305, respectivel¡'- Cf. Zhang
Chengqiu 1977: p.82, andZhang Dainian 1992:, in Chen Guying (General ed.) 19921: p.77.
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can you do anything for the wancheng zhi zhu because they take the world as unimportant

of their bodies.) Such scholars argue, then, that the l^aozi is a work of the
Warring States Period. Liang Qichao3s and Xu Kangsheng were of this opinion. In the
1980s, based on a study of the Mawangdui silk text of the Ia.ozi, Xu says:

because

,E*#€ñ=+ Ëa5€*¿È' Ë*F .Z*EffÊ*¿r .æ#4F
€'E*ÃÉB!ÈË&E #Ér .,ìî*ËßE-ÊÊ*ßËËffi E ËHl' ËX-X
ËgÈtffi

Etffi

zlåãæf;t*+

"

"
ÈÉ

iÈÈ[9rË'Ë#

qEãrrÈãË

355

Tlrc wancheng zhi zhu (¡J'p lords who have ten thousand vehicles) of chapær 26 in the version of

Yi, was written as wancheng zhi wang (The kings who have ten thousand vehicles), and this is
differcnt from that in other versions. This certifies that in that time the people who had ten
Fu

thousand vehicles had become kings already. And this kind of thing happened only in the period of
Warring States. This is to ccnify again that the book of Laozi datcd from the period of tñ/arring
States.

In another place in the same book, Xu Kangsheng says:

"Eæ" É9&E' .RËæBEËH. srËF|JÉftiE&îII 'E*" -È-a êE&+#: +Ë*
zË) .ffi/É ffiÉÍ, #.&Fiã+-Ë'trlg&ËiZüËH"B*" -âaT Eli*Z+-ãüid

.

7<EjÉÞÈgmËtþ.Ëgl . -RÉiåHãÉ&@Ë/t

o 356

The appearance of wancheng occurred only in the Warring States Period. The Mozi mentioned
first the word, wancheng feigong reads: Now the staÞ of wancheng); then the books of M¿¡¡c¡'zs,
Sunbing bingfa, etc., started to use widely the term wancheng. Therefore ¡he Bæk of løozi øuld
not be from thc Spring and Autumn Period but the Vr'arring Sutes Period.

The arguments of Liang and Xu, however, are not conclusive. Zhang Dainian argues
that the chapter calledXianjin fË of the Analects already says: "f*ZE¡ ' E+t
E¿ fr!. The state of thousand carriages was classed as one among the large countries."

ã

Zhang says that when the state of a thousand ca¡riages was not taken as large, Jin
(ten thousands carriages)".3t
and ChuËwere possibly being called "wancheng
Important for interpreting this sentence is the verb slø ffi, which means: "to be close
to," "to be classed or to be counted among".3ss Based on this definition of the verb,
Zhang Dainian is correct when he says the state of thousand carriages was not taken as
large. Thus, the arguments of Liang Qichao and Xu Kangsheng do not provide adequate
evidence for denying the traditional opinion.

H*

tt'

SeeZhang Chenhqiu 1977: p.8G8l.

35s

xu Kangsheng 1985: p.

35ô

xu K*grh"ng

ttt

"'

See Zhang

139.

1985: p. 143.

Dainian 1992: in Chen Guying (General ed.) 1992 l: p.77.

See Shi Dong

=H

1985: pp.424-425.
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E. The term renyí

E#

Liang Qichao asserts that the combined term renyi first began to be used in the book of
Mencius.3se The

lnozi, chapter 18, for instance, says:

"*ËÆ , ãE*,

(To lose the

chapter 19 says: "ffitr** ' E

great Dao, to have benevolence and righteousness)";
(ln rejecting benevolence and righteousness, the people again become filthy and
kindness) "; and chapter 38 says: "ffitrËmÉæ ' *ffimÉ E X{EffiÉ#- , ?,#
(Therefore, losing Dao and then having da, losing de and then having

trë*.

'

niÉë".

benevolence, losing benevolence and then having righteousness, losing righteousness
and then having ceremony.)
Some scholars, Liang Qichao among them, argue that the use of the combined term
renyi occurs neither in the Analects nor in the Zuozhuan.t@ The use of renyi in the
Zuozhuan, however, has now been found.st Thus, this argument is no longer valid.
The use of the term renyi does not originate from the book of Mmcius . Indeed, the
tenn w¿Ìs atready used in the Mozi. For instance, the Mozi: Gziyf
says:

ë7'Ë*

ã8?E

: ...

,bä,g.^.¿'ãE*ffi ,t#*1ë..*æ.ffiHtrã

.

Master Mo Zi says: .-. to be as sage, one must not be joyñrl or angtry, neither happy nor sorrowful,
must not love, but should practice rezfi (benevolence and ri-ltrteousness).

The Mozi:feigong 1F-i,X says:

...wl'.ñ+ã . HT1tr.#,.
...those who take another's horse and ox do not pracúce benerolence and righteousness.

And the Mozi: Shangtong xia

ËiãT

Ís?F : âxTE^t ),tÈ+

says:

. +Éwãr.þ,tr*...

Master Mo Zi says: Nowadays in the world, the hears of kings, dukes,
great people and gentlemen are o practice renfi...

gJeE has compared the meaning of renyi inthe Mencius

with that in the
Mozi-His result was that the single term ren appears over 120 times in the Mencius md
over 100 times in the Mozi; and the ierm renyi occurs 9 times inthe Mencius but 19

Liu Jianguo

3tu

rd'

See the quotation in Zhang Chengqiu 1977: p. 81.
See Zhang Dainian 1992: in Chen Guying (general

of Asiatic

II

d.)

19921: p.17.

(1937): p. 386. See Zuozhuan,Duke Zhuan-e, 22nd year, and
(1893-1941), Daojiaoshi: p. 2ó, mentions many ancient texts
that quote Confucius in his discussions conceming humânity and righteousness, but he considers
these quoøtions as for-eeries. Xu's opinion remains without proof.

"" Cf. Hu.
Duke

in Journal

Xi,l4th

Studies.

year. Xu Dishan

#&ilJ
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times in tfu, Mozi.n
The important point here is that

if Mo Zi used the term renyi, why could not Lao Z,
who slightly precedes him, have used the same term? Clearly, arguments which reject
that the Laozi is a work of the end of the Spring and Autumn Period based on the use of
Ìerm renyi in Chinese literature are weak and unconvincing.
Zhaag Dainian claims that Zeng Zi É+ was the one who began to use the term
renyi, since the Mengzi: Gongsun Chou xia Ãl: A{X+T quoted the words of Zeng
ã, which employs renyi as follows:

É?a : Éþ¿ÈTnEl}.&' '&.rlHE

, *þ<U=tr

,'&.UH* , â,nÉ*:63

?*ng 7t says: The richness ofJin and Chu c¡nnot

be reached, they us¿ their richness, and I use my
ren (benevolence); they use ¡heir.¡ze (the rank of nobility), and I use my ¡'i (righteousness)-..

ZengZi lived during

a time that intervened the end

of the Spring and Autumn Period

and the beginning of the Waring States Period.#
The term ren has been also used in the Shujing @ook of Historical Docu¡nents) and
in the Sår.¡ing (Poetr-v Classic).36

No matter who began the fi¡st use oi the term renyi, thetefore, it clearly appears
before its use inthe Mencíus. Thus, arguments based on a theory concerning the use of
the term ranyi cannot provide enough evidence to deny the Laozi as a work of the
Spring and Autumn Period.
F. The terms åang flJ and go
The two terms bang anó, guo have been used together in both Text A and Text B of the
Mawangdui Laozi. The term bang occurs 22 times in Text A of the l-aozi, but afl of
these have been replaced by term guo in Text B. This replacement indicates that Text A

ø

was copied onto the silk text before the accession of Emperor Liu Bang 9Jtß, ttre
founder of Han Dynasty. Text B, tlren was produced after the Emperor, since Text A
avoided using Liu Bang's taboo name bang.

An examination of the two terms bang

and,

guo in Texts

A of

the Laozi,

wlll

disclose that the two tenns have been used in tandem, gøo being a secondary use: "ËFfJ
o ". In over 20 other cases only the term bang
'
" Ê'E¡¿gÐ
has been used. But in Text B only the term guo
and bang does not appear at all.
^ppears.
Thus, both bang and guohave been used in Text A, but oaly guo appears in Text B.
This structure shows that the Laozi was a work of the end of the Spring and Autumn

I))R

Êõ {D)ãø

x:

See Liu's explanation in Zheng Liangshu 1984: p. 1316.

ri

See Zhang Dainian 1992: in Chen

w

rbid.

3"'

ÈÊtF

Shangshu: fa¿J¡¿
reads: "EEt*El{-".

Guying (General ed.) 1992, I: pp.77-78.

reads:

"l*Ète (1";

shijing: TJzengfeng: Shuyutian Ëig.&fJ4.
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frÌtE

Period rather than one of the period of the Waning States. For from the end of the time
of xi zrou ËEl Ovestem Zhou), when the Great Zhou began to be divided inro many
small states, to the end of Spring and Autumn Period, the term bang was employed to
refer to the state or the country. In the Dayuding ÂãlEC, for example, which dates from
the beginning of Xi Zhou, bangsi #d refers to the ofñcial head of a big family.36 Tte
Shijing Ëff , however, uses the term bang to refer to the "country" or the "state", e.gl., "
ÍSll,É.l{S: to be as the king of such a big state." Tbe term bang is in these cases similar
to guo. The term bang was usually employed during the period of West Zhou to refer to
the state or the country, and this was continued to the end of Spring and Autumn Period.
This use is evident in the Confucian Analects, where the term bang was employed
together with guo, and the former term was used more often than the latter.r
T\e Analects and the Laozi are simila¡, therefo¡e, in their use of the terms åang and
guoi at first the two tefms were used in tandem; then, the ferm bang was used more
often than gaa. This similar pattern indicates that the Analects and the Løoef were works
of same period, i.e., the end of the Spring and Autumn Period. After the end of Spring
and Autumn Period, the term bang has been ail but abandoned as a reference to the state
or the country by all the classics, such as the Xunzi and the Hanfeizi. In the Mencius
bang appears once, and it was quoted from the Shijing directly: "fffjtt$F ' *Èt.E
* , D]ffi^fl3 o The Poetry reads: Punishment to the widow wife, and to brothen, is ro
protect the home and the state."ffi

. Summary: The examination of terms upon which Liang Qichao and his followers rely
to deny that the Laozi is a product ofthe Spring and Autumn Period are not effective.
Instead, a proper examination of these terms proves that the traditional version of the
Iaozi is a product of the end of that period, ¡.¿. , of the fifth century BC.
1..5.4 The idea of thelzozí
Some schola¡s :rgue as well that the ideas

of the Laozi date it to the V/arring

States

Period.

Opponents of the tradition feel that the ideas of the laozi are on an absolutely sure
ground under this assumption. This argument did not become well known until Liang
Qichao's attack on the traditional opinion.
1.5.4.1 Liang Qichao's Wffi.ffi argument
Liang spoke with confidence when he said that the attack on filial piety, deep love
(chap. l8), and the like in the Iaozi are "too radical" to suppose that the work was done

3*
3ot

See

Zreng Liangshu 1984: p. 1317.

Liu Jianguo says, in the Ánnal¿c¡s that "guo" occu:s several times, but "bang" âppca¡s over 20 timcs.
Detailed discussion on this point can be found in Zheng Liangshu 1984: p. 1317.

to'Liulianguohasbeenofasimilaropiniononthispoint.SeeZhcngLiangshulgS4:pp.
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1316-1317.

during the Spring and Autumn Period. He believes that the combined ærm renyi E-#
(humanity and righteousness) was initiated by Mencius; thus, its use in the l¿ozi (chaps.
18,19) reveals its date to be later than that of Mencius.s He claims that the l,aozi's
opposition to the exaltation of the worthy (chap.3), its attack on law and punishment
(chaps. 57-60,74-75), and its criticism of rules of propriety (chap.38) seem to be
specifically directed against the Moists, Legalists, and Confucianists of the Warring
States Period, respectively.

m

Concerning the combined teÍm ren¡-í, Liang has been proved wrong by our findings
concerning the term in Zuozhuan and in the Mozi.3it But his argument that the ideas of
the Laozí are "too radical" for the Spring and Autumn Period has been pursued by many
scholars. Hou Wailu, for example, is of the same opinion.3u
Liang Qichao and his followers are not correct in this argument, however, because
they seem to assume that such ideas a¡e limited to this particular period. And this
assumption is incorrect. Many ideas of. the l-aozi, such as the exaltation of the worthy,
the use of law and punishment, etc., were current also in the Spring and Auturnn Period,
though perhaps they do not occur so frequently as in the age of the V/arring States.
Concerning this, two examples can be given here.
The Zuozhuan Duke Xuan Ë'â\ , 25th year, records that Bo Zong of Jin Ë{Éã
says: "Elã'ê'ffi , *7-,Éú. The ruler of the state rakes on himself humiliaúon, which
is the way of Heaven." This is simila¡ to the Laozi, chapter 78, which reads:

Êæzffi.
ËÊËtiÉÈ;
/grH/\

I !.

One who takes on himself the humiliation of the state
Is called a ruler wonhy ofoffering sacrifices to the gods ofeanh and millet:
One who takes on himself the calamity of the state
Is called a kin-e worthy of dominion over the entire empire. (chap. 78)

Another exarnple is, according to the quotation from the Zhoushu EÉ ¡n the Hanfeîzi:
Shuolin shanç
rhe Zhoushu says: "ffiâTpf
ffi'&ly
. 'Y'ffi?7_. If you would have a thing fail, you must first help it; if you would take
a thing, you must frst give to it." This is similar to the Laazi, chapter 36, which reads:

#lFÍ. #fit-f,

Z

æ

:"'

Liang Qichao 1923b:

I.

19-20..4,1so in

Z, 'Y'ffiffi|

his 1923d: pp. 7,56-

Mu 1956: p. 110. This pan is not uanslated in L. T. Chen's t¡anslation, History of Chinese
PoliticalThought During the Earlr- Qin Period.
See Qian

3tt See the section
on the "Term rery-i " in the present chaper of this work. Cf. Hu, in the Joumal of
Asiatic Studies,tr (1937), 386- See Zøthuan,Dtke Zhuang, 22nð yeor, and Duke Xi,l4th year- Xu
Dishan ËF4,il¡ (1893-1941), Daojiaoshí: p- 26. mentions many ancient texts that quote the Confucian
discussions concerning humanity and ri,ghteousness, but he considers these quoÞtions to

ttt

Hou Wailu (General editor) 1957: pp.257-263.
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be forgeries.

ffi1f.ff2
,il'Êwà;
w'&æz

wff.&¿
,r'âF.2;
w&#2,
'z'áæ7-.
If you would have

a rhin-e shrink,
You must first stretch it;
If ¡,ou would have a thing weakened.
You must first suengttren it;
lf you would trave a thing laid aside,
You must first set it up;
If you would take from a thing,
You must first give to it. (chap. 36)

Both Zuozhunn and Zhoush¡r \üere the product of the Spring and Auturnn Period. They
prove that some thoughts of the Inozi bave existed already in the Spring and Autumn
Period.

Many ancient books have been lost, of course, and perhaps many other exâmples
could be found in the lost books to prove more cleady that ideas such as the exaltation
of the worthy and the use of law and punishment were current among other thinkers
during the Spring and Autumn Period. But then this same evidence might also prove the
opposite theory correct. In any case, one cannot th¡ow overboard the traditional opinion
wíthout evidence, merely asserting that they are not cuûent in the Spring and Auh¡mn
Period. Ifone argues that this study has not yet provided enough evidence to prove that
all of the ideas of the l¿ozi were current during the Spring and Autumn Period, I
respond that this issue ca¡not be closed until the lost books a¡e discovered. And, even if
they are found, the non-traditional opinions concerning the Inozi would not be supponed
by any silence they might maintain concerning these ideas.
Fufther, a methodology based on the notion that any idea contrary to another must
stem from an opposition that occurs later in time than the original idea suffers from a
logical problem. This notion has alreadv bern proved incorrect above and has been
criticized recently again by Chen Guying.m Chen says its well that, if a contrary idea

necessarily means a stated opposition to an idea and implies the conclusion that it
occurs later in time, one can argue that Confucius lived after Mo Zi. For the latter
advocated serving spiritual beings,3Ta whereas Confucius puts serving human beings first
and prefers not to talk about spiritual beings.rT5

Again, some schola¡s such as Liu Jiangguo argue that the Laozi, as a work of

tt'

Cf. Chen Guying (General ed.)

t"

Mozi,ch-3|.

3'5

Analects, I

1: I

fv

1994: pp.4l5-416-

I and 7:20.
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a

certain historical stage, did reflect the situarion of the end of the spring and Autumn
Period.

'

A. The I'aozí dispLays material which reflects war and unrest among many of the

states. For example, chapter 46 of the l¿o¿i reads:
7q l,EüE

'

âTJË.8'XË.

XTtrË'

*,8ËÌrÌß

"

When Dao prcvails under the heaven,
Galloping horses are turned back o fenilize (the fields with ùeir dung.).
When Dao docs not prevail under the heaven,
War horses thrive in the suburbs.st6

This was the situation of the end of the Spring and Auturnn Period, which has also been
reflected in tfu, Atnlects:

tç f'€tE.

Hül¡#GfÌÉr(fH,

xr*Ë'

.q!Ë#'riEftÈËES .
There is Dao under the hcaven,
Ceremony, music, and the ordcr of war, come from the King;
There is no Dao underheaven,
Cercrnony, music and the order of war, come frcm the dukes.

'

B. The lzozi shows the decaying of the high class and their officers. For example,
chapter 53 ofthe Inozi says,

*ËH'

thËft.
ÊËÉ "

ffi*w.
ËffJffli'

l*frA

"

EtÊã+^.
ËÈEË+ "
Thc couns a¡e exceedingly splendid,
While the fields are exceedingly weedy,
And the grana¡ics arc exceedingly empry.
Elegant clothes â¡Ë worn,
Shar¡r weapons are carried,
Food and drink are enjoyod beyond limit,
And wealth and ûeasures are accumulatcd in excess.
376

Thc translation by Ariane Rump 1987: p- 135
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This is robbery and exuavagance.'"

These lines reflect a sirnilarity to the speech inthe Analecrs, when Confucius says, upon

observing Ji Shi having Ei-eht Lines dance in his home:
can be accepted, what cannot be accepted?"

.

"Ë

oJ.ë.

' li+õalT¿fE!

If this

C. The Laozi refTects the system of taxation in use at the end of the Spring and

Auturnn, called "che

ffi".

Chapter 79, for example, says:

ãæãJ*.

#:Êã1ffi.

The one who has vinue uses Qi,
the one who lacks virn¡e us¿s Che.

Here the l¿ozi is speaking about the Che :ax system, which has also been referred to in
the Analects. Yanyuan:

Ë,^F:Ètä'ËH : " +ffi,. ffiõE. . fr¿E?" ÊË5JE : " ãffi*2"
E_.fri_EF*ffi&?"

"
=: =.F-ffiHT'

Duke asks You Ruo: "ln a famine year there is not enough money to buy things. How can I
make out?" You Ruo answers: "Why do you not use the tax system of ten percent?" Ai Duke says:
'Even in employing the system of twenty p:rcent târ( I still fe¿l it not enough. How can I reduce it
to the ten percent tax system?"

Ai

This passage indicates that "Che" was the tax system of Zhou.3æ Zheng Xuan notes, for
example, that "Che was the method of taxation of the Zhou Dynasty, which was ten
percent-"3?e

These three anal¡lses of ideas and situations contemporary to the Laozi shows that
the Laozi did reflect the situation at the end of the Spring and Autumn Period. Thus, its
ideas are surely not too radical to be understood as a work ofthis period.
1.5.4.2 The arguments of Gu JieCang Eæffi[J and Feng Youlan l.Eãffi
Since Confucius taught that correcting oneself is the best way to govern,3s and since the
Laozi teaches the same idea (chap. 57), Gu Jiegang has concluded that the Laozi must
have derived the idea from Confucius.3Er Hu Shi says concerning this point that one can

ttt

quoied from Rump 1987: pp. 152-153.

ttt

Zh.ng Liangshu 1984: p. 1317.

tt" SæLunyuZhengXuanzhu: YanYuan åÊ#:
iso

t"

The An¿l¿c¡s:

i$TÈ:

l2:l?.

Gushibian IV: p.488
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FiËi{

argue just as well that Confucius learned from Lao Zi.3æ

Feng Youlan placed the date of the Laozi after the time of Hui Shi
Gongsun

Long AñËã

ãÏE

and
because the Laozi contains considerable discussion about the

natneless. He says concerning this point that such a discussion is possible only

if

men

"first have become conscious of the existence of names tftemselves."s3
Chan says in relation to this point, "He seems to imply that Hui Shih and Kung-sun
Lung were the first to become conscious of them. Evidently he has forgotten the Confucian
doctrine of the rectification of names, a doctrine he has stressed very strongly. Quite
aside from this, his shift is puzding. Hui Shih and Chuang Tzu were contemporaries. If
Fung puts the Lao &¡¿ between the times of Hui Shih and Chuang Tzu and calls the
Taoism of Chuang Tzu a later phase than that of the Lao Tzu, does that mean that the
Taoism of the Lao Tzu was formulated or came into maturity some time between Hui
Shih's pronouncement of his theories in his youth and Chuang Tzu's pronouncement of
his old age? Is this assumption reasonable?"3s

QianMu's ffiË argument
Mu
has selected 33 concepts from the laozi, srtch as Dao, Heaven, the One,
Qian
1.5.4.3

In each case, he has anempted to prove that the concept developed
from primitive beginnings to iß maturity in¡he lnozi, with the Tumngzí as the transition.
In the case of Dao, for example, Qian says that the Dao, or the \üay to Confucius,
concerns only human affairs. The Dao, he points out, is seldom discussed in rJ:re Mozi
and then only superficially. This doctrine, however, he notes, becomes profound and
subtle in the Inozi. It is well developed in the Zhuangzi, of coune, but it is still not yet
well defined. Hence, he concludes that the Thwngzi serves as a nansition.3s
Qian has presented his case with profound erudition and extensive learning, as is
usual with him, but his thesis relies on the notion that concepts evolve systematically
and chronologically. And this thesis remains to be proved. Chan Wing-Tsit says:
n¿ìmes, and the eternal.

By Ch'ien's formula, one can claim that the Ino &a appeared long before the Chuang

I¡a

because

cenain concepts are absent in the former but are fairly well developed in the laner. Take that of principle
(/i @), for example. It is not mentioned in either the l"ao Tzu or tlÊ Analects: In the Book of Mencius it
is understood as order."o But in the Chmng l¿¿ it occurs in many places and is understood in a higher
sense, namely, that of principle. The same things can be said about conceprs of nature (¡ur¿g 'lå) and
feeling (cå?ng El, both of which are not found in thc lao ?t¿, but are much discussed in the Chuang
l¡¡.ttt One may add that the ¡erms the Great One" (/ai-i Jr+l-), "perfect man" (chih-jen €Å), and so

"t

Hu Shi:

Jo

urnal of As iatic Studies.fl (1937),

377 .

3ti quoted from
Chan 1963: p. 69.

t*' Ch"n

!t'
3ro

3*t

t963: p.69.

qian Mu 1957: pp.2l-102.287-314. See especially. pp.22-23.
Book of Mencias, 5B:1-

TheseconceptshavebeenadvancedbyYanLingfeng,laozhuang¡*anjiu:pp.Z}7-Sl.lnconnecrion

9s

forth are not found in the Lao I¿a but are prominent in the Chuang Ttu and the¡efore one could argue
that the second must be later.3EE

Thus, Qian's systematic inte{pretation of intellectual history is neat and attractive
but is not supported by facts. Qian contends that the works of Confucius and Mo Zi
should be understood as preceding those of Lao Zi atd Zhuang Zi. Otherwise, he says,
since Lao 7i had already originated the docrine of Dao preceding the Lord (chap.4),
Confucius and Mo Zi should not still have held to the doctrine of the order of heaven
and the will of Heaven.s This conclusion is necessary, he adds, because the thread of
thought does not run this (i.e., any other) way3Ð (thân toward this conclusion).
Hu Shi responds to Qian's argument in the following wa]r:
According to your way of inference and conclusion, is it to be declarcd thæ after the binh of Lao Zi and
Chuang Zi there should be no more talk of Hcaven's order and Heaven's will? Is it conceivable that those
who in the last two thousand years have talked of Heaven's order and Heaven's will--and the rest--should
all be rc-earded as prior to the time of I¿o Zi and Chuang Zilet

Some scholars argue, based on Qian Mu's theory, that the l¿ozí is later than the
Mencius. They point out that a sort of progress occurs from the individual through the
family, the community, to the coußtry and to the world. This progress seems to be
defined as a systematic development. This concept is not found in the Analects, is only
hinted at by Mencius,3P but is quite clear inthe Laozi (chap. 54). Cao Rulins thinks for
this reason that the l^aozi is later than Mencius. Chan, however, says: "it must not be
forgotten that Mencius was quoting what he himself said was a common saying. Who
can tell how long it takes for a saying to become cornmon? So far as the basic concepts
of the I¿o Tzu are concerned, they were already known in the Spring and Autumn days.
Those of taking no action, Tao, vacuity, and repaying evil with virtue, for example, are
all found in the Analecfs."3s Conceming this. Chen Guying's recent research should be
mentioned here.

with rhe concept of li, and one may include that found in rhe Hanfeizi,ch.20, SPTK. 6:7a-8a (Liao (r.),
The Complete Work of Han Fei Tzu, L 19l-94), it has developed 1o an even higher de-eree, for here
principle is definitely a metaphysical concepr and has acquired specific characteristics. See Chan
Wing-Tsit 1963: p. 88 note 77.
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chs. 26-28.

qian Mu 195?: pp.26-37Hu Shi:

J o urnal

of Asíatic Studies,Il (1937), 377 -37 8.

Book of Mencius, 4A:5.

This is the claim of Cao Rulin, inhis Zhou Qin zhuai tøo, pp. 52-53.
Chan 1963: p. ?1.
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1.5.4.4 Chen Guying's l$ãä.8 argument
After studying the Laozi's influeuce during the middle of the Warring States Period

FY?,

through an examination of books such as Huangdi süing ËÈEÆ, Yinwenzi
Shenzi'FÍ and Gwnzi
Ctren Guying says that he is surprised to fînd that the
I¿ozi had a very strong influence in the middle of the Warring States Period. This
profundity of influence, he says, must stem from a long term of transmission. The
transmission of a philosophical idea also requires quite a long time even in the trventieth

€7,

century, as we can see in the case of existentialism. This philosophy originated in
Europe in the 1930s-1940s, but it did not come to Taiwan until the 1960s or to the
mainland of China until the 1980s (Thus taking over 30 to 40 years.). Imagine the time
required for a general transmission and shiftirg down of an idea in ancient times when
no paper or me¿ìns of printing were available. Even if the Iaozi took only the 40 years
that existentialism took to be transmitted in the twentieth centulv, the book of the Inozí
should still be classed as a product of the end of the Spring and Autumn Period or at
least at the beginning of the Wa¡ring States Period.3s

. Conclusion: the arguments aiming at establishing a later origin for the ideas of the
lnozi do not succeed in proving that it is a product of the Warring States Period.
Instead, they show that it is a work from the end of the Spring and Auturnn Period.
1.5.5 The styleof iheLaozi

To Cui Shu, the style of the book is similar to those which stem from the Warring States
Period (480-222 BC) and utterly different from that of the ,Analects, which stems from
the Spring and Aun¡mn Period(722481 BC).re6
Feng Youlan argues as well that the style of the l-aozi shows that it is a product of
the Warring States Period. Feng says it was "generally" believed that the Laozi was
composed after Confucius, that is, sometime during the Warring States Period.3et But
this is not true. Vy'hen Feng wrote his book in the 1930s, according to Chan V/ing-Tsit,
"It may safely be said that those who believe Lao Zi lived in the Spring and Autumn
Period and those who believe he lived in the Warring States Period are about equal in
number."3e8 And the same point ca¡ries in respect to the date of. the Laozi. According to
Zhang Chengqiu's review of the debate on the history of the work. there was no authentic

t" Cf. Chen Guying(general ed.) 1994IV: p.412.
t* Cui Shu: Zhu¿i kaoxin, l: l3a-14a.
¡" Fung Yu-lan Vol.l, Derk Bodde (tr.) 1952: p. 170 reads: The book known

as the

lao+u

ft,Í.tr¡

popularly called the Tao Te Ching Ëæff, is traditionally said to have been wriuen by an older
contemporary of Confucius, Lao Tan ã4ã. Today, however, it is
believed ¡hat¡he Lao¡zu
-eenerally
Z,V wæ composed after Confucius, that is, sometime during the Warring Søtes period. This has
already been discussed in detail by many scholars and so need not be gone into at length herc.

"t

chan 1963: p.53.
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conclusion conceming the date of the Inozi.3e
Two reasons can perhaps account for Feng's statement that the opinion that the
Inozi was composed during a later time is "generally believed". l) Skepticism in regard
to the tradition was in vogue during the 1920s and 1930s. 2) Liang Qichao, who was the
pioneer of the new intellectualism in China and influential on scholars was of this
opinion. Those who reject the tradition, however, do not have sufficient evidence to
support their theories or arguments. Liang's evidence consists of two main items: one is
the use of terminology in the l¿ozi, whtch, as I have already shown, was criticized by
many scholars even in the 1920s and 1930s; and the other concerns the radical natu¡e of
the ideas h the Laozí , which has also been discussed above.
Apart from the above, Feng has also offered three other items of evidence to
support his theory. He says:
What has already been said in the present book about conditions in the world oflearnin_e in ancient
China, moreover, proves thât lhe I-ao-qu must be a product of this later time, because: (l) Prior to
Confucius there was no one writin-9 in a private. non-official capacity; hence the Lao-Eu cannotbe eadier
thanthe Lunlü:- (2)Theliteraryformof the Lao+zuisnotthatofquestionandanswer.andtherefore,is
probably late¡ than the Lun f¡i and the Mencius. (3) The sryle of the Lao-v,u is clearly that of a'canon'
(ching iE), for which reason it probably dates from the Warring Sutes Period. If one were to bring
forward but one of these three points, in addition to the proofs already give b¡- earlier scholars, one might
be justly accused of committing the fallacy of begging the question. Taking them together, however, it is
surely no accident that the style and doctrines of the Lao+zu, with the other evidence, all point to its
being a product of the Warring States Period.Ð

Feng's tluee items of evidence which he lists here raise doubts concerning their legitimacy
under close scrutiny. They are each discussed below.

1.55.1 The various reåsons related to stvle for taking the Laozí as a later work
A. The individual authorship of books before Confucius
Feng's argument that before Confucius no one had individually authored a book simply
repeats Zhau;rg Xuecheng Ë+ffi (1738-1801), who said that the purpose of writing in
ancient times was fulfilled in writing down governmental records and that writing was
never employed as a private pursuit of authorship.€t Feng noted that ancient aristocrats

did not write, because they had to govern and, therefore, had no time for writing.
Besides, he says, writing was a superfluous act, since their ideals were to be ca¡ried out
in governmental measures.s2 He dismisses all private writings attributed to ancient
writers before Confucius, therefore, as spurious and comes to the bold conclusion that

3e
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Zhang 1977: pp. 79-99.

Fung Yulan

Vol.l, Ðerk

Bodde
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there was no private writing took place at all before Confucius!æ3

Chan says: "Obviously Fung is begging the question."o And Hu Shi pointed out
already in rhe 1930s, "Mr. Fung ought to have proved first that the Lao Tzu actually
came out after Confucius' time before he advanced the premise that before Confi¡cius'
time there was no such thing as individual authorship."s On the other hand, Hu Shi
argues, when Confucius was three years old, Shu Sun Bao took liyøt lÈ (to set up
words or to leave words) as one of the three immortalities, saying: "In Lu €. there was
a previous master who was called Zang Wen Zhong ffil'f+. He died and settled his
words (for the later generaúons)." Hu raises the question, were all of these /i¡'an transmitted
only orally? And were the quotations from Zhou Ren HlÍ.Ay Confucius also only oral?
How could this be possible?n
Previous to Feng, Luo Genze presented four items of "evidence" to prove the
absence of individual authorship before the Warring States Period. He says, first, that no
menrion occurs of any individual writings in the Zhuangzi, Xunzi, Hanfeizi, and other
books of the period. Second, he claims that the individual writings prior to the period
the bibliographical section of the F/is¡ory of the Former Han
Dynasry a¡e false. Third, no books in the early V/aning States Period quote any individual
writing prior to the period; and, finally, no private writing was employed during the
Spring and Autumn days for public instruction. The reasons for the absence of individual
authorship, according to him, are that before Confucius all books were kept in official
archives and that before the Waning States Period all philosophers emphasized rules of
propriety as a means for social reform. Hence, writing was unnecessary.t He later

that are recorded

in

added to this that aristocrats had no need of writing and even opposed
were too ignorant to

it, while serfs

write.s

Concerning this argument of Luo, Chan Wing-Tsir is able to criticize it. He says:
"Not that ancient writers or books were not mentioned, or ancient philosophers quoted,
in the books of the ÏVaning States Period. But the books are regarded by him (Luo)
either as ofhcial documents or as forgeries, and the quotadons as from oral transmission
instead of private writings. He is virtually saying, 'There was no private writing, for all
private writings a¡e false!"'@
Ma Xulun argues, Luo notwithstanding, that the custom of pursuing individual

"o rbid
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authorship did obtain during the Spring and Autumn Period. And these books have been
itthe Hanshu: Yíwenzhi iEË:
the Laozi, considered as a
work of individual authorship, is not necessarily later than the works of Confucius.{ro

$¡6

recorded very often

B. The literary form of question and ânswer
Feng argued as well that, since the literary form of the Laozi is not that of question and
answer,

it is probably later than the Analects

and the Mencius.atl

If,

as Feng says, the l-aozí must be later ¡han Analects and the Book of Mencius
because it is not in the dialogue style, then, Hu Shi counrers, the ancient odes must be
also later.4r2 Besides, most of the Analects itself is not in dialogue form. As Hu has
pointed out, only one of 16 chapters in Book I, one out of 26 in Book II, and seven out
of 37 in Book IV a¡e conversations. ot3 Thus, Feng's this argument is not correct.

C. The style of canon
Feng also says that the sryle of the laozi is clearly that of a "canon" (ching Æ), tor
which reason it probably dates from the Waning States Period.

No one really knows, however, what constitutes a "simple style of classic".
chapter one of the

lnozi

If

does comprise such a style, Hu Shi argues, then Analects 2:3 is

of the same style.a¡{
Feng comrnitted an even more egregious error logically when he said: "If one were
to bring forward but one of these th¡ee points, in addition to the proofs already given by
earlier scholars, one might be justly accused of committing the fallacy of begging the
question. Taking them together, however, it is surely no accident that the style and
doctrines of the l-ao-n¿, with the other evidence, all point to its being a product of the
Warring States Period."t's For this is the fallacy of composition. Feng thinks that beggng
the question three times in one statement provides validity for his argument when doing
it once would be an error!
D. The employment of rhyme and the practice of beginning the sentence
with the subject
Besides these arguments of Feng, some schola¡s have also contended that the employment

of rhyme and the practice of beginning a sentence with the subject originated during the

t"'

See Ma Xulun's "Bian Laozi
Chengqiu 1971 : pp. 92-93.
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zhan-euo

houqi zuopin

'" Fung 1952 (rr- by Derk Bodde 1983): p. 170.
''1 See Chan 1963: p. 65.
ttt

lbid-

""

Ibi¿

''t

Fung 1952 (ú. by Derk Bodde 1983): p. 170.
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BU+?FHE/Éfr,ftF"",

quoted in Zhang

Waning States Period.o'ó Since t-trr:sr: are features of. the lnozi, it is argued, it must be a
product of that period.
IJncertain, however, is thar. the use of rhyme began during the Warring States
Period. Hu Shi, based on the cha, acteristic of rhyme, argues to the contrary, for example,
that "most of. the Inozi is rhymer-l. And if we suppose as a general wodd principle that
rhyme precedes prose, then thc r¿6r¡i should be considered as preceding the Analects."at?
Chan says also that aside fioi¡ .rìcient odes, many passages tn the Book of Hßtory anð
in the text of the Bookof Ch,rngss,ars and even some chapters in the Analects,ate are

rþmed.
As for beginning the sen¡ence with the subject, many of the Mozi's essays show this
feature.tto

Thus, the employment of rhyme and the pracúce of beginning a sentence with the
subject did not originate durin.s, the ÏVarring States Period. This mean cannot prove the
Løozi as a product of the Warring States Period.
E. The style of poem and prose
Gu Jiegang contends that since the Laozi is in the style of a prose-poem,ott it must be a
product of the Warring States Period. But he never proves this thesis, so his conclusion
is not valid for dating ¡he Laozi. On the contrary, as above has indicated, the rhyme of
the Laozi proves only that it is a work of Chu and does not confirm a date.al

f.5.5.2 The mistakes of the new opinion
these arguments above considered together. we can judge that none of the recent,
anti-traditional opinions offer good reasons for acceptance. Thisjudgement is based on
the following two facts: First, we cannot easily determine the style of the I-aozii and,
second, we cannot easily determine just when a certain style come into use, for any
development of style emerges only after a long period of evolution.

All

A. The various opinions concerning the style of the

ltozi

This work lists above, in the section on the style of. the Laozi, various opinions conceming
its stvle.
,rr,

''t
t'*

t''
tt"

"t
"t

Ibid.

Hu shi l97o rcp.: p. 418.
Many examples are given in He Dunweng, Laozi
For examples, Analects,2:

l:

xins-i. Supplement: p. 2.

I I :19.

Chan 1963: pp.65-6ó.
Cu Jiegang 1933: IV, {47.

of "the regional background
Lao Siguang 1968: pp. 150, and 153.
See the Pan

of

¡he

Inozi " in the same chaprer of the present work. Cf.

l0r

Some scholars argue that almost all the chapters a¡e rhymedla bur that the rhyming
scheme occurs in many patterns.aã Most scholars indeed accept that many rhymes occur

in the l¿ozi, but they all differ concerning their judgment on the overall style of the
work. For example,
Ren Jiyu argues that the style of rhe l-aozi is poetry.]5 Feng Youlan says that the
styleofthe l'r.oziisclearlythatof 'c¿ìnon'chingQing) Æ.0'uqianillfru ffiÞ takesthe
Laozi as rhymed prose (yunhua zhi sanwen Ë.f[Z.äl), and he thinks that such
rhymed prose cannot precede the dialogue form that we find în the Analecfs.at Gu
Jiegang ,Fæffiü takes the Laozi as the style of .û m, which appeared at the end of the
Warring States Period.to Ma Xulun ,Efdffi says that the brief words of the Laozi arc
like poevy, though it is also like the yao ci îffi of Yi ã and borh the I¿ ffi and the
Song r$ of the Shijing #f$; apart from this, he says, it is like the Analects'#Fo'.
In ancient times, brief words were favored over long disquisitions. And, since most
of the ancient books were transmitted orally, they were usually rhymed to assist the
memory. The l-aozi is both brief and rhymed. And, since such material was coÍrmon
before the Warring States Period, the Laozi must surely have been transmitted before
this period.a2e Tbe lnozi traditionally has been placed in the ¿j f category of the siå¡¡ E
Èßclassifi cation scheme.tÐ

B. The major premise thet these styles belong to the Warring Stâtes Period
is by no meens proved
As stated above, the evolutionary movement of the emergence of style means that we
cannot easily determine just when a certain style came into use. Tlris concept of
evolutionary development has been generally accepted by scholars such as Hu Shi,
Chan rtüing-Tsit, Zhang Chengqiu and Tang Lan.t3r

"r
"'

Chapters 31,49,50,61.74, and 75 are not rhymed. while only small parts of chapters 7,11,23,32,
34,42,60,66,72, and 8l are rhymed. Hu Yuanchun goes so far as to sa¡r that the whole book is in
rhyme. See Hu s.a.: p. 3. Cf. Chan 1963: p. 84 note 2.
For a complete list of rhymes, see B. Karlgren, "The Poetical Pa¡ts in Lao-Tsi," Gäteborgs Högsl<nlas

Ärss/<nf,XXXVnI(1932),6-20.andChenZhu 1928b:passim.Forsomeexamplesof therhyming
scheme, see Ch'en Chu 1928a: pp.29-34.

':5 Hend¡ischke
':6

Fun-e

1984:

pp.29.2542.

Yu-lan Vol.l, Derk Bodde (r.) 1952: p. 170.

"t Qi* Mu 1957: pp. 101-102.
"' Gu Jiegang 1933: pp. 162-519.
"' quoted from Zhang Yangming iËEÐã1985:
t"'

t"

p.260.

Loewe 1993: p.269.
Hu Shi: Hanard Journnl of Asiatic Sttdies .ll ( 1937): pp. 315-76.383-85. Chan Win-e-Tsit l9ó3: p.
65. Zhang Chen-eqiu 1971: pp.89, 93,94. See also Tang Lan's "Laozi shidai xinkao tfÉ{ttfä"
quoted in Zrang Chengqiu 1977:' p.94.
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says in respect to this notion of evolutionary emergence: l)
The evolutionary emergence of a particular style is difFlcult to determine, since different
styles often coexist during the same period. 2) The evoluúon of style does not always

ZhangFuqing

ççtgffi

history (sår

follow the movement of: poem (siri Ë)
one

argument (tun

For

È-å).
Ê.)
->
->
writings
the
the
style
of
that
a)
must note in regard to such a notion of development,

in the tomb of the Shang Dynasty (oracle characters) are all for the Purpose of recording
(history) and b), that the oldest writings possessed to-day is Shangshu Ëtê (The Book
of History) rather than Sanbaipian =ÉÆ (The Book of Poem or Odes). Thus, history
itself refutes the notion of this "straight line" development of poetry to argument. 3) we
cannot, therefore, date the La,ozi, which is brief and simple in style, after the Zhuangzi
andXunzí,which a¡e long and complex in style.o32
1.5.5.3 Style contrastamong the Laozittu Shíiíng #Æ and the Chuciff;ffF
Liu Xiaogan glfiffi. has compared the Laozi's style comprehensively with that of the
Shij ing and. Chuci . He found that the lnozi is similar to the Shíjing in three aspects: the

sentence pattern, the method Of rhetorics, and the rhyme pattem; at the same time, it
differed from the Chuci inall th¡ee of these aspects.ott
Many scholars have touched on several aspects of the Inozïs style, but none has

studied

it

Liu Xiaogan. And because the previous scholars
Inozi's style, valious pooÙ formed opinions developed

comprehensively before

studied only some asPects of

the

concerning it, as indicated above in the present chapterWe can first anend to Liu's comparison of. the Inozi with the Shiiing: The basic
materials of the Inozi employed in Liu's study are its 51 rhymed chapters, r.e., chapters

2,4,5,6,8,9,10,12,14,15,16,17,19,20,21,22,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,32,33'
35,36,37,39, 4r, 44,45,47,51, 52,54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 62, ø,65, 66, 67 ' 68, 69,
73, 78, and 79.ry The characteristic of the rhyming pattern of the Sår.¡íng is mainly
based on Wang

Li's

Ífi

Shi¡ing

based mainly on Zhu Qianzhi's

yundu#l&#ä;

trffiZ

an¿ the rhyme Pâttern of the l^aozi is

laozí yunli Z?ÈFFtJ."t

A. The ltozìis similar to the SftgÏng in the sentence pattern

The ,shyrng's main sentence pattern is that of including four cha¡acters (sizi ju
and Chuci's is mainly that of six and seven characters (liuyan ÀÈ and qiyan

ti:

Eg+A),

l-È}In

"Dui Qian Mu xianshcng cong wenzhang de ticai he xiuci shang kaocha Laozi
ã!È þ", quoted
chengshu niandai de yij ian
4 lë ÈÊ! Ëä îtr/øffi '- ã Æl-7
p.
1917:
94.
in Zhang Chengqiu
See Zhang Fuqing's

$ËËft

*€4í{

I

IV: p.419.

':3

See Chen Guying (Ceneral ed.) 1994.

'v

Ib¡¿.: p. 422. According to Jiang Yougao, 52 of the chapters are rhymedl according to Zhu Qianúi,
over ?0 chapters are rbymed, and, according to Karlgren. 75 chapten are rhymed. Liu Xiaogan thinks
5 I chapters are rhymed.

'3t tbid:p.122.
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this aspect, ¡}re Laozi is similar to the former and is different from the latter.ls
Tlre Shijíng has 305 poerns, 152 of which a¡e the poems of the four-cha¡acter-sentence
(siyan shi EqÈ#). This number accounts for 50la of the whole, 140 of them conrain
poems of the four-character-sentence as their main patter (though some other sentence
patterns are included), and this number accounts for 46Vo of the whole; only 13 of them
are poems of other sentence patterns, which accounts for 4Vo of the whole.at The
Shijing has been rearranged by later schola¡s, but one can safely assert that the Chinese
poem in the time of the Shijing was mainly of the type of containing the four cha¡acter
sentence.o" The fust poem of the Shijing, for example, is representative of this type:
B8BËEËIê'

aiq¿Ì¡il'
ãftÉÅ*.
Ê=]FÆ

(BBEÈ) .O''

Guangguang jujiu, zai he zhi zhou,
Yaotiao shunü, junzi hao qiu. (Guanju)
Over the Guanguan go the ospreys,
The modest" retiring, virtuous. young lady:
For our prince a good mate is She. (Jlnaz)q

-

The Laozi is not actually a poem, however, there are 27 chapters containing mainly the
sentence of four characters in the general transmined version.+r In the Mawangdui silk

text version, 23 chapters a¡e rhymed.*z These account for nearly 5OVo of the 5 I chapters
involved.
The standa¡d for recognizing the sentence of four cha¡acters consists of two criæria:
one is that the chapter contains mainly sentences of four cha¡acters, and the other is that
no other neat sentence pâttems a¡e found in the text.t3 Chapter 45 of the l-aozi is ¡he
stândard example:

"o

lbi¿.

"1 lbid.: p.423.
tt' Ibid.
o:e

In this section are several Chinese quotations without English ranslation. The ranslations will be
added at a later time.

*t

*'
*:

This translation is quoted from lægge 1935: Volume 4: p.

This is based on Zhu Qianzhì's Laozi jiaoshi Zl&&. These chapters are 2, 5. ó, 9. 10, 14, 19, 20,
?t. 24, 26. 28. 29, 30. 33, 36. 4 r, 45, 47, sl. 52, 54. 55, 58, 59. 64, and 67 .
According to Liu Xiaogan, Chapter
1994

I

in the Ma Wang dui silk text version is also rhymed, but

2.20,21,26. and 33 are not rhymed.
IV: p.423 note2.

chapters

{3

1.

See Chen Guying (general ed.) 1994:

See

Liu Xiaogan " 1994: in Chen Guying (General ed.)

IV: p.423.
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tËÊ4.

ËH'Fffi

"

J<&fr:t+,

HH4F.

xt5frffi "
^ËrEtE.
t#tuÈie'

FHõE

.

(chap.45)

What is most perfect socms to be incompleæ;
But its utilþ is unimpaircd.
What is most full scems to be empty;
But its uscfr¡lness is inexhaustible.
What is most sraight seems to be crooked.
The grcaæst skill sccms to be clumsy.
The greatest eloquence s€ems to stutter;
But its usefi¡lness is not crookcd.s

An example consisting mainly of the four character inægrated with other sentence types
is as follows:

'ã#Tfr,.

Ê#à#..
à#¿71.
ËFXfrffi.

#f;*ËEFi5F.

H¿TS.

(chap.6)

the spirit of

the valley ncver dies.

It is called the subtle

and profound fcmalc.

The gate of the subtle and profound female
Is the root ofHeaven and Earth.
Usc it a¡d you will ncvcr wear it out.*t

In the general transmitted version kf,ffiWË#E is also written as ffif.ffiËF (four
characters-sentence).

Thus, the sentence pattem of the Sårylzg and the Inozi is lA( )O(. If we use 0 to
represent particles such as xi Ë, zhi È, and ¿r m, the L¡s¿¿'s
ttre sentence pattern
(seven
is X)O( 0 XLO
characters-sentÊnce), XXXO)ff (six characters-sentence).

#E

ñãw2Ëã1+.
ffieäE,fÊfF "
äñæÊr.rÉmã'
fËËÊEr.lËÊ.

*
*5

Th¡s translation has becn rcfened to Rump 1987: p. 133.

This translation is quoted from Rump 19E7: p.21.

r05

(I am) the descendant of the emperor Di.
my father's name was Poyong.
Vy'hen he was in Mengzou,
(I was) born in ¡he time of Gengying.

In Wang Li's Chuci yundu ËffiË.Ë,are 28 poems of Chuci, only four of which
poems of the four character sentence. These are Tianwen

a¡e

*7ã,

Jiuzhang: Jusong |l,H;.
ffifÊ, Dazhao Xffi and Zhaohun E4- Clearty, the four character sentence poem is
not the main typ€ of tbe Chuci. The Chuci has four characteristics: 1) The poems are
usually quite long, a characteristic lacking in the SluTlng and the l-aozi. 2) The sentence
patterns and rhyme patterns are neat, following the principle of odd sentence rhyming.
3) The Chuci does not have the rhetorical method of circula¡ sentences, which will be
introduced later. 4) They are not the style of free songs (zþa y ingchang Ê È e'08).*'ó
In relation to the sentence pattern, then, the laozi is simila¡ to the Såying rather
than to the Chuci.

B. The similarity between the method of rhetoric used in the Irozí ând
that of the Shijíng
While the rhetorical method of circularsentences(xunhaanwangfu'ñææF ) employed
by the Shijing is not used often in later works or in the C|uci, it is quite often used in
the

laozí.

The rhetorical method of circular sentences refers to the repeated occurence
certain Chinese cha¡acters or sentences in poems or in the chapters of a written work.
For example,

of
'r47

Type one: " XXX 0, YYYO. YYYO, 7720 and "XX 0, YY 0 0'
The X, Y, and Z refer to the characters which are not changed, and 0 refers to the ones
which a¡e changed.
Shíjing: Xiangshu

TERãË

#1,9 tFF.

reads:

.

^m*.1*.

TW.Hä. ( *ffi)
^îÍft,f*.
¡ãË.ËÊ.

Lîî*1t'
/.ñ#rt'

T'ft,14& " (zffi)
l. Look at a rat, -- it

has its skin;
But a man shall be u'ithout dignity of demeanor

*
gt

-'

Ibi¿.:pp.424425.
-..
This

definition is based on Vr'ang Li's Shijittg yundu: p.81
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Ifa

man have no dignity ofdemeanor,
What should he do but die?

-

Look at a rat, it has its tceth;
But a man shall be without any right deportment.
If a man have not right deportment,
What should he wait for but death?q
2.

This can be written as
)oo( 0, YYYo. YYYo, 777 0.
xxx 0, YYYo. YYYo, 777.0.
Ttrc Laozîs chapter 54 reads:

ftZg 'FlÊl5F; rEËl
øz*..Fí€Ë'*. (-ê.êË)
øZffi'8877ã; (Íã&)
E¿#'Hl87lÉ; r*åãr
Êzxr.F'Æn,€. (^e.Ë)
When
When
When
When
'When

one
one
one
one
one

cul¡ivates virn¡e in
cultivatcs virtue in
cultivates vinue in
cultivates vim¡e in
cultivates vinue in

his person, it becomes genuine virtue.
his family, it becomes overflowing virtue.
his community, it becomes lasúng virtue.
his country. it becomes abundant virnre.
the world, it becomes universal.ae

This can be written as XX 0, YY 0 0.
The two books S/u.¡rng and Laozí are similar in this aspect.

Type two: "X)O(, YY 0 Y; 7777, YY 0 Y. AA 0 A, BB 0 B" and "XX O,YY
0.777 0, AAA 0. AAA 0, BBB 0 (0)"

0,"2?

The X, Y,Z, A, and B refer to the cha¡acters which are not changed, and 0 refers to the
ones which are changed.
The Shijing: Qiangyouci

ffiä&

reads:

iË€iJ('

4EJffiü,;
?lE¿<-=.

õEËtE
FfEËü

"
.

=¿ÉÊü.
wëæ..

(gffi)

T{*t;

+Ë¿È,

TqÈËÉ

"

F,çtr'#rE'

*t
*'

Tbe translation is quoted from Leg-ee 1935: Volume 4: pp. 84-85

Rump t987: pp. 154-155.
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(FË)
=¿FtE "

ffiãx.'
õr'JiFtE;

+ËzÈ,

õE'JätE

"

trãfäü.
È¿€ü " (EË)
L The tribulus grows on the wall,
And cannot bc brushed away.
Thc story of the inner chamber
Cannot be old.
\ilhat would have to be told
¡ffould be thc vilest of reciuls.
2. The uibulus grows on the wall,
And cannotbe removed.
The story ofthe inner chamber
Cannot be particularly rclaæd.
What might bc panicularly related
lrVould be a long story.
3. The tribulus grows ot ¡hc wall,
And cannot be bound togethcr, (and økcn away).
Thc story ofthe inner ch¿mber

Cannot be recited.
\ilhat might be reciæd
Would be the mostdisgraceful of things.a$

This type can be u/ritten as "XXX, YY 0 Y;

ZZZ,YY

0 Y. AA 0 A, BB 0 8."

(ffi€'æ'õãJ 0 ü,; trËZÈ, õEJo 'tË " FfraJ o ü'È¿
Chapter 28 of tbe Laozí reads:

*gHæ.

+H{Ë'

äxT+i.

äXTâ'

'E:æ,7¡a"

'træ7\E'

fEgËÈ+#. (Effi)

ffËÉ

.

rHs.

êiçT*.
êXTñ.
,trffi7Fili.
'tEffiZ.-¿f,.

fãËÊ8. (zÈR)

*

This translation is quoted from lægge 1935: Volume4: pp.7+75.

r08

0

ü')

*r4*.
È€8.
åXTH'
åxT¿{.
EæTÆ

,trIEõêÊ."

'ãtl#tr.

(trzËÊF)

He who knows the male and keeps to the fcmale
Becomes the valley of the world.
Bein,e the valley of the world,
He will be proficient in ete¡nal vinueSuch is thc cssential mysæry. (finals I¡o¿ )
He who knows the white and yet keeps þ the black
Becomes the modcl of the world.
Being the model for the world,
Hc will never deviate from etemal vim¡e,
But rcturns to the staæ of the Ultimate of Nonbeing. (finals ¿l¡f )

He who knows glory but kceps to humanity
Becomes the ravine of the world.
Being the ravine of the world,
He will never depart from the eternal vinue,
But retum to the s¡ate of infancy.os' (Fantails ge

and zhi can rcplace each other.)

This type can be written âs "XX 0, YY 0, 77.7.0.7220,

r*nä o ' *ts o'

åxT 0. åxT

Thus, the two books tlrc Shijing and the

0' {Effiõ

Inozi

are

0.

tuq,rô\

0. AAA 0, BBB 0 (0)".
0
0 (0).)

'Effiõ

,

lFffiÌt

similar in this aspect.

Type three consists in turning down the first two characters with the lafter rwo characters.
The Shijing: Qifeng: Dongfang weiming #Æ: È,El.: ËÈ*EE reads:

frñ)FaÃ.
ÆÊJãä, " (FÈñ)

ffi2-8)¿.

â^az " (gä)
ñã*ffi.
ffiBJH'X. '(äÊÉ)

EJ¿F.7-,

É/¡lê¿ " (Fã)

Before the east was bright,
I was puning on my clothes upside down;
I was putting them on upside down,
And ¡here was one from ¡hc court calling me.
Before there was a sueak of dawn in the east,
I was putting on my clothes upside down;

'rr

This translation refers to Rump 1987: pp. 83-M.
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I was putún,e lhem on upside down,
And there was one from the coun with orders for

Chapter

2l

me-05:

of the Zao¿i reads:

ÉZhfir .tÈWWk " oqEË)
Æw|ltry '+i¿€*.Fl "(w&)
'ùtwø.w.+.8í,2JM " GEä)

The thing that is called Dao is eluding and vague. (finals ¡åi
Eluding and vague, in it are things- Finals.r'¿¿g )
Deep and obscure, in it is the essence. (Finals zål )or3

)

The two books are similar.

Forty-eight of the 5l chapters of the Laozi in Liu Xiaogan's study employ the
rhetorical method of circular sentences, which accounts for 947o of the whole. This
percentage is simila¡ to that of the Shíjing, in which at least 271 of the 305 poems have
used the rhetorical method of circula¡ sentences, which accounts f,or gOVo of the whole.ar

This phenomenon is very difficult to find again in later works.
Both the Inozi and rhe Chuci are generally accepted as works of the Chu region.
Butif the l¿.ozidoesstemfromthesameperiod,i.e., themiddleorendof theWarring
States Period, we are hard put to explain why the Clucihas not influencedthe l-aozi.
That it has not been understandable if the l-aozi was üansmit¡ed before the style of the
Chuci haÅ,been formed and when the style of the Shijing was still currenlass
C. The Laoziis similar to the S&yízg in its rhyming pattern
Tbe Shijing has two types of patterns of rhyme. One is a varying pattem, and the other
is a high occurrence of rhyme which cannot be found in the later works-rs
The rhyme patterns of the Så¿J¿¡¿g can be divided into th¡ee kinds: rhyming in every
sentence, rhyming in the odd sentences, and the combined form of both of these patterns.
Rhymed are 296 of the 305 poems of the work, 80 of which are rhymed in almost every
sentence. This number accounts for 277a of the 296; 74 of the poems are rhymed in the
odd sentences, which accounts for 257c of the rhymed poems;tt the other 142 (accounting
for 807a) of the poems are rhymed in the combined form of the previous two patterns

t"

This translation is quoted from Lcgge 1935: Volume 4: p. I54.

'r3 This translation is quoted from Rump 1987: p. 65.

'3
ott

o"
o"

See Chen Guying (General ed.) 1994: ÍY :

p. 429. Cf . pp. 426428.

[bid.: pp.429-a30.
See Wan-q

Li's Shijing

1'undu'. p. 4l

-

Rhyme in the firsr. third and fourth sentences has been taken as the rhyme in the odd sentence. The
rhyme begins wirh the fi¡st sentence- Rhyme in rhe second, ¡hird, and founh sentences has been taken
as a rhyme in each sentence, discounting the first.

i10

pattern of rhyme had been well
and of a few other paftems. Liu Xiaogan says that no
patterns of "each sentence" and
formed at the time of the Shiiing and that the rhyming

..odd sentence" rhyming were almost equal in number. Neither pattern had achieved
patterns of rhyme was the
prominence over the other, and the combined form of the two
main one.t$

the few fourAlmost every poem of the chuci is rhymed in the odd sentences;

odd sentences without exception;
character-sentence poems have all been rhymed in the
and the "each sentence" pa$ern of rþme is almost absent't5e

Thepattemofrnymeinthelr¿oziisverydifferentfromthatoftheChøcj.Itis
diffrcult to do similar statistical research onthe Laozi,

because

it is not a real poem- Liu

Among the 51 chapters
Xiaogan has, however, still done some general statistical studies.
which accounts for 47Vo of the
involved, 24 of them are rhymed in every sentence'
the odd sentences,
whole;ff Nine of the poems are rhymed with comparative neahess in
form and other
rvhich accounts for I87o of all of the rhymed passages.$t The combined
patterns involve l8 poems, or 35Va of the whole'62
which indicates that
The main pattern of rhyme in the Itozi is the combined form,
had yet emerged'
work
when the I'aozi was written no general rhyme pattem for such
on the
mixture of patterns fits the various Patterns of rhyme in the slrying'

And this

and "odd sentence"
other hand, in respect to the distinction between "every sentence"
this Preference f,rts
rhyming, the lnozidistinctÌy prefers the former over the laner. And
is similar to the
the high occurrence of rhyme in the sårying. The Laozi, therefore,
and the
in rhyme pattern.s3 And considering the contrast between the Inozi

shijing

shijing

as

well

as that between the former work and tbe
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shijing was súll cu¡rent, í.e., the end of the Spring and Autumn period or the beginning
of the Warring States Period.€
This analysis does not imply that Liu Xiaogan's research has solved the problem of
the date ofthe Laozi. But it does show that Liu's resea¡ch has provided good evidence to
support the traditional opinion concerning the date of the l-aozí, which comes also from
Sima Qian over two thousand years ago.
1.5.6 The conclusion concerning the date of the Laozí
Conceming the date of the Laozi, this work is of the following opinion:
The discovery of the Bamboo Slips Inozí fromJingmen n 1994 does prove that the
Laozi did exist in the middle of the Warring States Period. This version consists of just

over two thousand characters and is similar to the version of the Mawangdui text'6
This discovery, of course, cannot solve the problem of dating the Laozi, but it raises
anew the question concerning the date of the normal version of ¡he l-aozi.If the Mawangdui

silk texts Ia.ozi utd the normal I¿ozi were developed from the Bamboo Slips laozi,
then the former two developed after the Bamboo Slips zaoa. Difficult, however, is to
know whether they were both developed.¡?am the Bamboo slips r^aozi. This problem
cannot be solved before a detailed analysis can be done of the Bamboo Slips r,aozi the
results of which will comprise rhe next part of this study.
The contempora¡y and later quotations of the Laozihave proved that both Lao Zi
the man and the book called ttrc Laozi existed in the time of Confucius , i.e., in the 6th
century BC. That Lao Zi and Confucius were contemporaries, will be proved in the
present work's next chapter. one can refer to my section ç2.4.2.2 C, where shows that a
person Wu Zhi talks with both Lao Dan and Confucius at the same time, thus it proves

that Lao Dan and Confucius were contemporaries. This was recorded in the Inner
chapters of the ztuanger, which is generally believed as making by Zhuang z himself
in the 4th century BC. But what the original Laozi contained cannot ¡iet be known if it is
different from the normal version which we possess today. we may, however, be able to
fix the date of the traditional version of ttte l¿ozi.
All the arguments which aim at establishing the anti-traditional opinion concerning
the date of the Inozí have not provided enough evidence to throvr' the theory of Sima
Qian overboard. These have each been analyzed in this chapter and found wanting. On
the other hand, we have found various items of evidence which suppon the hypothesis
that the l¿ozi is a work stemming from the end of Spring and Autumn period. For
example, sima Qian referred to this period in his såyi over two thousand years ago, and
the l¿ozi was quoted by many contemporary and later works such as the Ma¡i, the
Yinwenzi,lhe Ztwngzi.
The contemporary and later quotations of the Laozi, of course, cannor prove with

*
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ceftainty that the traditional version of the lÃozí was completed at that time, since
several versions of the book were quite possibly transmitted even before the middle of
the Warring States Period. The quotations in the Mozi, Yinwen¿¡, and Zhuangzi might be
from another version of ¡he laozi which we have not yet seen rather than from the
traditional version or the Jingmen Bamboo Slips version. The quotations cannot, therefore,
prove that the Laozí's traditional version was a work stemming from the end of the
Spring and Autumn Period. The only other helpful ways of giving any probable date for
the traditional ve¡sion ofthe Laozi involves an analysis ofthe vocabulary and the style
of the t¡aditional version of the book.
An analysis ofthe vocabulary of ¡he Laozi has been an effective way proving that
the traditional version is a work that originates before the middle of the rù/aning States
Period. So do the cha¡acteristics of style. Most parts of the lnozi are rhymed, but the
sryle of this rhyming is not easy to determine. If the laozi is from the middle or later
portion of the Waning States Period, it would be a contemporary of the Chuci's, so they
should be similar to each other in style. But the style and rhetorical characteristics of the
I-aozi are much closer to that of the Sår"¡ing than that of rhe Chuci. The traditional
version of. the Laozi, therefore, must have been written ea¡lier than the middle of the
Warring States Period. The most likely date is either at the end of the Spring and
Autumn Period or the beginning of the Waning States Period.

1.6 Summary and conclusion
The editions: Before the discovery of the Bamboo Slips laozi from Jingmen, the
earliest edition we possessed of. the laozi was the Mawangdui silk text, which dates
from about 180 BC. Book A and Book B of the silk texts are from two different
traditions. In both of them, the Dejing precedes the Daojing. The first part of book A
has chapter divisions, but the second part and the entirety of Book B does not. We
cannot easily say whether the Mawangdui silk text is close to the original version of t}te

hozi. For many transmissions hare

intervened during the years. The Heshang Gong
version, however, though a later edition than the Mawangdui ediúon, might come from
an earlier version of the Laozi than does the Mawangdui text. But we have no means yet
to prove this hypothesis.
The traditional version of the l¿ozí, also called the normal versions in the present
work, i¿., the versions of Yan Zun, Heshang Gong and Wang Bi, probably date from
the end of the Spring and Autumn Period or the beginning of the Warring States Period,

which places them in the 6th to 5th century BC. The Bamboo slips raozi comes from
the same uadition as the Mawangdui text version of the laozi, but whether it is part of
that version or an even eadier version c¿¡¡rnot yet be known. Its date is earlier than both
Silk texts and the Fu Yi version of the Laozí, or else it was completed at least during the
same period.

Thetitlesandstructure:The LaoziãVßajsocalled DaodejingþîF.ffi

ll3

an¿ Wuqianwen

be called a'classic'.

The book of the Laozi is divided into two parts: Daojing ËÆ or Døopian Éffi,
ÆÆ or Depian l*H. We cannot easily know what constitutes the original
orderof the Laozi,i.e.,whetherthe Daajing precedes theDejing,ortheDejing precedes
the Daojing. According to both the Hanfeizí WF+ and the Mawangdui silk text, the
Dejing or Depian of the l¿ozi precedes Daojing or Daopian. But we find the Daojing
preceding fhe Dejing already in the Former Han Dynasty.
Generally believed is that the Laozi onginally had no chapter divisions. And we do
not know who divided the book into eighty-one chapters. The versions of Heshang
Gong irJI/À from the Han Ë Dynasty, Wang Bi Effi from the Jin Ë Dynasty an¿
Fu Yi Æ4 from the Tang ,Ë Dynasry, and the present, generally transmitted version all
and Dejing

consist eighty-one chapters.

The essential character of the work: Various opinions abound concerning the essential
character of the I-aozi. Many parts of the book are rhymed, but it is not really a poem.
Traditionatly, it belongs to a part of ¿t lÈß in 5¡åz beiyao EffiffiF.

It is from one person's hand rather than many, because: l) Its thought is systematic;
2) The first personal pronouns wo lk and rv¡¿ E refer to the author himself, and the
complaints of the book are simila¡ to those of Confucius and Qu Yuan EF, which are
the character of private book. The book hæ, however, received additions by later scholars
in the process of t¡ansmission.
The book of Inozi is a work of ChuË, because l) The historical records have
shown that this is the case; 2) The book uses Chu dialects; 3) The book demonstrates
knowledge of the custom of Chu.

The authorship: A man named Lao Dan ?.48, ¡.e., Li Er ä4, or Lao li ftJ, who
was a contemporary of Confucius in the 6th century BC did exist. The book he wrote,
the Laozi, once existed as an original version which, while different in some aspects,
was on the whole simila¡ to ùe traditional version we possess today of the work. The
evidence shows clearly that most(?)6 of the speeches and words of Lao Zi as well as
the main points of his thought can be found in the traditional version of the Laozi.
The author of the traditional version was Lao Zi himself, and the book has also
been possibly added to by some other people, but they were inordinately successful at
arranging the words of Lao Zí and at understanding Lao Zi's philosophy.

The date: The exact details concerning the date of the original Laozi cannot yet be
known. The date of lhe Inozí's traditional version, however, should be placed as eady
as the end of the Spring and Autumn Period or the beginning of the rù/arring States
tt*

Haue some or most of Lao Zi's speeches or words been preserved in the present version of the lzo¡i?
This question cannot be answered before a study of the Jingmen bamboo Slips laori is completed.
This will be done in the next stage of the present srudy.
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Period. Secondarily, one could consider a slightly later date in the middle of the latter
period.

Various hypotheses have emerged concerning the date of ¡he hozi. According to
the traditional opinion, the laozi dates from the end of the Spring and Autumn Period,
i.e., from the sixth to fifth century BC. Recent schola¡s, represented by Liang Qichao,
have been skeptical toward this eady date and have proposed a later date. Their main
arguments for dating the rvork concern the contemporary references, the terminology,
the ideas, and the style of the book. In response to these argumentations, this work has
argued that: 1) The contemporary references to the Iaozi do occur. 2) Terms such as
renyi, shangxian, and,wancheng zhi zhu, which have been employed by Liang and his
followers to deny an early date have been shown to be terms current in the Spring and
Autumn Period; thus, they do not provide adequate evidence tJre lnozi is a later work.
3) The ideas of the Laozi, which Liang and his followers say are too radical for the time
of Lao Zí and Confucius, have also been proved to belong to the Spring and Autumn
Period. 4) The style of the l¿o¡i, which Liang and his followers claim to prove that the
Laozi is a later work, has been shown to indicate instead the Inozi is a work from the
end of the Spring and Autumn Period or, at least, the beginning of the Warring States
Period. Liang's handling of the style question was inadequate, as he did not note
correctly the characteristics of style and the regional Chu background of the l¿ozi.
Furthermore, the contrasts among ¡he Laozi, Shijing and Chuci point as well to an early
date of authorship.

In sum, we can say that

I¿ozí
has hampered the West in grasping the details concerning it correctly. This
misunderstanding is grounded in the hypotheses of Liang Qichao, Feng Youlan and
their followers. The arguments of this work have aimed at showing that the above
a misunderstanding concerning the book calleó. the

scholars, so influential in the Vy'est, actually present only weak and ineffective arguments.
LaoZi the man did exist, and he did author a book called ùte l¿ozL And this fact can be
seen from an analysis

of the traditional version

of. the Laozi, which was completed

before the middle of the Warring States Period by l-aoZi himself and has been added to
by some person who surely knew well the philosophy of LaoZi.
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